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ABSTRACT
A Knowledge Based Approach to Modelling

Fast ResponseCatchments

This thesisdescribesresearchinto flood forecastingon rapid responsecatchments,
usingknowledgebasedprinciples. Extensiveusewasmadeof high resolutionsingle
siteradardatafrom theradarsiteat HameldonHill in North WestEngland.
Actual storm events and synthetic precipitation data were usedin an attemptto identify
`knowledge' of the rainfall - runoff process. Modelling was carried out with the use
of transfer functions, and an analysis is presentedof the problems in using this type of
model in hydrological forecasting. A `physically realisable' transfer function model is
outlined, and storm characteristicswere analysedto establishinformation about model
tuning. The knowledge gained was built into a knowledge based system (KBS) to
enablereal-time optimisation of model parameters.
A rainfall movement forecasting program was used to provide input to the system.
Forecasts using the KBS tuned parameters proved better than those from a naive
transfer function model in most cases. In order to further improve flow forecasts a
simple catchment wetnessprocedure was developedand included in the system,based
on antecedentprecipitation index, using radarrainfall input.
A new method of intensity - duration - frequency analysis was developed using
distributed radar data at a 2Km by 2Km resolution. This allowed a new application of
return periods in real time, in assessing storm severity as it occurs. A catchment
transposition procedure was developed allowing subjective catchment placement
infront of an approaching event, to assessrainfall `risk', in terms of catchment
history, before the event reachesit.
A knowledge basedapproach, to work in real time, was found to be successful. The
main drawback is the initial procurement of knowledge, or information about
thresholds, linkages and relationships.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Forward

Flooding is one of the most destructive of all natural hazards, and rapid inundation,
from flash floods or rapid response catchments is perhaps its most dangerous and
unpredictable form. In any flood forecasting system it is essentialthat the warnings
issuedbe reliable, timely and accurate. Each of thesefactors is vital to the successof
the system, and most importantly, to those it serves, the people at risk of property
damage and in some casesloss of life.

Thus a system which performs perfectly in

fine weather, but fails in a severestorm is useless. Similarly a forecast after the event
is of no use in a real-time system, regardless of its accuracy. Finally, forecasting
consistently too high will reducepeoples belief in a systemwhich `cries "Wolf !"', but
forecastingtoo low may fail to warn people at all.

The key problem in forecasting rapid responseflooding is the lack of lead time before
the event takes place. The short duration between the rain falling on the catchment
and the ensuing river rise and flooding gives the flood forecastera minimum of time to
decide what will happen, disseminate warnings and take remedial action.

In this

thesis assessmentof rainfall risk and rapid runoff forecasting are undertaken using a
knowledge basedapproachin an attempt to increaselead time and accuracyof warning
of potential events.

In this introduction an overview is presented of the steps taken in the investigation
along with a brief outline of following chapters. An underlying aim throughout the
researchwas the use of information and development of techniques that would allow
application in a real world, real-time environment. The wide-spread availability of
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present day computer systems has facilitated this aim, allowing analyses and
proceduresto be developedthat would have been almost impossible only a few years
ago.

1.2 Searching For `Knowledge'

The forecasting of floods has been of interest to mankind ever since it first began to
utilize river flood plains. Increasingly, forecastingtechniqueshave looked to complex
mathematics and distributed catchment modelling in an attempt to improve forecast
accuracy. In a different direction this thesisattemptsto useknowledge of experienced
forecasters and catchment rainfall history in order to provide improvements in
forecasting accuracyand information about event risk.

Conventionally, the construction of a knowledge basedor `expert' systembegins with
the identification of the rules, relations and procedures carried out by the human
expert, which are to be included in the system. This procedure, known technically as
`knowledge engineering', was under taken with highly experienced flood warning
officers in both the South West and North West regions of the National Rivers
Authority (NRA).

Unfortunately, it soon became clear that, due to the real-time

nature, and large number of catchmentsforecast,the type of information hoped for did
not exist in a detailed enough form to be built into such a knowledge based
representation. The most useful aspect to emerge from the knowledge engineering
process, however, was the identification of those areas perceived by the experts as
being most influential in the severity of flooding in their region.

A further point which became clear was that although the radar coverage of both the
South West and North Westregions is displayed in the respective flood rooms, its use
is mainly for visual storm identification only. In an attempt to better utilize the radar
coverage from a knowledge perspective, a need was identified to allow storm `risk'
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analysis during and before a storm event arrives at a region or catchment in dangerof
flooding.

Although no concrete rules were identified, these experiences of flood

warning production and potential improvement have been used as guide lines in the
investigation describedhere.

1.3 Thesis Structure

The thesis is divided in to five parts, covering different aspectsof the rapid response
problem and the researchundertaken.

1.3.1FloodingAnd Radar

Chapter 2 provides a definition and insight into the severity of the rapid response
flooding problem. Examples are used to show the devastation which can result from
large, rapidly occurring flooding.

The work in this thesis concentrates on river

flooding causedby rainfall, and an outline is presentedof the other potential causesof
fast responseflooding to put this in perspective.

Also in this chapter an overview is given of the factors which modify rapid response
flooding, divided into storm and catchment variables. Examples are given of the
effect of rainfall direction, location and temporal distribution, as well as catchment
moisture status, temperature, area,shape,topography and orientation. The influence
of mankind is addressed in increasing runoff peakedness,and potentially rainfall,
through the action of urbanisation.

A short review is presented of the potential sources available in the real-time
forecasting of rapid response floods, radar data being discussed in more detail in
Chapter 3. The techniquesusedin fast responseforecasting are outlined, divided into
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meteorological, hydrological and hydrometeorological methods. Following from
this, the importance of warning timeliness is emphasised,and consideration is given to
the alternative, non real-time solutions to flooding problems, such as river
confinement, flood plain zoning and catchmentmanagement.

All of the research presented here is based around real-time remotely sensed
precipitation data from radar. Accordingly, Chapter 3 provides an introduction to the
advantagesand limitations in the observation and estimation of rainfall using weather
radar. The relatively short history of this remote sensingtechniqueis explored to give
an insight into the developmentof the United Kingdom weather radarnetwork. In the
present investigation, single site radar data was used, and the alternative remotely
sensedproducts are reviewed with reference to spatial and temporal resolution, in the
UK and internationally.

In order to give an appreciation of the operation of the radar system, the processing
and assumptions behind the quantitative estimation of rainfall are outlined.

Radar

reflectivity theory is described,together with the display techniquesusedin visualising
the data. Whenever information is inferred remotely about a process such as rainfall
there is potential for error.

These error sources are described, together with the

methods used to lessen their impact.

This final section provides a feel for the

limitations of the data, and emphasisesthe fact that it should not be regarded as a
perfect data source, if such exists anywhere.

1.3.2 Intensity-Duration-Frequency

analysis

Return periods have long been usedto assessthe severity of a rainfall event of a given
recurrence interval. In Chapter 4 the background to this type of analysis is outlined,
followed by a critical review of the techniques used to calculate return periods.
Although many problems may be identified with the proceduresused to assessevent
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rarity, the most fundamental is the conventional basis of these assessmentson point
rainfall estimatesfrom raingauges. This type of precipitation data necessitatesthe use
of areal rainfall averaging. It also leads to the application of IDF analysesoutside the
area for which they were calculated, simply becauseof the low areal coverage of
raingaugesites.

In response to these problems a new technique of rainfall frequency analysis is
presented,using remotely sensedprecipitation data. Parameterestimation is carried
out using Probability Weighted Moments (PWM) to fit GeneralExtreme Value (GEV)
I, II and III distributions to the data record. The techniqueprovides new applications
of return periods in assessingthe recurrenceinterval of rainfall as it takes place, using
radar inputs updatedevery five minutes. This real-time use allows the conversion of
of radar `data' into `information' using knowledge of catchmentrainfall history.

A method of storm return period forecasting is put forward, using catchment
transposition, again based on knowledge past rainfall over the catchment area of
interest. The radar IDF procedure allows simplified `conventional', offline use of
return period analysis and may be easily integrated into the present radar processing
system. Here it may update and classify knowledge of the catchmentrainfall regime
automatically whilst being available for real time use.

1.3.3 Rainfall Hyetograph Analysis

Chapter 5 describes research carried out to gain knowledge of the rainfall-runoff
process. The analysisconcentrateson the rainfall input experiencedby the catchment,
using detailed investigation of the catchmentrainfall hyetograph characteristics,in an
attempt to relate them to subsequentcatchment outflow.

A short description is

presentedof the study areachosen for the investigation, together with the rainfall and
flow data used.

The catchment rainfall input through time is analysed as a
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distribution. Hyetograph centre of gravity, variance and skew are calculated along
with rainfall volume and the maximum average rainfall intensities sustained for
different durations.

These hyetograph characteristics are related to event transfer

function model impulse responses,peak flow, time to peak, flow volume and event
percentagerunoff. The events used in the analysis are presentedin Appendix A, and
key sections of the analysisroutine in Appendix B.

The analysis procedure reveals several good relationships between the rainfall and
flow characteristics investigated. Whilst theserelationships may be used to provide
an approximate guide to several runoff characteristics, their strength is not great
enough to allow forecasting with a sufficient degree of certainty to warrant their
inclusion in a knowledge basedsystem.

1.3.4KnowledgeOf ModelParameter
Dynamics
This section concentrates on gaining knowledge of model parameter dynamics in
order to allow real-time forecast model tuning with reference to storm and catchment
status. Chapter 6 outlines the advantagesof modelling the rainfall-runoff process,
and gives a detailed analysis of the Transfer Function (TF) model. Following from
the inherent problems with the use of the hydrological utilization of the TF model, a
new Physically Realisable Transfer Function (PRTF) model is described,as developed
by Han, 1991. The potential for use of this model is outlined, and the adjustment
techniques built in to it are explained. Finally, an overview is presentedof the steps
for model identification and tuning as used through sectionfour of the thesis.

In Chapter 7a detailed description is given of the acquisition of knowledge about the
PRTF model parameterdynamics, carried out using machine induction. A kinematic
wave model (KWM) is used to create flow sequencesfrom synthetic rainfall events.
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This allows control over the rainfall characteristicsinvestigated,and the generationand
analysis of a much larger number of events than would be possible using `real' data.
Rainfall input to the system is varied in extent, position over the catchment,direction
of movement and intensity.

A PRTF model is fitted to each rainfall-runoff event

manually, and the changes in parameter magnitude with rainfall dynamics are
expressedas relationships and threshold values.

The chapter also outlines a new technique of catchmentstatus evaluation, using radar
input information based on a rainfall reservoir-antecedentprecipitation index (API)
concept.

Catchment loss rates are calculated using `actual' storm events, and an

effective rainfall threshold (ERT) is defined, where ERT is the catchmentsoil moisture
status which leadsto `effective' rainfall generation.

The knowledge of model parameterdynamics and catchmentlossesand soil moisture
threshold are implemented in a Real-time Automatic Model PARameter Tuning
(RAMPART) knowledge based system in Chapter 8.
production rule format, in VAX FORTRAN.

The system is written in a

The current status databasereceives

inputs of forecast rainfall characteristics from a cross correlation forecasting routine
for every five minute radar frame. A forward chaining inference engine is used to
searchthrough, identify and apply the relevant relationshipsin the knowledge base,in
order to tune the model adjustmentparameters. Catchmentstatus is usedin assessing
the contribution of rainfall to flow with regardto knowledge of the catchmenteffective
rainfall threshold.

The system is tested using 23 storm events and gives improvements
accuracy over a static PRTF model in 14 cases.
problems,

as outlined in the text.

in forecast

The KBS suffers from some

These are most likely related to the synthetic

methods used to define the knowledge and inadequacies in the rainfall forecasting
routine used as input to the system.
attempt

at model

parameter

However

estimation

using

,

the system is very much a first
knowledge

based techniques.
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Improvements may lie in the refinement of the knowledge within the data base at
present,or the investigation of new rainfall and catchmentvariables.

1.3.5CaseStudies

Chapter 9 presentsan illustration of the knowledge basedtechniquesevolved in three
case studies. Storm movement is shown with the use of radar data, to demonstrate
rainfall tracking over the catchment area. The synoptic charts for the period are
provided to give a wider overview of each event.

The radar intensity-duration-

frequency system is used to provide an indication of the risk from the storms, using
knowledge of catchmentrainfall history. The RAMPART system is employed to set
the model forecasting parameters. Comparison hydrographs are presentedof actual
and forecast flow, using static and adaptive physically realisable transfer function
models.

1.4 Conclusions And Recommendations

Chapter 10 presents the conclusions and main points of the investigation.
Recommendations are also made for the possible implementation of the work
described here, and areas where the author believes further researchmay be carried
out.
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CHAPTER 2

RAPID RESPONSE FLOODING

2.1 Introduction

The 1990's have been designated as the international decade for the mitigation of
natural hazards.

Flooding, from all its different sources, is by far the most

destructive of these hazards, surpassedin its destructivenessonly by man's warfare.
The work presentedin this thesis is concernedwith the forecasting of flooding on fast
responsecatchments. To put this into context this chapter provides an outline of the
various causes of rapid response and flash flooding.

For the purposes of this

investigation a break point of six hours is used to identify fast responsecatchments.
This is similar to the duration identified by Hall (1981) to separateflash from `normal'
flooding.

2.1.1The ScaleOf The Problem
In describing the scale and severity of the flood problem internationally, it should be
remembered that flooding is a natural phenomenon,and only becomesa hazard when
mankind choosesto utilise the river flood plain, be it for communicational, residential
or commercial purposes. The United StatesDisaster AssistanceAgency put flooding
in perspective with other major types of natural problem, as shown in figure 2.1. In
England and Wales only 0.6% of the population live on river flood plains, but Haggett
(1988) has estimatedthat up to 9500 properties are at risk from direct flooding of non
tidal rivers in London, and damage to residential property alone would cost up to
£17M for the 50 year flood.
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Figure 2.1 Floods In Relation To Other Natural Disasters,World Wide.

In other developed countries rapid response flooding is now a major problem,
especially where new settlements have been created without knowledge or
consideration of the inherent flood potential (Hall, 1981). In the United States of
America 5-8% of the population inhabit river flood plains (Collier, 1989), and the
seriousnessof the problem prompted Willeke (1979) to state that "Flash floods have
replaced major river floods as killers of people. Property damagefrom flash floods
can be and has been very high becauseof dense, expensive development within the
flood plain and because of the short time available for human response."

Zevin

(1986) goes further, quoting statistics as showing that 80-90% of the 200 annual flood
related deathsin the USA are causedby rapid responseflooding, and property damage
is running at over US $1 Billion per year.
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Between 1971 and 1978, Mogil et al. (1978) noted the occurrence of over 1000
significant flash floods in the USA, going on to state: "Since 1945 more than 3000
countries have received Red Cross assistance following floods or flash floods.
Although many of thesedid not make national headlines,they have had a devastating
effect on scoresof communities. But it is the catastrophicflash floods, such as Black
Hills in 1972, (NOAA, 1972), (237 deaths)and the Big Thompson Canyon in 1976
(NOAA, 1976), (139 deaths),that highlight the vulnerability of the American people
to theseevents."

Hall (1981) concludes that in the USA and Australia the annualdeath rate due to rapid
flooding is roughly 0.0001 % of the population, and countries with similar life styles,
statesof development,geographyand climate would be expected to face a problem of
similar magnitude. Developing countries, with smaller scale or non-existent flood
forecasting and/or meteorological services, communications and local agencies,may
well be faced with an annual death rate from rapid responsefloods of several times
that of developedregions.

Perhaps the most well known, and catastrophic rapid flood to take place in Great
Britain was the event of August 15th 1952, at Lynmouth and Lynton, Devon. In one
terrible evening 34 people were killed or went missing, and 93 houses,28 bridges and
132 vehicles were destroyed(Delderfield, 1953). The damageresultedfrom a sudden
cloud burst (up to 125 mm/hr) after a prolonged period of heavy rain, causing rapid
river level rise. More recently, on May 19th 1989, an extremely severe event near
Halifax, West Yorkshire, caused `sheetsof water' to cover the hillsides, and trees and
footbridges to be washedaway (Acreman, 1989).

Elsewhere in Europe the devastating effect of fast flooding hasbeen demonstratedas
recently as September22nd, 1992. A huge rainfall event causeda flood wave in the
French Department de Vaucluse, resulting in damage to 63 communities along the
River Ouvez. The death toll is still not known (Spring 1993),due to the high number
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In the village of Vaison (population 5600) alone,

however, 37 victims have been found and a further five are still missing.

2.2 Causes Of Rapid Response Flooding

2.2.1 Rainfall

In tropical and semi-tropical areas rapid flooding is often associated with intense
rainfall which occurs in the monsoon season. Mountainous areas are particularly
flood prone as the effect of orographic uplift may trigger intense rainfall.

In non-

tropical regions flash floods are frequently associated with violent, convectional
storms which tend to be of short duration, often measured in minutes rather than
hours.

Convectional storms are also normally of small areal extent, and in the

United Kingdom suchextreme eventsare not restrictedto any one accumulationperiod
(Collier, 1989). One of the most dramatic examples of a convectional fast response
flood in England resulted from the cloud bursts of June 18th, 1930 which fell on part
of Stainmore Forest in the Pennines. A series of intense convection cells yielded 60
mm of rainfall in an hour at one raingauge located about a kilometre from the storm
centre and resulted in a series of short-lived flood peaks which swept away bridges
and field walls (Hudleston, 1933). The speedof onset,and great spatial and temporal
variability of such stormsmakes their forecastingvery difficult.

2.2.2 Dams

i) Artificial Dams
The construction and use of artificial dams is vital in the management of water
resourcesfor water supply, power generation, flood mitigation and the regulation of
river flow.

Retaining such enormous quantities of water creates a considerable
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potential for destruction in the event of dam disasters,and, as Ward (1978) points out,
when dam disasters do occur the accompanying violent flooding normally causes
considerable damageand loss of life.

One of the major problems with rapid flooding resulting from dam failure is that the
response time available is much shorter than with precipitation floods.

For

settlements close to the dam the period between failure and inundation may be
measured in minutes and the "wall of water" created can cause one of the most
dramatic and disastrousflash floods possible. A report by the US Army (1975) gives
an inventory of Americas approximately 50,000 dams with a height greater than 7.5
metres. The report classified some 20,000 of these dams as being "so located that
failure of the dam would result in loss of human life and appreciable property
damage". In the United Kingdom, due to the location of population centres and the
relatively small size of the country, the majority of the 2500 or so major dams would
be likely to causeseveredevastationin the event of failure.

The last great dam disaster in the British Isles occurred on the 11th of March 1864.
The embankment of the Dale Dyke reservoir, at Bradfield near Sheffield, slipped
following saturation, with the loss of 245 lives and almost 800 houses destroyed
(Brooks and Glasspoole, 1928). Internationally more severedam floods have led to
even greater loss of life and property. On December 2nd 1959, the left foundation of
the 66.5 in Malpassetdam near Frejus in southernFrance gave way, probably due to a
geological weakness,releasing 25 million m3 of water. The flood wave swept along
the valley of the River Reyran, partly destroying the town of Frejus and killing 421
people. One of the most disastrous dam floods of recent times was not due to dam
wall failure, but overtopping. On October 9th 1963, at the Vaiont dam in Italy, about
115 million m3 of rock from a landslide generateda flood wave some 270 in above
the still water level. The resulting 70 in wave of water swept down stream destroying
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everything in its path and causingthe loss of 3000 lives (Biswas and Chatterjee, 1971;
Davidson and McCartney, 1975).

ii) Natural Dams
Natural damming frequently occurs on somerivers as ice breaksup in the early stages
of spring melt, and piles up to causeice jams.

Once a jam develops the water level

behind it rises, often quite rapidly, until eventually the obstruction gives way (Ward,
1978). The break releases great volumes of water and debris into the downstream
channel, which may lead to very rapid flooding. Hoyt and Langbein (1955) describe
the flooding of the Missouri River in the Dakotas in the spring of 1952. Warm
weather upstream caused ice in the tributaries to break up and move down river,
jamming against the firmly frozen Missouri.

Finally the icejam broke up, and at

Bismarch, North Dakota, the discharge rose from 2120 cumecs to a peak of 14,200
cumecs in a few hours.

2.3 Flood Modifying

Factors

2.3.1 Storm Variables

i) Direction
In precipitation
influencing

events, the intensity and duration of rainfall are not the only factors

the likelihood

spatial distribution
hydrograph.
of stormflow,

of flash flooding.

Wilson et al. (1979) found that the

of rainfall has a marked effect on the behaviour of the runoff

If a weather system producing significant rainfall moves in the direction
the peak may be enhanced (Bedient

and Springer

1979).

Such

conditions allow peak flows from sub-basins higher up the main basin to coincide
with peak flows from lower sub-basins, so producing higher flows.

This prompted

Collier (1989) to say that in such situations knowledge of the distribution of rainfall in
both time and space is of great importance.
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ii) Location
The location of a storm event over the catchment can be of great importance in
determining the nature of any subsequentflooding. When the storm takesplace at the
furthest upper reachesof the basin, there is the possibility of attenuation of the runoff
wave as it passesalong the catchment,lengtheningthe time to peak and reducing peak
discharge. Figure 2.2 illustrates the point that the steepestflood hydrograph will be
causedby the storm located closestto the basin outlet.
iii) Temporal distribution
The distribution of rainfall in time greatly influences the likelihood and type of flood
occurrence. Low intensity rain, falling over a period of hours or days, may result in
only a low flood peak with a long time base. The sametotal amount of precipitation
falling in a few minutes is likely to producevery high flood peakswith a much shorter
rise time, as illustrated in figure 2.3.

Loi

Loc

0

Rainfall

Q/A

Q/A

Time
Hydrograph A,
rainfall in upper basin.

Time

Hydrograph B,
rainfall in lower basin.

Figure 2.2 Effect Of Rainfall Location In A Drainage Basin On Flood Hydrograph
Shape(After De Wiest, 1965), where Q is Discharge and A is Area.
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2.3.2 Catchment Variables
Once an extremerainfall event occurs the characteristicsof the catchmentmay modify
the severity of any ensuing flood.

Depending upon the antecedent conditions,

topography and land use, the impact of the storm may be reduced or intensified to a
greateror lesserextent.
i) Antecedentmoisture
One of the most important and variable of the possible influences on flash flooding is
the antecedentwetnessof the catchment. If precipitation is so intense that Hortonian
overland flow takesplace (ie. runoff due to infiltration excess,although the soil is not
saturated (Horton, 1933)) then antecedent wetness will have little influence on the
speedand magnitude of the flood. However this type of runoff is usually confined to
areasof low infiltration capacity,bare rock, or compaction, or where very high rainfall
intensities occur, particularly when these are maintained over several hours, such as
the humid tropics (Ward, 1978).
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Time
Rainfall of long duration
with low intensity.

Rainfall of short duration
with high intensity.

Figure 2.3 The Effect Of Identical Rainfall Amounts, But WithDifferent Intensities
And Durations, After Ward (1978).
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Overland flow occurs more often when saturation causesthe ground to act as an
impermeable surface, and any precipitation to be turned at once into runoff (Hewlett,
1961). The moisture statusof the catchmentat the start of a rainfall event is therefore
vital in determining whether rapid flooding will take place.

Indeed, Istok and

Boersma (1986) suggest that in climates characterised by low intensity rainfall,
antecedentrainfall is more important in controlling the occurrenceand amountof river
runoff than is rainfall magnitude or intensity. Spatial variation of rainfall also affects
the distribution of soil moisture over a river basin.

In a study of small, lowland

basins in south west England, Wheater et al. (1982), found that basin response to
rainfall varied significantly between storm events, the shapeof the hydrograph being
strongly influenced by the antecedentsoil moisture deficit.

ii) Temperature
A further influence on the severity of flooding may be found in the antecedent
temperature of the catchment. If some or all of the catchment area is frozen when
heavy rainfall occurs it is more likely to act as an impermeable surface, turning
precipitation directly to overland flow.

This in turn will intensify the speed and

volume of a flood as demonstratedin figure 2.4.

If a snow pack is presenton the ground surface the situation becomesmore complex.
When rain falls on the snow it may be stored temporarily, or may passstraight through
with melt water adding to the flood runoff generated. Investigations in Scotland
showed that a blanket of snow upto 30cm thick may completely absorb a heavy
rainfall event and store it for several hours before collapsing to cause a flood peak
some 35% greater than would otherwise have been expected (Wolf, 1952). Thus
even though the rainfall alone may not lead to flooding, when combined with melt
water flash flooding may take place.
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Figure 2.4 Runoff Conditions From Frozen And Unfrozen Ground, Spring Creek

Pennsylvania. (After WhiteandReich,1970).
iii) CatchmentArea
The area of a catchment is of significant in two main ways. Firstly, it affects the
amount of precipitation that the basin is likely to receive and thus the amount of water
present in any subsequentflood event. Secondly, it affects the time of concentration,
(tc), of the basin, the time required for rain falling at the farthestpoint of the catchment
to flow to the measuring point of the river.

The smaller the catchment, all other

things being equal, the lower the tc is likely to be. The time of concentration has
implications for the speedof arrival and severity of a flood wave at the outlet of the
catchment.

iv) Basin Shape
The physical shape of a drainage basin may greatly influence its flood potential.
Figure 2.5 shows two theoretical extremes, and the flood hydrographs associatedwith
them. A rainfall event of similar intensity and duration falling on both catchments
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would lead to a shorter, `peakier' hydrograph at the outflow from basin "b" as the
route the water takes is shorter.
a catchment influences

Also the drainage pattern of rivers and streams within

the speed with which water arrives at the basin outlet.

Drainage patterns resulting in the coalescence in the lower drainage basin of the flood
flows from a number of tributaries,

(dendritic),

are associated with sharp high-

magnitude flood peaks at the basin outlet (as in figure 2.5 (B)).

Those patterns which

allow the evacuation of flood flows from the downstream tributaries before the flows

from upstreamtributaries (trellised) result in a more muted flood response.

Basin B

Bas

YA

Qv,
A

Time

Time

Hydrograph A
long narrow basin.

Hydrograph B
wide circular basin.

Figure 2.5 The Effect Of Drainage Basin ShapeOn The ResultantFlood Hydrograph
(After Ward, 1978).
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v) Topography
Catchment topography influences not only the likelihood of rainfall, due to orographic
enhancement,but also the speedat which a flash flood wave is passedalong the river
basin. Steep sided hills and a steepvalley floor cause river flow, and overland flow,
to occur at higher velocities than in areasof lower relief. The greater speedof flow
also has the effect of reducing the period that runoff water is in contact with the
ground, allowing less time for infiltration to occur.

vi) Orientation
Another catchment characteristicwhich may affect flood potential is the orientation of
the drainage basin. A catchment facing into the prevailing wind is more likely to
receive higher amounts of rainfall than one shielded from it.

This results in the

catchment having a higher antecedentmoisture status for more of the time.

When

combined with the higher rainfall rates this leads to a greater chance of fast response
flooding taking place in such areas.

2.3.3 The Influence of Mankind

As mentioned in section 2.1.2, flooding of any kind would not be a hazard if man did
not occupy or utilise its pathways. In some ways, however, human activities serveas
more positive agents to increasethe likelihood or severity of the flash flood problem.
Dam construction (see section 2.2.2) brings with it the risk of failure or overtopping.
In areas without man made storage structures, the effect of land use change and
development is frequently to increase the rate of runoff, and without careful planning
areasprone to rapid responseflooding may be created. In urban areasthe flash flood
potential is usually increaseddue to the high percentageof impervious area(see figure
2.6). Not only is the volume of runoff increasedbut the problem is compounded by
the higher speed of runoff, and the peaks of tributary flood waves may even be
combined in someinstances(Hall, 1981).
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Figure 2.6 Effect Of Urban DevelopmentOn Flood Hydrographs (after Fox, 1979).
Peak Discharges (Q) Are Higher And Occur SoonerAfter Runoff Starts (T).

Martens (1968) and Hollis (1975) have suggestedthat the effect of urbanisation is
greatest on small floods, and as the size of the flood and its recurrence interval
increase, so the effect of urbanisation diminishes.

An explanation for this is that

during a severeand prolonged storm event, a non-urbanized catchment may become
so saturated and its channel network so extended that it begins to behave
hydrologically as if it were an impervious catchment with a dense surface-water
network (Goudie, 1986). Under these conditions, a rural catchmentproduces floods
of a type and size similar to thoseof its urban counterpart.

Cities not only serve to increase the speedand volume of runoff, through their large
impermeable areas, but they may actually serve to increase rainfall simply by their
presence. The "heat island" effect has been investigated by several authors. Oak
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(1982) quoted evidencethat temperatureswithin an urban areacan be several degrees
higher than outside the city. The METROMEX project (Metropolitan Meteorological
Experiment) was set up in the United States to study the effect of cities on rainfall
distribution.

Changnon (1981) summarisesthe project, and describes findings of a

30-40% increase in rainfall at La Porte, Indiana, situated down wind of the ChicagoGary area. This increase in precipitation was explained in terms of the growth of
urban development during the period 1925-1970. Whilst not all eventsare affected, it
is suggested that in 15-20% of storms premature release of water and anomalous
rainfall occur due to reduction in storm updraught buoyancy and the capacity to carry
previously condensedwater (Huff and Changnon, 1980).

Human modification of landuseneed not be as severeas urbanisation in order to have
an important effect on the runoff and flood producing potential of a given area. As
long ago as the late eighteenth and early nineteenthcentury it was realised that torrents
in the French and Austrian Alps were brought about by deforestation (Goudie,1986).
Studies in two small Australian Alps (Wallaces Creek-41 km2 and Yarrango Billy
River-224 km2) which were burned over, showed that rain storms, which would have
been expected to give rise to flows of 60-80 m3 s-1 from previous records,produced a
peak of 370 m3 s-1 (a five- or six-fold increase),time to peak also being significantly
reduced.

2.4 Data Sources
2.4.1. Ground Stations

Rain and river gauges, in many different forms, have long been used as a primary
input to flood forecasting systems. The basic requirements are the same as for
conventional schemes,and although the sameequipment is used it is often automated
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for rapid responseforecasting. Becauseof the short time interval (less than 6 hours)
between the observed rainfall or upstream river height and the flood at the point of
interest, the time delays inherent in manual observation, recording and reporting
systemsare usually too great for useful forecaststo be made in time (Hall, 1981).

Automatic data collection systemsare usually basedon digital output from the sensor.
The sensing instrument may then report by telephone or radio at preset intervals, or
may be interrogated by a central data collection site as and when the information is
required. Raingaugesare mainly the `tipping bucket' type, which give an incremental
pulse count. River height sensorsmay be shaft rotation or float type.

Both rain and river gauges have several problems when used in rapid flood
forecasting.

Apart from the problems of placement and interference, outlined in

Chapter 4, a rain gauge physically covers only a very small area. Wilson et al. (1979)
point out that even when the total depth and even temporal character of precipitation
are recorded by a raingaugenetwork there could still be serious errors in total volume,
peak and time to peak of the expected hydrograph when the spatial pattern of rainfall
were not properly representedin the input data. "Such errors can be large for frontal
rainfall, but were found to be even greater for convective storms."

Collier (1989)

concludes that "No economic network of manual observations or even automatic
weather stations,can hope to observe,in real-time, precipitation distributions and their
variations sufficiently reliably for operational weather forecasting."

Considering

storm runoff gauges,Eccles (1978) statesthat they are often the most accurate flood
predictors, but yield the smallest warning time and require that the telephone line
network be undamaged by the storm.

Hall (1981) notes that in a flood situation

telephoneand telex lines are prone to failure.
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2.4.2 Radar

Radar has several virtues when used in the estimation of precipitation. It allows the
observation and measurementof rainfall, from a single site, virtually instantaneously
over the region covered by the radar. A review of the advantagesand limitations of

in detailin Chapter3.
radarrainfall estimationis presented

2.4.3 Satellites

Satellites may be used to provide data for estimation of rainfall occurrence. Satellite
imagery shows the life of the cumulus cloud and the strengthof the updraught present
as a function of the height or thickness of the cloud (Hall, 1981). The stronger the
updraught, the higher is the input of moisture to the cloud system, leading to taller,
larger clouds with generally increasing rainfall intensities. Browning (1987) states
that satellite imagery can be very useful in identifying and categorisingdeepconvective
phenomena,including topographically forced patternsof convection.

Browning and Collier (1982) describe the geostationary satellite METEOSAT as
providing sufficiently frequent cloud pictures for nowcasting.

Cloud images are

available in the visible (daytime only) and Infra Red with information also on water
vapour. Put simply, the Infra Red radiance is a measureof cloud top height, and the
visible brightnessan indication of cloud thickness. In the hours of darknessthe Infra
Red imagery can be used alone to indicate areas of precipitation, but subjective
analysis is neededto identify and reject of non-precipitating areas, using conceptual
models of precipitation systems. During the day a computer derived combination of
visible and Infra Red imagery can be used. Although only crude, this gives a more
reliable indication of the probability of precipitation than either channel alone,
especially when calibrated using radar data covering part of the same area (Lovejoy
and Austin, 1979).
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2.4.4 Satellite Deficiencies
The use of satellite imagery is again not without its problems. There may be little if
any instantaneousrelationship between cloud brightnessand or cloud top temperatures
and rainfall. Dry convective clouds without rainfall may well be as bright and or cold
as highly rain productive convective systems. The sensing of precipitation using
satellites suffers even more than radar from the potential problems of lateral drift due
to wind at the ground surface.

Precipitation may actually reach the ground at

significant distances away from the position indicated by the satellite imagery, as all
sensingis above the clouds.
A further problem with the use of satellite images is that, as with radar, surfacerainfall
intensity is not measureddirectly, but must be inferred by a combination of objective
and subjective analyses. A further complication is the availability of information in
the visible waveband only in the hours of daylight, and the subjectivity and reduction
in reliability when using Infra Red and water vapour data at night.

On a purely practical level, the cost of development,construction and installation of a
satellite in space can be prohibitive.

This process is only really viable when the

satellite is to serve several purposesonce in orbit. Also, if a fault should occur when
the satellite is in space,repairs to the sensorsor transmissionequipment are, to say the
least, difficult to carry out.

2.4.5 Meteorological stations

Meteorological stationstaking measurementsof surfacemeteorologicaldata such as air
temperature, pressure and dew point temperatures (Georgeokakos, 1986) exist in
certain areas. The information

that these statistics reveal may be used in

Hydrometeorological models. This data allows a more `white box' approach,with the
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possibility of predicting rainfall volume and impact based on the laws of physics.
The main drawbacks to the use of these stations in a concerted, widespread rapid
responseflood forecasting system is their low number and high cost both in terms of
initial construction, manning and maintenance.

2.4.6 Human monitoring

In some areasof the the USA SevereWeather Action Teams (SWAT's) have been set
up.

The teams consist of volunteer weather spotters trained to go out in severe

weather and report on the occurrence of tornados, funnels, damaging winds, hail,
heavy rainfall, severelightning and rapid rises in creaks or rivers (Lyons and Henz,
1978).

Once the SWAT observers become aware of any weather problems they

report them to a central basewhere information is collated. In the United Kingdom
water officials are also sent in to the field to take measurementsand report on the
extent of flooding and damage.

Schemes such as that in America provide several encouraging features.

Such

featurescombine involvement of the community in the forecastingprocess,training of
the public to recognisepotentially hazardoussituations, flexibility and relatively low
cost. However, there are many problems with the useof such teams. The presence
of people in the field is reliant upon the good will of volunteer spottersto leave their
homes on potentially hazardous nights, going into dangerous or at least unpleasant
weather themselves,and leaving their families unattended. Although training may be
very good, the possibility

of mistakes in identification

is always present.

Communication of the spottersfindings may be impossibleif telephonelines are down
due to storm conditions.

Finally, the spotter can only give information on rainfall

and/or river heights when they actually occur at his position, thus providing very
limited lead time for forecastappraisaland dissemination.
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Techniques

2.5.1 Introduction

A brief overview is presentedhere of variousdifferent techniquesused in rapid
responseflood forecasting, a more detailed examination of the useof transfer function
models in forecasting is given in Chapter 6.

Hall (1981) states that in flash flood forecasting the main requirement may be the
quick identification of the fact that critical dangerthresholds will be surpassed,rather
than the accurate definition of the magnitude and timing of the flood peak. Thus fast
flood forecasting doesnot have to be complex, and simple models may suffice.

Techniquesof flash flood forecastingcan generally be seenas one of three groups :

" Those basedon meteorological input only, essentially the forecastingof
rainfall over an area.
" Those basedon hydrological techniqueswhich useobservedrainfall
and/or river height data to predict the flood height or to warn of impending
river rises.
" Those which area combination of meteorologicaland hydrological
techniques.

The latter group is generally the most useful as it has the advantagesof additional
warning time based on forecast rainfall and of specific flood forecasts based on
predicted and observedrainfall, usually verified against river height.
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2.5.2 Meteorological techniques

Meteorological techniquesare essentially those forecasting and/or advising of heavy
rainfall. These techniquescan be usedwhen no hydrological model is available for an
area. Rainfall may be recorded using automated raingauge or manual observers,
which then report to a central collating point on interrogation or at appointed times.
Radar is particularly useful as it gives areal perspective with a wide coverage and can
delineate potential trouble areas, and data may be used either qualitatively or
quantitatively. Haggett (1989) statesthat almost all Regional Water Authorities in the
United Kingdom now receive radar information which can be displayed over a
coastline or national grid map. Radar data presented in this form can be used by
operational staff in a qualitative way to gain a general impression of weather
conditions, using replay and zoom facilities.

In the United Kingdom, if meteorological conditions conducive to heavy, intense
rainfall are observedor forecast,warnings of flooding are issuedto the general public.
Media warnings such as television and radio `news flashes' are broadcast, and police
and civil defence organisations are brought to alert. In the United Statesof America
the Weather Service Offices (WSO's) prepare "watches" and "warnings" which are
issued depending on the severity of the situation. Flash flood watches are usually
valid for periods of 12 hours or less, and are given before the onset of heavy rain
Warnings are issued if excessive rainfall or actual flooding is
where possible.
reported, and are usually for a period of less than four hours.

2.5.3 Hydrological techniques

The simplest hydrological technique is to monitor the river upstream of the point of
interest and to base flood warnings on stream rises. This method, although simple,
provides the public with the least amount of warning, and may be unreliable in storm
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conditions due to telephonefailures. The observationof rainfall rather than upstream

river rises servesto increasewarning times, but requiresthe use of some form of
hydrological model to assessflood potential.

Sargent (1984) describesthe Haddington flood warning schemeas using inputs from
telemeteredgaugesto a model in two parts. Firstly, the amountof rainfall expectedto
appearin the river is calculated. Runoff is then distributed by time using simple delay
and routing subroutinesto simulate catchment response. The model operateson the
contributing areatheory so that all rain falling on saturatedareasresults in rapid runoff
and the rest is delayed until after the flood peak has passed. The proportion of the
catchment that is saturatedthus determinesthe percentageof rainfall transformed into
runoff. Originally soil moisture deficit was usedto establish catchment wetness,but
it was recognisedthat this is rarely available. Basin discharge,using river gauges, is
now used as an indication of catchment saturation, although the effectiveness of this
techniqueis catchmentdependent(Owens, 1986; Yu, 1989).

When rainfall exceedsa certain threshold an event is deemedto have begun. River
level is converted to flow and thus flood producing runoff is calculated and fed
through the model along with rainfall. Warnings are issuedto the police when preset
levels are reached. A blue warning indicates possible flooding, amber a minor flood
and red warns of property damage.

2.5.4 Meteorological - hydrological techniques
The most effective means of forecasting fast response flooding is to combine both
meteorological and hydrological forecasting techniques. Quantitative precipitation
techniques can be used to extend the lead time which is the key parameter in
forecasting rapid floods.
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Georgeokakos(1986) outlines a generalisedhydrometeorological model for flood and
flash flood forecasting.

The model couples storm, soil and channel states in an

extended state vector to forecast flow rates at the basin outlet.

A stochastic

hydrological model is used which extendslead time, gives distribution of precipitation
volume in the various soil zones and allows uncertainty modelling, incorporating
rainfall in state vectors and the capability of updating upper soil states from only
precipitation observations. Basin characteristics must be interpolated, however, due
to the long distances between points where meteorological inputs are observed and
where they will take place.
Meteorological data is gatheredand interpolated on pressure,air temperature and dew
point temperature. Topography is taken into account and the air parcel is tracked as it
follows catchment relief. A three component mathematical model is then used to
simulate rainfall-runoff processes. The model describesthe precipitation mechanism
basedon simplified cloud dynamics and microphysics. A spatially lumped model is
used for soil moisture and related processes. Finally, a non-linear channel routing
model forecasts river flows from headwaterareas.

Although a much more `white box' approach,this type of forecasting system suffers
several major drawbacks when used in real-time in a fast responseflood forecasting
situation. When attempting to model the atmosphere the physical constraints that
govern the dynamic processesof storm formation and evolution are even now not
fully understood. Increasing accuracyand reality within the model almost inevitably
means increasedcomplexity and increaseddata requirements. When all the data is
available the mathematics neededto represent the atmospherecan become very time
consuming. The great data requirements and involved mathematics used mean that
this type of model take large amounts of computer time to run, reducing forecast lead
time.
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2.6 Warning Time

A flood warning system is only of use if the warnings it produces are timely and
accurate, and consideration must be given to the time lost in the processing and
dissemination of flood warnings, especially in a rapidly responding system. The type
of input-storage-output (ISO) flood forecasting model in real-time use in the North
West region of the National Rivers Authority, for example, affords a maximum of only
four hours foresight before flooding takes place, and frequently much less for flashy
catchments. Warnings areissuedto the police and local authorities,but dissemination
from there to the public may take at least two and a half hours (Drew, 1993). Due to
time constraints as little as 10 percent of the population at risk from an event may be
warned. When considering rapid responsesituations it is therefore vital to provide as
much lead time as possible to allow action to alleviate the flood risk.

2.7 Non - Real Time Solutions
Complete prevention of flooding, regardlessof speedof onset, is impossible but loss
of life and damage to property can be reduced in a number of ways, ranging from
temporary evacuation to the construction of costly flood protection works.

As the

degreeof protection increasesso does the cost, however, and at somepoint a balance
has to be struck between protection and price. Evacuation plans must therefore play a
vital part in the reduction of life and property loss.
Hall (1981) considers flood plain management as falling into one of three main
categories:
" Non-structural measures,in which mainly regulatory methods areused.
Flood plain zoning and flood forecastingare the two primary methods.
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" Basin management,which is essentially the useof good conservation
practicesto reduce,or at leastnot increase,natural flood runoff.

" Structural methods,involving the construction of engineeringworks to

controlflooding.
Many of thesemethodsare complementaryand may be usedwithin an overall plan for
flood damage reduction. Practical and financial constraints usually determine the
methods adoptedbut it should be noted that the control and prevention of river floods
using physical structures is often not feasible, economic or attractive. Even when
artificial smoothing and straighteningis undertakenit may serveonly to increaseflood
velocity and steepenthe flood peak, resulting in greater damageif overtopping does
occur, and heightening inundation due to local rainfall outside the channel (Oya and
Hamyama, 1987). Accurate short term warning, however, enables precautions to be
taken in the form of evacuation (people, livestock, possessionsetc.), amelioration
(temporary flood proofing), or control (reservoir dischargeadjustment and storm tank
emptying) (Reed, 1984). Flood plain zoning, ensuresthat those areasmost prone to
flooding are reservedfor landusesleast affected by it, and is practised by many water
authorities in the United Kingdom.

2.8 Conclusion
It is clear that rapid response flooding, occurring in six hours or less, is a major
problem causing loss of life and destruction of property. Many factors may lead to
the formation of a flood in such a short time, and in comparison with the huge dam
break floods, those from fast responserural catchments are generally much smaller.
However, no matter what the cause,it is essential to extend the warning lead times in
order to reduce the severity of the ensuing damage. This is the task undertakenin this
thesis,using a knowledge basedapproach.
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CHAPTER 3

WEATHER RADAR

3.1 Introduction

All of the work presented in this thesis is based on data produced by radar remote
sensing of the atmosphere. An appreciation of the advantagesand limitations of the
data sourceis vital in its use,and accordingly, this chapter gives an introduction to the
observation and estimation of precipitation using weather radar. Firstly, a short
background is presentedof the development of weatherradar in the United Kingdom.
A description is given detailing radar networking and its products. Radar hardware
and processing procedures are outlined, together with the theories involved in the
remote sensingof precipitation.

A discussion is presentedsetting out the major errors incurred due to radar position

and hardware. Finally, variations in the rainfall reflectivity relationship, beam
propagationandinfilling problemsare addressed.

3.2 Historical Background
Although point rainfall has been measureddirectly by different forms of raingauge
since the fourth century B. C., radar estimation of precipitation is a relatively recent
technique only made possibleby the emergenceof remote sensingtechnology. Radio
Detection And Ranging of objects in the atmospherefirst becamepossible in the mid
1930's with the work on VHF (Very High Frequency) and UHF (Ultra High
Frequency) electromagneticphenomena.
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The military potential on the eve of war was obvious and researchand development
continued throughout the 1930's and 40's, during which time it was noted that the
systems used were also capable of picking up `interference' from rainstorms. On the
20th of February, 1941, a thunder storm was tracked over the south coast of England
using an S-band (10 cm) radar, Ligda (1951) and Atlas (1964).
After the war, in 1946, the disusedEast Hill Royal Airforce station, fitted with an Sband AMES type 21 radar, was set up as a Meteorological Office radar research
establishment(Best et al., 1948). In the following years, much pioneering work was
carried out there on echo identification and tracking, as well as short rangeforecasting.
During the 1950's and 60's research momentum increased pointing towards the
potential of radar for the quantitativeestimation of rainfall. This in turn led to the 1967
Dee Weather Radar Project (DWRP), started jointly by the Meteorological Office,
Water ResourcesBoard, The Dee and Clwyd River Authority and PlesseyRadar. The
project used a Plessey type 43 S-band device, sited on the Llandegla Moors, North
Wales, in comparison with a denseautographic raingaugenetwork covering an area of
almost 1000 km2 (Harrold et al., 1947). The system came into use in 1971 and in
1973 was converted to C-band (5.6 cm) operation with a smaller 10 beam width to
minimise ground impingement.
The findings of the project were published by the Central Water Planning Unit in
1977. These suggestedthat real time precipitation measurementof acceptableaccuracy
were possible within approximately 75 km of the radar, given adjustment from a
sparse telemetered raingauge network. The national radar system was also
standardisedon the C-band wavelength following the DWRP work. This was found
to provide a balance between signal strength and hardware expense. The 3 cm (Xband) device being cheaperbut suffering significant attenuationwhen used during rain
and the S-bandproviding superior signal power but increasedareal cost.
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Following the end of the DWRP in 1976 a new project was createdsponsoredby the
Meteorological Office, North West Water Authority (NWWA), The Water Research
Centre, Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and Food (MAFF) and the Central Water
Planning Unit. Started in 1977 the North West RadarProject (NWRP) had the aim of
incorporating radar data into a real-time flow forecasting system (Noonan, 1985).
Radar information came from a Plessey type 45 C-band device with automatic
calibration from six of the interogatableraingaugesin the region.

When the project closedin 1985 it gave positive results in severalimportant areas
9 the creation of the United Kingdom's first unmannedweather radar for the
observationand estimationof rainfall in real time.
high degreeof overall systemreliability.

"a

" development
of automatic,real-timeradarcalibrationusinga smallnumber
of telemeteredraingauges.
developmentof quantitative radarrainfall estimatesfor usein hydrological

"

forecast methods, (eg. Cluckie and Owens, 1987).

The DWRP and NWRP laid much of the ground work in the field of real-time radar
use, and an operational radar network is now in everyday use in the United Kingdom
(seesection 3.3). Researchis still continuing into real-time quantitative precipitation
forecasting, however, such as the FRONTIERS (Forecasting Rain Optimised using
the New Techniquesof Interactively EnhancedRadar and Satellite) system( outlined
in section 3.4.2) integrating satellite and radar data.

Other projects include the

automation of FRONTIERS, and a new thunderstorm forecast system called
GANDOLF

(Generating Advanced Nowcasts for Development in Operational

Landsurface Flood forecasting).
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3.3 United Kingdom Radar Networking
Following the work of the Dee Weather Radar Project, Bulman and Browning (1971)
recommendedthe developmentof a national C-band radar network to cover the whole
United Kingdom. At the sametime advancesin other `enabling-technologies'such as
digital signal processing,computations and communications combined to provide the
climate in which a nationwide, real-time weatherradar network becamepossible.

Developments at the DWRP site lead to the creation of a real-time radar processing
system (Taylor and Browning, 1974). Further researchhighlighted the possibilities
of processing, transmission and remote display of radar information.

This in turn

leading to the successfullinking of three researchradars and the UK's first operational
remote sensingnetwork (Taylor and Browning, 1974; Taylor, 1975).

In 1978, prompted by the positive results from the early networking experiments, the
Meteorological Office began the Short -Period Weather Forecasting Pilot Project. Set
to include data from `Meteosat', Browning (1977) reports the projects aims as were
follows "

to establishand operatefacilities to provide mesoscaleobservationof
cloud and precipitation fields.

" to developshortperiodforecastingprocedures.
"

to utilise radar and satellite data for basic research.

"

to consider radar data utility and extension of the facilities.

Ground based data for use in the project was sent to the Malvern network centre, in
real-time, from the newly established radar sites at Cambourne, Clee Hill, Hameldon
Hill and Upavon (Collier, 1980).
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The Pilot Project proved successful and in 1981 a working group was established by
the Meteorological Office andThe National Water Council to assessthe implications of
a national radar network for the Water Authorities. Their findings (NWC, 1983)
confirmed the advantages of a remote sensing network for flood forecasting and
warning, particularly using unmanned radars such as the Hameldon Hill station. A
network was proposedto allow quantitative coverageover most of England and Wales
using 11 or 12 radars. Since then the network has grown and at presentconsists of
15 C-Band devices covering most of the British Isles (Fair and Larke, 1989).
Although United Kingdom coverageis now high there are still some areasnot subject
to quantitative radar analysis however, (figure 3.1) notably Cumbria, Northumbria,
North East Yorkshire and East Anglia.

3.4 United Kingdom Radar Products

Although still not perfect, the present day radar coverage of the United Kingdom
allows the production of a variety of valuable data products as shown in Table 3.1.
These may be divided into `Single Site' data (one radar alone) and `Network'
(composite, contiguous images from several radars,giving greatercoverage). Single
Site data is available directly to the end user in real-time from the radar site computer,
or as post event archive material from the meteorological office.

Network data, at

regional, national or international scales(seesection 3.5 below) is disseminatedagain
from the Meteorological Office, in near real-time, after image compositing has been
carried out.

3.4.1 Data Resolution.

The meteorological data types produced by the weatherradar network, from single or
multiple sites,vary in their temporal, spatial and intensity resolution.
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i) Temporal Resolution
The five minute scanning sequenceof the United Kingdom radars (as referred to in
section 3.6.1) makes this the maximum temporal resolution of standard remotely
senseddata. Longer time scale sampling is often used, however, in order to reduce
the amount of data to be processed,and to allow time for combination with other data
sources such as satellite information. For this reason many radar products are only
available with reduced 15 or 30 minute resolution.

ii) Spatial Resolution.
In its initial state radar data is Polar in form and is processedat the radar site on to
Cartesian coordinates, based on the National Grid (section 3.6.2). Two grid
resolutions are used,2 km squares(76 by 76) giving a measurementrange of 76 km,
and 5 km squares (84 by 84) giving a range of 210 km. A diagram of the two radar
resolutions is given in figure 3.2.

Radarmay be usedquantitativelyup to a rangeof 100km, if uninterruptedby ground
clutter, and qualitatively beyond this to the 210 km limit.

The spatial resolution of a

radar system is influenced by the beamwidth used, as discussedin section 3.9.3.

iii) Intensity Resolution.
Radar reflectance data is produced on a continuous analogue scale. Following
quantisation of the data the levels are split into rainfall intensity classes. Intensity
resolution is thus dependentupon the number of intensity classesused. In practice
two resolution levels are utilized, high resolution eight bit data (208 levels) and low
resolution three bit data (eight levels).
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Table 3.1 United Kingdom WeatherRadar Products (Collier, 1989)

Type I Data:
Spatial resolution
Intensity resolution

5 km grid to 210 km range
8 intensity levels (including zero rainfall)

Temporalresolution

datacollectedat 5 min intervalsbut updated
for transmission
every15 min

Otherdata
Transmission
rate,time

Subcatchment
averagedrainfall totalsevery15min, hourlyanddaily totals
1200baud(asynchronous),
35seconds

Other Information

date, time, radar station number, calibration information, synoptic type

Type 2 Data:

Spatialresolution

Intensity resolution
Temporal resolution

Transmission
rate,time
Other Information

Otherdata
Comments

2 kmto 75km range,5 kmto 210km
208 intensity levels (eight bit data)
transmitted every 5 minutes

1200baud(asynchronous),
2 minutes

date, time calibration information, synoptic type, height of bright band

totals(updatedevery15minutes)
subcatchment
data can be processedby used

Type3 Data:
Spatial resolution
Intensity resolution
Other Information

5 km to 210 km
208 intensity levels (eight bit data)
date, time calibration information, synoptic type, height of bright band

Transmission
rate,time
Comments

2400baud(asynchronous),
27seconds
usedby theMet. Officefor productionof nationalnetworkimage

NetworkData
Spatial resolution
Intensity resolution
Temporal resolution
Transmission rate, time
Other Information

Comments

5 km (680 kn: *680 km coverage)
8 intensity levels (three-bit data)
transmitted every 5 minutes with updatesat 15 minute intervals
1200 baud (asynchronous),2.5 minutes
date, time, colour keyfor rainfall intensity, height of bright-band

suitablefor displayongraphicsmonitor

COST-73 Data

Spatialresolution

Intensity resolution
Temporal resolution
Comments

20km
8/1 intensity levels
60 minute
combinesdata from radars in 13 European countries

Frontiers `Actuals'
Spatial resolution
Intensity resolution
Temporal resolution
Transmission rate
Comments

S km (1280 km*1280 km coverage)
208/1 intensity levels
15 minute
1200 baud (asynchronous)
at-site calibration removed,quality controlled in real-time, supplementedby satellite

Frontiers `Forecast'
Spatial resolution
Intensity resolution
Temporal resolution
Transmission rate
Other Information
Comments

5km (1280 km*1280 km coverage)
208/1 intensity levels
30 minutes
1200baud (asynchronous)
quantitative precipitation forecasts for 1,2,...,6 hours ahead
still under evaluation not routinely disseminated
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Figure 3.2 Radar Rangesof 2 km and 5 km ResolutionData

3.4.2 FRONTIERS

The FRONTIERS
Interactively

Data.

System (Forecasting Rain Optimised using the New Techniques of

Enhanced Radar and Satellite) was originally

proposed by Browning

(1979) and grew out of advancements in remote sensing both at ground level and with
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satellite borne sensors. Frontiers data consists of `Actuals', `Forecasts' (up to six
hours ahead) and hourly cumulative totals, being disseminatedat 15 minute and 30
minute intervals.

All data types are formed from network information but differ from standardnetwork
images in two important respects. Firstly, Frontiers incorporates data from the
Meteosat weather satellite which at present shows rain / no-rain basedon cloud top
temperatures.

Secondly, Frontiers is quality controlled in real-time by a trained

meteorological operator.

Modifications are carried out to the network image

interactively when the forecasterdeems necessary,using menu-driven software and
touch sensitive VDU screens,as outlined by Browning and Collier (1982). Decision
support software is used to aid subjective decision making, and other information
sources such as synoptic charts and radiosonde data are also available to the Frontiers
Operator in real-time.

The applicability of Frontiers forecast data has been investigated at the University of

Salford with positiveresultsfor quantitativeflood forecasting(Viner and Cluckie,
1990; Viner et al., 1991).

3.5 International

Network

Co-operation

Perhapsthe most important example of international co-operation in the networking
and exchange of radar data is provided by the "Co-operation in Science and
Technology" (COST) programmes COST 72 and COST 73. Sponsored by the
Commission of the EuropeanCommunity (CEC) the initiatives were a responseto the
need for data exchange within the growing operational weather radar network
throughout WesternEurope.
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Newsome (1987) describes the COST 72 programme as representing a pilot project
for the development of an integrated European weather network. When it started in
1979 the main concerns of the project were the measurementof precipitation and the
cost-effectivenessof an integratedweatherradar network, although information was to
be used for other purposes such as hydrology, air traffic control and agriculture. In
all, thirteen countries signed the "Memorandum of Understanding" (Collier, 1989)
showing widespreadinterest in the plan throughout the EuropeanCommunity.

The COST 72 project ran for six years, and demonstratedthe feasibility of real-time
exchangeand compositing of data from severalcountries (Collier et at, 1988). When
the programme ended in 1985 recommendationswere made for further work on data
quality, communications and product specification.

In 1986 this was taken up by

eight of the original thirteen states in signing the COST 73 agreement and over the
following threeyears a further eight Europeancountriesjoined the initiative.

The COST 73 researchprogrammehasencouragedwork in five main areas"

Radar Systems.

9 Radar Site and National Network CentreData Processing.
9 Data Transmission.

" BilateralRadarDataExchange.
0 EuropeanNetwork Investigations.

When the project formally ended in 1991 it was able to give positive recommendations
for the continued co-operationin internationalradar networking. Radardata exchange
still takesplace between severalcountries within the EEC, including Great Britain, and
the information received is used by the Meteorological Office in their forecasting
procedures.
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3.6 United Kingdom Weather Radar Hardware And Processing
3.6.1 Radar Hardware Characteristics.
The Weather Radars used in the United Kingdom are exclusively Plessey type 43-C
devices, with technical characteristicsshown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. Characteristicsof the PlesseyType 43-C Radar

Antenna: parabolic dish

Diameter
Gain
Polarization
Beam width
Side lobes
Elevation
Elevation rate
Rotation rate

3.7 m
43 dB
Vertical
10
Better than -25 dB relative to main beam
-2 ° to +900
9 *per second
0.1-6 rpm

Transmitter
Peak power
Pulse width
Frequency

250 kW
2m
5450 and 5825 MHz (i. e. 5.6 cm wavelength)

Receiver
Noise factor
Characteristic
Swept gain

8.5 dB or better
Logarithmic
1/R2 to 200 km

Frequencycontrol

Automatic

Environment
Operating temperature
Radome survival

external - 40 °C to +55 °C
internal +10°C to +35°C
240 km/h

Normal operation of these devices is completely automatic and in use the sites are
unmanned. Radar scanning takes place at four separatebeam heights between 0.50
and 4.00, the higher elevation beamsbeing used to fill in areas obscuredto the lowest
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Each antenna rotation takes 55 seconds with a final one

minute processingtime after the four complete scans,giving a five minute cycle in all.
The weather radars operatein `Plan Position Indicator' (PPI) mode allowing rainfall
range and bearing to be calculated on a polar coordinate system, as discussed in
section 3.7.4.

3.6.2 At Site Processing.
Radar signal theory is explored more fully in section3.7 but the following is presented
as a guide to the stepscarried out by the at-site computer.
Radar reflectance data is converted to digital polar coordinates using the at site array
processor,these are then passedto a DEC PDP-11/84 computer using a Radar Signal
Averaging Unit (RSAU). Processingof the data then takesplace to "

averagein time over 10azimuth integration brackets.

"

remove fixed `groundclutter' echoeswith a clutter map.

"

correct beam occultation where a radar beam is screenedby hills etc.

"

convert amplitude data to rainfall intensitiesusing a Z-R relationship.

"

correct two-way beam attenuation.

"

change from Polar to Cartesiancoordinates,2 km and 5 km grids basedon
the National Grid.

"

adjust using raingaugedata.

"

convert data to 8-bit `float' notation and pack for storageand transmission.

As part of the radar network the data is then transmitted to the Meteorological office
cluster of four VAX 3100 processorsat Bracknell. Here it is archived and may be
combined with other network data as well as Meteosat and continental radar
information.
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3.7 Quantitative Rainfall Estimation using Radar
3.7.1 Introduction

As electromagnetic energy passes through the atmosphere it interacts with
hydrometeors, a fact which is used in active remote sensingusing radar. Figure 3.3
shows the position of the radar microwave region within the electromagnetic
spectrum.
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Figure 3.3 Diagrammatic Representationof the ElectromagneticSpectrum,

3.7.2 MeasurementTechniques.
In principle there are main methodsby which precipitation may be measuredremotely,
using differing types of radar (Collier, 1989).
i) Radar Reflection.
Measurement of the energy back scattered from precipitation particles above the
ground may be related to the rainfall rate. This method is effective for quantitative
assessmentup to 100 km or more and at different azimuths as the radar beam rotates
about a vertical axis. In practice this is the only method to have been implemented to
any great extent, and will be examinedin greaterdetail in section 3.7.3 below.
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ii) RadarAttenuation.
Radiation with a wavelength of less than three centimetres suffers attenuation by
rainfall, following an almost linear relationship. The integrated rainfall may thus be
calculated between two points, provided that the rain is not so heavy as to remove the
signal altogether. In practice, however, the difficulties of making measurementswith
high spatial resolution at all rates of rainfall, added to the occasionalloss of the signal
completely during heavy rain has lead to the abandonment of this technique for
operational use.

iii) SimultaneousAttenuation and Reflection at Two Wavelengths
Basically a combination of the two techniquesdescribed above,this method has been
put forward in both the former USSR and the USA. At present, however, more

beforeit can be assessed
operationally(Collier, 1989).
researchis necessary

3.7.3 Radar Reflectivity Theory

In a reflectivity measurementsystem the radar acts as an echo-sounding device. An
electromagnetic pulse is fired from the antenna and the range of the target is
determined from the time taken for the reflected pulse to return to the radar. A
simplified diagram of a typical weatherradar systemare shown in figure 3.4.

High power electromagnetic pulses of known power (about 100kW) and frequency
aregeneratedin a magnetronand fed via a wave guide to the transmitter antenna. The
characteristics of the radiated pulse are related to antenna design, weather radars
typically using a parabolic antenna to form a narrow, divergent beam, one to two
degreeswide in order to samplea sufficient atmosphericvolume.
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Figure 3.4 The WeatherRadar System

Reflected energy,returning from the radar target, is detectedby the antennaand routed
to the receiver. In operation the radar uses a `transmit-receive' (T/R) switch called a
`duplexer' in order to preventdamageto the receiver from high power radiation during
transmission. The receiver itself is a high sensitivity device, as reflected energy may
be 10-17the intensity of the emitted pulse.

The power of the radar beam is not constant across its whole frontal area, with
maximum intensity being concentratedalong the axis perpendicular to the face of the
antenna. Movement away from the centre of the beam causes a rapid fall off in
power, as demonstrated in figure 3.5. In order to provide a standardiseddefinition,
beam width is taken as the angle between which beam intensity is at least 50% of
maximum power.
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pulse length,

beam central
axis height, z

Gaussianbeam power
distribution (90% of total
emitted in main lobe)

range, r
Figure 3.5 Geometryof a radar pulse volume

When the radar is operating small `side lobe' beams are formed at either side of the
main primary radar lobe, reducing in strength with increased angle from the centre
axis.

Figure 3.6 shows a representation of radar primary and side lobes in cross

section(anglesare larger than in reality, and only 1st and 2nd side lobes are shown).

Figure 3.6 Cross-sectionof a radar beamfrom a parabolic reflector
(After Clift, 1985)
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3.7.4 Radar Scattering

Once the radar pulse has been `fired', the energy reflected back depends on the
number, size, shape,composition and orientation of the particles in the pulse volume
of the radar beam. When the beam interacts with hydrometers, scattering of the
energy doesnot occur isotropically (figure 3.7) and the reflection cross section (a) is
defined as the equivalent area needed for an isotropic scatter to return the actual
received power to a receiver. Total reflected energy is defined as the sum of the energy
back-scatteredby each of the individual scatteringparticles.

scattering

Incident pulse

Pulse after attenuation

Reflectedpulse

Figure 3.7 Radarpulse reflection,scatterand attenuation
following interaction with a hydrometer

The complete solution for the back-scatteringcross-sectionfor spheresis given by Me
(1908) as:
(n(_1)2(2n
a=

4a

;_,

+ 1)(a,ß-b)Z

(3.1)

where D is the drop diameter, a=rcD/2 (called the electrical size), X is the wavelength,
and a and b are coefficients of the scattering field involving Besse] and Hankel
functions which relate the scatteringangle,electrical size and coupled refractive index.
When drop diameter is small compared to the wavelength (i. e.(X<O.13), Cymay be
simplified and `Rayleigh scattering' is applicable as:
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m2 -12

rr

m2+2

(3.2)

where m is the complex index of refraction, n-ik; n is the ordinary refractive index and
k is an absorption coefficient. Thus equation (3.2) may be rewritten as:

2

a_2

ir5 m2 -1
_6

D

m2+2

(3.3)

This shows that scatteringcross-sectionis proportional to the sixth power of the dropsize diameter.

When considering meteorological targets,the averagepower received is the sum of the

contributionsof theindividualscatterers:

P=

PG2ý2 n
6i
(4,r)3 r4 1=i

(3.4)

where PPis the transmitted power, G is the antennagain (the amount that antenna
focusing increases power) and r is the range of the target. Probert-Jones (1962)
developedthis equation by allowing for beam shapeand other factors to give:

pr _

PG2A2OOhL1
6ý
512(2In 2)n2r2AV vol

(3.5)

where L is the sum of all the losses,including attenuationby atmosphericgases,
precipitation and the radome;0 and 0 are the vertical and horizontal beam widths and
h is the pulse length, and Ov is the pulse volume. Substitution of equation (3.3) into
(3.5) gives:
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D6
`

(3.6)

where K= (m2-1)/(m2+2), and the radar reflectivity Z can be defined as:

Z=

I

ID,

dV

(3.7)

vol

When a radar constant C is defined (which canbe accuratelydeterminedfor any radar
device) to be:

C_

PG2GOhLn3

512(21n2)A2

(3.8)

then (3.6)becomes:

Pº-

CK2Z
(3.9)

r2
Equation (3.9) is subject to several assumptionsincluding (after Collier, 1989):

" Rayleighscatteringtheoryis applicable.
"

the pulse beam is completely filled with randomly scatteredparticles.

"

the main antennaradiation pattern is, or approximates,Gaussianshape
(figure 3.5).

"

side lobe contribution is slight (lower than 20dB below main beam power)
the reflectivity factor Z is uniform throughout the sampledpulse volume.

"

IKI2 is the samefor all particles (either all water dropletsor all ice particles).

"

absorption of the transmitted signal by ground clutter is negligible.

"
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The assessmentof precipitation using weather radar is basedon the measurementof
back-scatteredradiation intensity (the radar reflectivity, Z in equation (3.7)). The Z-R
relationship is thus formed by empirical relation of Z to rainfall intensity:

Z=aR'

(3.10)

where R is rainfall intensity and a and b areempirically derived constants.Z is usually
expressed in the volume units mm6/m3. The Z-R relationship is fundamental in
quantitative estimationof precipitation intensity.

The values of a and b are a function of the rainfall type and radar properties and a
range of values have been estimatedfor use in varying conditions. Battan (1973), for
example, lists some sixty Z-R relationships. The most frequently used values are
a=200 and b=1.6 (Marshall and Palmer, 1948).

The Z-R relationship and its

application is discussedfurther in section 3.10.1.

The problems with the transformation of radar reflectivity into rainfall rate have led
some authors to attempt to side step the Z-R relationship and to use a reflectivity discharge model instead. Trovati and Mattos (1990) produced a Z-Q translation of
radar reflectivity values to basin outflow.

Some successhas been reported with this

technique on rural catchments, although smoothing of the reflectivity signal, and
parameterestimation presentdifficulties.

3.7.5 Radar Data Display

The method most frequently used in the display of radar data is the plan-position
indicator (PPI). The display presents a view of the received signals on a polar
coordinate system. In practice this provides a mapping of the target on a semi-
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horizontal `plane' and allows the quantification of areally averaged rainfall values.
The PPI is `intensity modulated', a strong echo on screen representing a high return
power.

Another type of radar display in common use is the range-height indicator (RHI).
This type of display is used with scanningradars which may operatethrough a range
of beam elevations. The antennainclination is varied through the operational range of
the device producing

vertical

profiles of the storm for a given bearing, and is

particularly useful for the study of cloud and precipitation growth.

Examples of PPI

and RHI are shown in figure 3.8.

N
C

eight
Ines

W

3

S
(i) Plan position indicator (PPI)

(ii) Range height indicator (RHI)

Figure 3.8 Radar display modes (after Battan, 1973)

A third display technique, the constant altitude plan position indicator (CAPPI), was
developed by Marshall (1957).

This method electronically

synthesises the echoes

taken from PPI scans at progressively greater angles into a single picture showing
intensity modulated signals at a constant altitude. Display is carried out in a plan form
as with the PPI display (figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.9 Beamsegmentationand compositionfor a 1.5 km ConstantAltitude Plan
Position Indicator (CAPPI)

3.8 Radar Siting Problems

3.8.1 PermanentEcho

In almost all siting situations the main radiatedbeam and side-lobesmay interact with
`ground clutter' causing strong permanent echoes. Persistentecho can be causedby
beam interaction with the ground directly, or with ground basedobjects such as trees,
towers and radio masts, and posesa significant problem. Without correction this type
of reflection may give misleading results as either rainfall where none is exists, or
greaterintensity than is taking place. Investigations into ground clutter echo show that
its strength is almost independentof wavelength (Jossand Waldvogel, 1989).
Due to the seriousnessof permanentecho, the choice of an obstruction free horizon is
a major factor in the siting of a weather radar. Unfortunately in a real-world
environment it is never possible to get away from ground clutter and to reduce the
worst effects a common technique is the definition of a ground clutter map. This
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method entails the creation of a digitised echo map observed under stable, dry
atmospheric conditions, storing the locations of cells with higher echo than the radar
noise threshold.

Once established, the ground clutter map is used to modify observations made in
affected areas with interpolation from surrounding clutter-free sectors (azimuthinterpolation)

and / or information from higher beam elevations (elevation-

interpolation). Although techniqueworks well it doeshave somelimitations. Collier
(1989) reports that in under conditions of orographic enhancement topographic
changes can result in non-linear changes in rainfall, introducing errors into the
interpolation.

Also, mapping assumesconsistency in clutter characteristics, which

change when the atmospheric refractive index and therefore beam propagation are
altered under varying meteorologicalconditions.

Another technique, adoptedby the United Kingdom for dealing with permanent echo,
is the determination of radar horizons from theodolite surveys and topographical
mapping. This method, similar to the United States `sectorizedhybrid scan' (Shedd
et al., 1989; Hudlow et al., 1989) then uses these sight horizons to determine the
appropriatebeam elevations for all azimuths and ranges.

3.8.2 Screening

Unfortunately, as well as causing permanent radar echo, beam interception also leads
to `occultation' or screening of the area beyond the obstruction, so that only a tiny
amount of the total beam power reachesit, as shown in figure 3.10. Partial blocking
takes place in areas beyond blockages produced by hills, causing echoes from
precipitation observed in theseregions to be weaker than they would otherwise have
been, had the beam beencomplete.
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Figure 3.10 Screeningand permanentecho (PE) in a hilly region, (from Hill and
Robertson, 1987)

Compensation can be applied for occultation provided that at last 40% of the beam
remains unobstructed(Harrold et al., 1974). The correction factor applied in this case
is a function of the beam cross sectional area percentageobstructed. Interpolated

valuesarethenusedin the obstructedareas,althoughcorrectionsbecomeincreasingly
unreliable as range increases.

3.9 Radar Hardware

Problems

3.9.1RadarWavelength

Radar wavelength is related to radar hardware characteristics and determines the
accuracy with which precipitation

may be estimated quantitatively.

The

hydrometeorological applications of the most commonly used wavelengths are
summarisedin Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3. Radar systemcharacteristicsand hydrometeorologicalapplications

Wave

Frequency

'Band'

length

range(MHz)

L

20 cm

30 000

S

10 cm

2700 - 3000

Best suited to regions where heavy rainfall occurs and
attenuation may be a problem, e.g. tropical areas. Requires a
large reflector to produce a small beamwidth.

C

5.6 cm

5300- 5700

Affords goodcompromisebetweenhardwarecostand
precipitationestimationperformancefor most
hydrometeorological
applicationsin temperateregions.
Qualitativerangelimited to about200 km (quantitativerange
abouthalf). Totalcost for a workingsystemin the regionof £I
million (1990prices).

X3

cm

9300 - 10 000

In the past used mainly in polar and near polar regions where
attenuation is not a major problem. Currently receiving interest
for limited range applications (e.g. urban applications) in
temperate regions, where range is limited to approx 35 km.
Cost of a complete working system approx. £ 100 000 (1990
prices).

K

0.8 cm

37 500

Comments

No hydrometeorological
applications.

Not in widespread use except in some eastern European
dual wavelength systems where it is combined with a longer
wavelength. Can detect the smallest cloud

particlesandhasbeenusedto studycloudmicrophysics.

3.9.2DynamicRange
The dynamic range of a radar receiver may be defined the range of precipitation
intensities it can differentiate without distortion of their relative values. Too small a
dynamic range will either lead to the non-detectionof light precipitation or a reduction
in the apparent intensity of heavy precipitation.

The dynamic range of the system

required is thus related to the region in which it is to be used. At presentit is possible
to create receivers with a dynamic range of 80 dB, which will accommodate mean
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precipitation intensities between 0.1 mm/hr and 256 mm/hr. Accurate determination
of the dynamic range needed can be problematic, however, as instrumentation is
necessaryto measure maximum instantaneousrainfall rates.

3.9.3 Beamwidth

Beamwidth refers to the angle between those directions in which the intensity of the
beam is at least one half of the maximum, (section 3.7.2). For weather radarsa beam
width of 10 is used as a compromise between propagation arguments, for which a
narrower beam would be preferable, and practical and economic constraints, which
limit antennadiameter to around 7 m. For a circular reflector, the beam width 9 (in
radians), antennadiameter d and wavelength A are related by 8=1.2)/d.

Thus for a

10cm wavelengthsystemthis givesa beamwidthof aboutto. Table3.4givesvalues
for a range of beamwidths,beam-lobesand reflector diameters in various systems.

Table 3.4 Radarbeam diameter-rangeand reflector-wavelengthrelationship
Approximatediameterof
main beamlobe (m)

Beamwidth
(degrees)

0.5
1.0
2.0

Reflectordiameterrequired(m)
for differentwavelengths

50 km

100km

150km

10 cm

5.6 cm

3cm

436
873
1745

873
1745
3490

1309
2618
5236

13.8
7.3
3.4

7.7
3.7
1.9

4.1
2.1
1.0

Reduction of system wavelength produces a smaller beamwidth so that only a2m
reflector is neededto for a 10beamwidth in a3 cm, X-band system,making them both
smaller and cheaper.

Attenuation problems are increased at lower wavelengths,

however, and must be consideredalong with beamwidth and antennasize.
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A further practical consideration when selecting radar beamwidth is the spatial
resolution of the system. This is important as two targets separatedby less than the
beamwidth cannot be resolved in space. Figure 3.11 compares observations from
two systems, one with a0 beamwidth and the second with a 92 beamwidth.

In

figure 3.11(i) the radar is unable to resolve individual cells, until they approach the
radar and the beamwidth narrows.

This wrongly gives the impression that a

continuous echo has split into two cells.

direction of
storm movement

direction of
storm movement

(i) Bcamwidth = 6°, lower resolution

(ii) Bcamwidth = 0/2°, higher resolution

Figure 3.1 1 Influence of beamwidth on spatial resolution (after Ttlford, 1992)

3.10 Physical Factors affecting

radar

3.10.1 The Reflectance Relationship

The radar reflectance (Z-R) relationship depends on the drop size distribution
precipitation within the radar beam volume (equation 3.10).

of the

This distribution and the

speed of descent of the precipitation are affected by physical processesincluding
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collision, coalescence,evaporation and down-draught and up-draught. Precipitation
size and distribution also vary within storms, and from one rainfall type to another in
both time and space. As a result of this great variation, the a and b parameters
also
change significantly and many studies have been carried out to assessthe appropriate
constantsto use in the equation, Battan (1973) listing over 60 Z-R relationships.
In an attempt to simplify matters fixed values are often used for a and b, which are
likely to give satisfactoryresults in averageconditions, but less well in extremerainfall
situations. The most commonly applied is the Marshall-Palmer (1948) relationship for
homogeneousrainfall and stratified events:

Z=20OR1.6

This relationship is applied in stratified rainfall in the United Kingdom, and a can be
updatedin real time with referenceto a small telemeteredraingaugenetwork.

3.10.2BeamInfilling
The radar reflectance relationship assumescomplete filling of the radar beam by
precipitation, and if this is not the casethen reflected energy will be lower than the rate
of precipitation and an underestimation will result. To give some idea of scale, a 10
beam width will have a 1.75 km cross section at a range of 100 km, the whole volume
of which must be uniformly filled in size and number if the Z-R relation is not to be
violated.

In practice the risk of incomplete beam filling becomes greater with

increased range, so that showers appearto increase in intensity as they approach the
radar, and this is one of the major restrictions on observationrange.
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3.10.3 Curvature of the Earth
The refractive index of the earth's atmosphereis stratified vertically, and in `normal'
conditions this causesthe radar beam path to bend close to 4/3 the radius of the earth.
When combined with the earth's curvature this leads to beam path divergencefrom the
ground surface, as shown in figure 3.12, causing an area between the earth and the
bottom of the beam where rainfall detection and estimation are impossible. The
increase in beam height with distance, in relation to the earth's surface, also leads to
the beam inevitably passingthrough the melting layer, causing `bright band' problems
referred to in section 3.10.6.
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Figure 3.12 Beamheight against rangefor a lo beamwidthradar, 0.50 elevation,
(after Hill and Robertson,1987)
The loss of detection capability below the radar beam means that low level
precipitation,
undetectable.

and its enhancement, evaporation and horizontal drift are all
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3.10.4 Anomalous Beam Propagation

Anomalous propagation (or `Anaprop') follows as a result of radar beam interaction
with an `abnormal' atmospheric refractive index structure. In certain conditions a
layer of air occurs near the ground surface with a high refractive index gradient. This
may be formed by temperatureinversions and / or rapid increasesin humidity. When
radar energy intersects this layer, the beam path is refracted to such an extent that the
beam comes in contact with the earth, causinginversion clutter.

When inversion clutter is observed it does not occur in all areas of the radar scan
equally. Clutter may be picked up in certain regions only (most prone is rising
ground facing the radar), or in narrow sectors of the radar (van Gorp, 1989). A
further complication is the fact that the intensity of ground echoes due to anaprop
varies in both time and space,making correction very difficult.

At present, although

detection and correction proceduresare applied, no perfect solution has been found.

3.10.5BeamAttenuation
Attenuation of the radar beam may come from three main sources: absorption and
scatteringby gasesliquids and solids, range and radome wetting.

i) Gasses,Liquids and Particles
Absorption by atmospheric gassesis negligible and only liquid and solid particles
cause significant attenuation of radar energy.

Attenuation due to precipitation is

inversely related to radar wavelength, S-band (10 cm) showing very low loss except
for extremely high rainfall rates and X-band (3 cm) suffering severeattenuation.
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ii) TargetRange from the Radar
Attenuation due to range from the radar occurs such that received power is inversely
proportional to the squareof the rangeof the target. Rangeattenuationcan be applied
order to correct this via radar hardwareor rangenormalisation software.

iii) RadomeWetting
The radome is the rubberized or fibreglass housing usedto protect the radar antenna.
The radome itself introduces an amount of constant attenuation, which is easily
correctable, but also allows water droplets to collect on the exterior surface. The
extent of two-way transmission loss due to radome wetting have been reported to be
up to 10 dB in widespreadrainfall.

3.10.6Bright-Band
When little vertical mixing occurs within cloud layers the hydrometers become
vertically stratified within the atmosphereaccording to temperature. The small ice
particle at cloud top levels, where temperature is below freezing, produce low radar
reflectivities.

As these particles fall they aggregate and melt with the increasing

temperature, becoming a film of water with an ice core and finally raindrops, the
whole process taking only a few hundred meters (Battan, 1973). Where melting
occurs there is a large increase in the reflected radar energy, the reflectivity of water
being around five times that of ice, before it declines again as drop sizes decreaseand
fall speedsbecome greater.
The intersection of the melting layer by the radar beam causesbright-band reflectivity
of two to five times the level of the rain below it to be produced on the radar return,
figure 3.13. Bright-band thus gives an artificially high precipitation estimate, the
extent of which is determinedby the proportion of the beamfilled by the melting layer.
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Bright-band is therefore less of a problem at longer ranges, where beam volume is
larger and the proportion filled likely to be smaller.

Beam A%

Beam B

Ice particles
Snowflake aggregation
Partially melted snowflakes
/
Rainfall

Vertical Radar reflectivity

w
R
G
a
a

'Bright-band' layer
Range

Figure 3.13 A schematic example of the effect of bright-band on a
weather radar system (adapted from Smith, 1986)
In the United Kingdom no attempt is made to correct for bright-band objectively,

at

present, although a detection algorithm can be used (Smith, 1986).

3.11 Conclusion

All the work presented in this thesis is based on remotely sensed radar information,
allowing distributed rainfall analysis, and knowledge of storm movement and change.
In this chapter an introduction
radar.

has been provided to a number of aspects of weather

The chapter covers the relatively short history, products available, hardware

and theories used and problems encountered in active remote sensing by radar.
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CHAPTER 4

RETURN PERIOD

4.1 Introduction

Frequency analysisaims to determinethe relation betweenthe size of an event, and the
probability of that magnitude event being exceeded in the future.

Thus rainfall

frequency analysisentails the estimation of the rainfall which is likely to be equalled or
exceededon averageonce in a specified period, T years. This is the `T' year event,
having a return period or recurrence interval of T years. The return period is a long
term average of the intervals between successive exceedances,however, and the
intervals may vary considerablyaround the averagevalue T.
In this chapter a background is presentedof someof the major developmentsin return
period analysis. An outline is given of the problems associatedwith the use of rain
gauge data in such analyses. Following from this a new method of distributed
intensity-duration-frequencyanalysisis presented,using remotely sensedradar rainfall
data. This enablesknowledge of catchmentrainfall history to be extractedand usedto
assessevent severity in real-time, in terms of the area affected.

A catchment

transposition procedure is described which allows estimation of storm return period
before it reachestarget catchmentareas. Finally, there is a discussion of the potential
advantagesand drawbacks of the technique.

4.2 Historical

Background

Rainfall return period has long been used in a design role to assessreservoir storage
capacity,barrage and spillway strength and so on.

As long ago as 1888 Symons

published an analysis of the intense falls reported in Great Britain during the 10 years
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1879 to 1888. Symons produced a diagram with rainfall intensities in inches as the
ordinate and time in minutes as abscissa. Based on Symons experience two curves
were drawn on the diagram, the lower to be regarded as `heavy falls in a short
duration', and the upper defining an `exceptional' fall.

In 1908 Mill introduced a

three level classification of rainfall as `noteworthy', `remarkable' and `very rare',
these classeslater being adoptedby Bilham (1935) (see section4.2.1).

Researchinto rainfall frequency was extended in 1930, when the great demand for a
rainfall depth-duration-returnperiod relationship lead the Ministry of Health to form a
sevenperson rainfall and runoff committee. The resulting report was basedon seven
years of rainfall data from 14 `widely distributed' stations and became adopted and
used for many years. The committee's work suffered several weaknesses,however,
perhaps the most serious being the wide scatter of stations on which the report was
based (NERC, 1975). This necessarily led to approximate averaging of results for
the country as a whole.

4.2.1 E.G. Bilham
In 1935 Bilham published an article basedon data analysisfrom 18 rainfall stationsin
the British Isles over a ten years period. This work was the first to make full useof
the Meteorological

Office standardised rainfall

intensity-duration-frequency

tabulations, allowing a soundly based frequency analysis.

The report grouped

frequency of occurrence subjectively into `very rare', `remarkable' and `noteworthy'
classifications although frequencieswere calculable using the formula in the equation
4.1 below.

n=1.25 t(r+0.1)0"282

(4. I)

Where n is the occurrencein ten years,t is the time in hours and r is rainfall in inches.
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In 1961 Holland revised and extendedBilham's work showing that his equationsover
estimated the probability of high intensity rainfall (above 35mm/hour). This work
still suffered the fundamental problem which affected Bilham's original findings,
however, as limited data availability meant results were an averagefor the country and
rare eventscould only be estimatedvery roughly.

4.2.2 The Flood Studies Report

Return period analysis was taken a step further in 1975, with the publication of the
Flood Studies Report by The Natural Environment ResearchCouncil. This weighty
report covers hydrological, meteorological and flood routing studies including
hydrological data and maps of the British Isles. The FSR used records from
approximately 200 autographicraingaugestations, 101 of which had 20 years or more
of data, in its intensity-duration-frequencyanalysis. The report made widescaleuse of
regionalization to extend data records, providing a way of transferring `experience'
from nearby or similar sites,usually in the form of an average.

The Flood Studies Report Meteorological section is contained in volume 2 (FSR-II),
describing the analytical techniquesusedand giving examplesof calculation at various
durations and return periods for any point or areain the British Isles. Basic maps are
provided to derive five year rainfall values, ie. values reachedor exceededon average
once in five years, for durations of 60 minutes and 2-days,at any given point location.
The five year rainfalls of any other duration are then determined by interpolation or
extrapolation from the rainfalls contained in these maps. Rainfalls of other return
periods are computed using `growth factors', given in FSR-II, from the five year
value.

In 1981 a revised set of growth factors were published by Folland et al.,

although changes were of minor consequence(Clark, 1991).
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Keers and Westcott (1977) note that the calculation of design rainfalls is often a
tedious and time consuming task using the hand methods with tables and maps of
rainfall parameters. A computerised version has been produced with the relevant
mappeddata from FSR-II stored as grid point valuesat 3.33 km intervals covering the
United Kingdom.

Although adopted as the standardmethod for producing design rainfall and attaching
return periods to past events in Great Britain, FSR-II is not without its problems.
Soon after its launch, Kelway (1977) found that the methodology outlined in the FSRII could lead to questionableresults. In a comparison of frequency analysescarried
out on an August 1975 storm over the Tyne catchment,he found that Bilham's formula
gave him a maximum rainfall return period for the storm of 250 years, whereas the
FSR-II procedure labelled it as the 1 in 2000 year event. Whilst pointing out the
theoretical advantagesof using generalisedgeographicalparametersin the equation, as
comparedwith Bilham's purely pooled data, he shows that in assessingfrequency of
heavy falls the Bilham technique is the safer to use. "It indicates that heavy falls are
relatively more common than doesthe Flood Studiesmethod", which could lead to the
under design of safety structures.

The problems have not been confined to the North East, and Bootman and Willis
(1977,1981) show that the FSR-II gave an underestimate of two day rainfall, on
which many other assumptionsand calculations are based. The differences, around
Bridgewater especially, were considered important enough for the Institute of Civil
Engineers to advise that local rainfall data should be used in relation to Somerset
reservoir safety, rather than the FSR-II method generally chosen (ICE 1978).
More recently, in comparing the FSR-II and Bilham techniques, Clark (1991) found
much larger differences in the return periods produced for rarer events than for more
common storms. In explanation he statesthat the FSR-II was basedon the stationyear approachof combining records and assumedindependence. This independence
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was never assessed, and given the areal coverage of some large storms, this
assumption seems a dangerousone. If the raingauge records were not independent
then the resulting return periods calculated with the FSR-II method will be inflated
leading to the problems encounteredby many investigators. Clark (1991) statesthat it
is likely that the widely spacedgaugeswhose records were analysedby Bilham were
far enough apart to be independent, so it is not surprising that his method yields
considerably lower return period than the FSR-H technique.

4.2.3FORGEMethod
Following the identification of FSR-II's serious under estimates of one day and two
day rainfall frequency (Bootman and Willis, 1981) and the strong regional traits not
representedin the FSR-II growth factors (Reed and Dales, 1988), Reed and Stewart
(1989) developed the `FORGE' method.

FORGE (FOcussed Rainfall Growth

Estimation), like the FSR-II, usesregionalized rainfall information from `similar sites'
to extend data recordsin the form of an average. The sites usedfor combination were
chosen by the use of a spatial dependency model (Reed and Dales, 1988).

The

modified station-year technique is intended to give emphasis to the most extreme
events observedin a region, and allow rainfall growth to be `focussed' on a particular
point. For a fixed network of N gaugesoperating for m years the equivalent number
of independentstation yearsMe is mNe.

In rainfall frequency estimation the FORGE method retains the two stageapproachof
the FSR-II, but uses mean annual maximum rainfall (RBAR) of the appropriate
duration as the standardisingvariable. To estimatethe frequency of one day rainfall at
a particular site, a value of RBAR is determined and a `focussed' regional growth
factor applied to it.
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Unfortunately, the FORGE technique is not without its critics. Raingauge
independenceis fundamental and following the Dales and Reed (1989) methodology
to assesssite dependency, Clark (1991) found that only 13 of the 44 sites in South
West England were `independent'. He goeson to point out that some storms are large
enough to cover most if not all of these sites so it is not yet possible to modify the
station-year methodto obtain truly independentraingaugesites.

In use the FORGE method can yield some results which give `causefor concern',
(Clark, 1991), as shown in table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Comparison of FSR-II and FORGE return period methods (Clark, 1991)

Date

Site

Return Period
FSR-II
FORGE
(years)

24 Sept. 1976

St. Neot

398

240

11 July 1968

Northmoor P.S.

970

1590

12 July 1982

North Brewham

560

1000

5 Oct. 1977

Penryn Resr

266

120

28 July 1969

Launceston

335

290

Although some return periods are lower than using the FSR-II method there are some
notable increasesfor the extreme events. Clark statesthat if the FSR-II results are at
odds with both Bilham's and his own technique (outlined in section 4.2.4 below)
"... then the results obtained using the FORGE method cannot give the user much

confidence".
One final criticism of the FSR-II and FORGE methods is that they are both basedon
two day rainfall. This inherently masksthe true rainfall intensity characteristicswhich
occur for shorter durations.
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4.2.4 Four ParameterModel

In 1991 a further method of rainfall frequency estimation was advanced by Clark,
again concentrating upon the South West of England. The investigation followed in
responseto the problem that Bilham and FSR-11give differing results according to the
rarity of the event, and the averagerainfall of the site. Clark (op.cit. ) carried out
frequency analysis on 21 sites with greater than 15 years of data to produce a four
parametermodel.

The model was constructedto allow rainfall frequency to be calculatedat a site without
any records. The four parameterswere chosen to be predictable from the average
annual rainfall (AAR) for eachsite -

" The two year,24 hourrainfall.
" The 24 hour -1 hour difference in two year return period rainfall.
" The slope of the frequency curve (degrees).
" The percentageof the 24 hour -1 hour difference in rainfall for a given
storm duration.

The annual averagerainfall was extracted from raingaugerecords,or by interpolation
from the Meteorological Office 1941-1970 southernBritain maps. In comparing his
results with those from the FSR-II and Bilham procedures, Clark found his work in
closer agreementwith Bilham. Of the 29 events analysedhe statesthat FSR-II gave
25 return periods equal to or in excess of twice those from his method. The reason
for these differences he attributes to the pooling of regional data in the Flood Studies
Report `station-year' approach.
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4.3 Raingauge Problems

Aside from the statistical and analytical problems outlined in the previous section,
there are several limitations suffered by all the return period assessmentmethods
described so far.

These arise from the use of raingauge data in the analyses.

Raingauge records exist for quite extended periods of time, but they suffer inherent
problems in instrumentation errors, site location and most significantly

areal

representativeness.

4.3.1 Instrumentation Errors

Raingaugesmeasureprecipitation physically, and by their very nature have to be
exposed to the elements. Unfortunately this can lead to errors in the instrumentation
caused by evaporation or freezing of collected rainfall, or `splash-in' of water from
around the gauge. Similarly foreign debris, such as leavesand twigs, may block the
raingaugedistorting measurementsor impeding tipping bucket mechanisms.

4.3.2 Influence of Site Location

The location of a raingaugewill strongly influence the accuracyof measurementsmade
by the device. Precipitation rarely fall vertically and wind turbulenceinduced by trees
and buildings near the gauge can alter the amount of rain registered. In a historical
context raingauge readings will be altered by changesin their surroundings, with the
growth or removal of trees or the construction of buildings. This type of change has
frequently occurred with the urbanisation of the area surrounding what was originally
a rural gauge. It is vital to bear in mind these effects when analysing data archives.
A further problem is that the raingauge itself has been shown to produce significant
changesin air flow. Neff (1977) found that gaugesplaced above the ground surface
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caught 5- 15% less rainfall than those at ground level, and that errors of up to 75%
occurred during high wind velocities. Modern gauge designs attempt to counteract
these effects. However, older gauges, with longer archives, will have turbulence
problems reflected in their records, which are impossible to correct.

Raingauges

placement also tends to be in accessible areas,where they can be read and serviced
easily, giving reducedcoveragein remote regions.

4.3.3 Areal Representativeness

By far the most important problem suffered by raingauges,for return period analysis,
is that of the areal representativenessof their results. The standardraingauge usedin
Great Britain is a circular catchment of 127 cm2 (standard diameter 127mm), sited
non-uniformly and at generally quite low densities. This naturally leavesextremely
large areascompletely unmonitored, and rainfall events may be missed entirely. Hill
(1984) gives an example from June 5th, 1983, when five high intensity convective
storms crossed the south coast of England (figure 4.1).

In this case, none of the

centres of rainfall passedover a raingaugelocation and thus could not not have been
included in even a regional return period analysis.

Point rainfall measurementsnecessitate some form of areal interpolation, such as
Theissen'sPolygons or the isohyetal method, and the assumptionthat all surrounding
areasare similar when carrying out the return period analysis. Spatial resolution has
improved from Bilham's country-wide analysis to the smaller regional scale mapping
used in the FSR-II (1975), and more recently the regional work of Stewart and Reed
(1989), and Clark (1991).

However, truly detailed intensity-duration-frequency

investigation has not been possible in Great Britain, due to the constraintsimposed by
point rainfall estimates.

As a consequence, rainfall return periods calculated as

uniform for whole regions, will be unrepresentative for areas of local orographic
enhancement, generated by hills as low as 50m (Bergeron, 1967), rainshadow or
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both. A further compoundingfactor of most raingaugenetworks is that gaugedensity
is lowest in remote and mountainous areas where the majority of water supply and
flood production arisesand data is neededthe most.
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Figure 4.1 Location of Five Storm Cells Over Southern England,
5th of June, 1983 1150 GMT (after Hill, 1984)

4.4 Rainfall-Frequency

Analysis

Using Radar

4.4.1 Introduction

When first conceived, it was intended to use radar rainfall data from the South West of
England in this investigation, to allow comparison with the work of Reed and Stewart
(1989), Clark (1991) and others.

Unfortunately, difficulties

with data access meant

that the analysis had to be moved to the North West region, served by the Hameldon
Hill radar, which is used throughout the study.
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From the last section it is obvious that many problems exist when calculating return
periods using point rainfall estimates. Without exception, every author who has
studied rainfall return period phenomenahasnoted the great spatialvariation of rainfall
intensity with time. Collinge (1961) found "marked variation in intensities from place
to place for a given frequency and duration".

Indeed, as long ago as 1935, Bilham

lamented that "the information available up to the presentis altogether insufficient to
enable us to define the areasin which the [rainfall] liability is greater or less than the
average". In order to counteracttheseproblems and extend the applicability of return
periods a method of rainfall frequency analysishas been developedutilising remotely
sensedprecipitation data. Severaladvantagesare possible over raingaugedata which
should allow significant improvement in the analysisof rainfall frequency.

4.4.2 Potential Advantagesof Using Radar

Firstly, and most importantly, single site radardata is available at relatively high spatial
resolution (2km by 2km squares)quantitatively covering a total area 152km across.
This immediately removes the need for interpolation between point rainfall
measurementsand, ground clutter aside, allows analysis of every individual radar
pixel. Combined with the frequent (5 minute) updating and real time availability of
radar data, this opensnew applications for return period analysis.
In the past rainfall frequency has been used almost exclusively in the design of civil
engineering projects, or in `off-line', post-event appraisals, to attach return period to
rainfall after a particularly significant storm. Radarallows rainfall fields to be tracked
as they develop and move over catchment areas,and conventionally showsrainfall in
six colour bandsaccording to intensity. This is extremely useful but doesnot identify
the severity of the event in terms of the area concerned. The use of radar derived
rainfall measurementsand an on-line intensity-duration-frequency databaseallows
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event classification as it occurs in real time, or before it reaches an area using
catchment transposition. Furthermore, radar also allows return period assessmentto
be carried out in areaswhere raingaugeplacementwould be impossible, such as out at
sea,to aid storm classification as the event approaches.

4.5

Statistical

Distributions

and Parameter Estimation

4.5.1 Representationof Extreme Hydrological Data

Chow et al. (1988) point out that the most extreme events in hydrology are located in
the tail of the probability distribution from which they are drawn. One of the oldest
and simplest methods of determining the magnitude of a given return period event
from these distributions is to use plotting positions.

After ranking the data,

m(l), .... m(n), where m(l) is the largest, the assumption is made that a given data
sample might reasonably have been drawn randomly from the type of distribution in
question (Cunnane, 1977). The recurrenceinterval, T, is then calculated from one of a
number of formulae, eachrelating to a given distribution type, such as the Gringorten
equation, which relates to the Gumbel distribution (described in section 4.5.1 (iii)).
Plotting position formulae only provide an approximation of a given statistical
distribution, however, and no parameter estimation is carried out to provide an
accuratefit to the data.

Several distributions have been applied to extreme data, some of which are outlined
briefly below.

For a more detailed discussion the reader is referred to the work of

Kottegoda (1980).

For the purposes of this investigation the Extreme Value

distribution was used,with parameterestimation by Probability Weighted Moments.
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i) Two-ParameterLognormal Distribution
Whilst the normal (bell shaped)distribution is rarely appropriate for the analysis of
environmental extremes, the lognormal distribution has been widely used.

The

probability density function of the two-parameterlognormal distribution is :

Ax) =

1_1
lnx-µ
eXP
2nrnr
2lQJ

2
(4.2)

where µ is a location parameter,a is a scaleparameter.

The magnitude of the event with return period T=1/p can be estimatedfrom :

Ii1XT=!. L-I-6Zp

(4.3)

WhereZp is thestandardnormalvariatewith exceedance
probabilityp.
The lognormal distribution has the advantagesover the normal distribution that it is
bounded (X>O) and that the log transformation tends to reduce the positive skewness
commonly found in hydrological data (Chow et al., 1988). However, it requires the
logs of the data to be symmetrical about their mean and the use of two parameters
meansthat the distribution doesnot always reproducethe observeddata well.

ii) PearsonType III Distribution
The Pearson Type III distribution, also known as the three-parameter gamma
distribution, is one of a large family of probability distributions developedby Pearson
(NERC, 1975). Both the exponential and gamma distributions are special casesof
the PearsonType III.

The distribution function is :
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(4.4)

where x0, ß and y control location, scale and shaperespectively, xo constituting a
lower bound. Calculating the magnitude of the event with a return period T can be

difficult. The simplestapproachis to usethe samplemean,standarddeviationanda
factor KT to estimatethe T-year event :
XT =x'+6K,.

(4.5)

The factor KT varies with return period (T) and sample skewness g (Kite, 1977;
Linsley et al., 1982). Sample skewnessg can be calculateddirectly from the sample,
or estimatedfrom the parametery using :

8 _2

(4.6)

Although it has been applied to extreme event analysis, the Pearson Type III

distributionis difficult to applyand,becausesampleskewnessis very uncertain,may
give unreliable results, (Matalasand Wallis, 1973).

iii) ExtremeValueDistribution
The distribution chosenfor usein this investigation was the Extreme Value distribution
describedbelow.

Extreme values selected from sets of samples of any probability

distribution have been shown to be covered by one of three forms of the Extreme
Value distribution, (Fisher and Tippett, 1928). The propertiesof the three forms were
further developed by Gumbel (1941) for the EVI (or `Gumbel' distribution), Frechet
(1927) for EVIL and Weibull (1939) for EVIII.

Jenkinson (1955) showed EVI, EVII

and EVIII to be special casesof a single distribution call the `Generalised Extreme
Value' distribution (GEV).
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The probability density function for GEV is :

.f

(x) = exp -rI 1- kxa- U11/k

\

(4.7)

where u is the location parameter,a is the scaleparameterand k is the shape
parameter. The shapeparameter (k) determineswhich Extreme Value distribution is
represented.

For k=0 use Extreme Value I (Gumbel). Here the GEV distribution simplifies to the
EVI distribution, having two parameters,the probability distribution being :

f(x)

-, u/
= exp -expl -x__

a

o< x <ý

(4.8)

whereu is thelocationparameteranda thescaleparameter.
The magnitudeof an eventXT with return period T is estimatedfrom :
XT = u+lxyT

(4.9)

where yT, the `Gumbelreducedvariate' is calculatedfrom :

(
yT -lnLl1n\\
TT 1

(4.10)

When k<O an EVE distribution follows for which the equationapplies for :
(u+alk)Sx<.

(4.11)

Here x is bounded from below by u+a/k.
When k>O an EVil distribution is indicated for which the equation appliesfor :
-oo<x5(u+a/k)

(4.12)
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Here x is boundedfrom aboveby u+a/k.

The magnitude of an event with return period T yearscan be determinedby :

xT - u+a

1- exp(-kYT)
k

(4.13)

where YTis the `Gumbel reducedvariate' as shownin equation 4.10.
The EVI, or Gumbel distribution, has been widely used in frequency analysis of
extreme hydrological data. This is partly due to its ease of application, and partly
because of the theoretical argumentsdevelopedby Gumbel to support it. The GEV
family of distributions is a flexible one, which hasbeen found to fit both rainfall and
flood extremesin a variety of environments(Chow et al., 1988).

4.5.2 ParameterEstimation

i) Method Of Moments
The parametersof a probability distribution can be expressedin terms of moments of
the distribution.

If thesecan be estimated from a data sample then it is possible to

estimate the distribution parameters. However, estimatesof higher moments, such as
skewness,may be uncertain when made from small samples. Also, the method has
been shown to give unreliable estimates for distributions with three or more
parameters (Kite, 1977).

ii) Method Of Maximum Likelihood
The probability of obtaining a particular sample from a probability distribution with
specified parameterscan be defined from the `likelihood' function :
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N

L=flf(x;
!=1

Ie)
(4.14)

where the probability density function, f(xl 18), is the probability of an event of

magnitudexi occurringgivena distributionparameter0, andN is thesamplesize.

The parametersproducing the value of the likelihood function are assumedto be those
which `most likely' generated the observed sample.

These are thus Maximum

Likelihood estimatesof the distribution parameters. The ML procedure is based on
large sample theory, and when usedwith large samplesthis techniquegives the `best'
estimates of all methods. However, for sample sizes of less than 50 or so other
methods may give parameter estimates that are statistically more efficient (NERC,
1975).

iii) Probability Weighted Moments
The method of parameter estimation chosen for use here was that of Probability
Weighted Moments.

This method, a generalisation of the usual moments of a

probability distribution, was introduced to hydrology by Greenwood et al. (1979).
The generalform for a PWM is :
Mr
st=f

xrF(x)"

(1- F(x))t J

(x)dx

(4.15)

wheref(x) is the probability density function, and F(x) is the cumulative distribution
function.

If s and t are zero, this reduces to the conventional moments expression,

PWM being analogousto conventional moments,but defined either by :
M1. _f x(i - F(x))' f (x)dx
o,1
or

(4.16)
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(4.17)

The choice is related to the particular probability distribution being used. Parameter
estimation procedures tend to be easierto apply than Maximum Likelihood methods,
involving little or no iteration, and being more robust than conventional techniques
(Hosking, 1986). Uncertainties in sample estimatesof high conventional moments
arise mainly due to the observed values being raised to a high power (eg. three for
skewness). The moments derived are thus sensitive to quite small data volume
changes especially when these are unusually large or small.

Probability Weighted

Moments are all linear functions of the sample data and so are much less sensitive to
data idiosyncrasies. PWM estimation has also been found to be more efficient than
Maximum Likelihood procedures for the small sample sizes usually available in
hydrology (Hosking et al., 1985). This was thought to be especially useful for the
short record available for radardata.

4.6

Distributed Intensity-Duration-Frequency

Analysis

4.6.1 Rainfall Data

The radar chosen for use in the investigation was the Hameldon Hill device which
covers the North West region of England. This has the longest weather radar data
record, having run virtually continuously since its launch in 1978. Although it was
originally hoped to use all the significant events from this archive, the size of the
original data record and time constraints forced the useof a synthetic database. This
was formed for one catchment, for 20 years duration, as outlined below.

The

catchment chosen for the analysis was Blackford Bridge, details of which can be
found in Chapter 5.
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In creating an artificial radar data archive, analysis was first carried out on five years
of event raingauge data for Blackford Bridge, to find a realistic number of rainfall
events per year. Interrogation of the National Rivers Authorities RAINARK system
showedthat rainfall of greater than 15 minutes duration occurredon average34 times
per year. This gave a total of 680 such eventsover a 20 year period. A synthetic data
archive of 684 storms was then formed using 19 clearly delineated frontal events, all
observedwithin the quantitativerange of the radar.

Each storm event was passed over the Hameldon Hill radar area 36 times, the
Blackford catchment being transposedto 36 different positions as shown in Figure
4.2.

Each replay of the storm, with the catchment in a new position, created a

`different' rainfall event. This effectively created the theoretical number of storms
necessary,and although it is not claimed to be truly representativeof 20 yearsof radar
data, it did provide a data archive to carry out the distributed Intensity-DurationFrequency analysisand apply the technique.

4.7 Analysis of the Rainfall Archive

4.7.1 Data Extraction

The first step in the analysisprocedure was to find the rainfall intensity figures for set
durations at each of the 2km by 2km radar pixels covering the Blackford Bridge
subcatchment.
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The storm is replayedover the radar area,
the catchmentbeing placed in eachof the 36 positions shown.
Figure 4.2 Method usedto create the required number of storm events
to simulate a 20 year radar archive

A computer

routine was written in VAX FORTRAN

to carry out the following

analysis, example results for one radar square being shown in Table 4.2.

Firstly, the

cumulative rainfall (mm) for each storm was extracted at given time intervals from the
beginning of the event for each radar pixel (column 2 Table 4.2).

The time interval

chosen is shown in column 3. Column 4 gives the rainfall during each time interval,
and from this, the maximum precipitation was obtained for selected durations (column
6). The durations chosen for analysis of the radar data were five to 60 minutes in five
minute increments, 90 minutes and two to 12 hours in hourly increments.

A similar

method was carried out for the catchment area as a whole, using catchment average
rainfall.

This procedure, first used by Yarnell (1935), was followed for all storms in

the record which gave entries at any radar pixel for any of the selected durations.
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Table 4.2. Example of Radar Pixel Analysis
Selected
duration

Maximum

(minutes)

(mm)

Time
from

Cumulative
Rainfall

Time
Interval

start
(minutes)

(mm)

(minutes)

Rainfall
during
interval
(mm)

5

0.75

5

0.75

5

1.7

10

1.3

5

0.55

10

3.0

15

2.8

5

1.3

15

4.2

20

4.5

5

1.7

20

5.6

25

5.7

5

1.2

25

6.7

30

7.1

5

1.4

30

8.0

35

8.2

5

1.1

35

8.55

40

9.5

5

1.3

40

9.3

45

9.8

5

0.3

45

9.6

rainfall

The analysisfollowed a restrictedduration principle, allowing an event to have entries
in the data up to a duration equal to that from the start to finish of the actual
precipitation. This has the potential disadvantagethat the duration of sporadic rainfall
may be difficult to establish, although this was not a problem with the clearly defined
events usedin the artificial database. An alternative method is the extended duration
technique in which no account is taken of the distribution of rainfall in time. This
method was rejected, however, as short, high intensity rainfall entered for longer
durations would be reducedto lower intensitieshaving little catchmenteffect.

4.7.2 Data Ranking

Once all the storms in the synthetic record had been analysedthe rainfall figures were
converted from cumulations (mm) to intensities (mm/hour).

A simple `bubble' sort
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procedure was carried out to place the maximum falls for each radar square in order of
magnitude, for each of the chosen durations.

Owing to the relatively

short data

record, an annual excedance analysis was used, instead of annual maxima.

A value

of 40 maxima was chosen for use (n=40), giving an average of two events per year
for each radar pixel at each duration.

Thus, for each radar pixel, and duration, the `n'

rainfall intensity values were ranked, giving a sequence of data x(j) being the smallest
and x(n) being the largest.

Figure 4.3 shows the matrix of used to store the rainfall

intensity values produced, for each radar catchment pixel, at defined durations.

Intensity - Duration - Frequency Matrix
rý

5 Min
Durati

;ý

23.

Catchment Pixel

in

Catchment Pixel

in

10 Mi
Durati

123...

12 Ho
Durati

1.7

;N

123

Catchment Pixel

III

Figure 4.3 RankedRainfall Intensity Matrix For Each Pixel And Duration
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4.7.3 ParameterEstimation

With the rainfall intensities at each pixel sorted and ranked for every duration,
parameterestimation was carried out using Probability Weighted Moments to establish
the most appropriate extreme value distribution for each data set. A FORTRAN
routine was written to carry out the following steps.

For i=1,.... n calculatepi =(i-0.35)/n

where pi is raisedto the power t, (t = 0,1,2) calculate :
Mý

-rp,

X(1)/n

(4.18)

From Hoskinget al. (1985),thevaluefor thetestparameterk is definedas:
k=7.8590c + 2.955
c2

(4.19)

where c= (2M1 - Ma) /(3M2 - M0) - Ln2 /Ln3

In order to assessthe value of k accurately,a term Z is defined, give by :

Z= k(n / 5.633),

(4.20)

From Hosking et al. (op. cit) k can be testedfor significant difference from zero, such
that :

If -1.96 5Z >_1.96 thenk is assumedto be zero,otherwisek*0.
Once the appropriate distribution was identified the estimatesof the parametersof the
distribution were determinedby :
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k(2M,

-M0)
i'(1 + k)(1- 2-k )

(4.21)

ü=Mo+ä[I'(1+k)-1]lk

(4.22)

Note that IF(x) is the Gamma Function and is defined by Abramowitz and Stegun
(1972) as :
]F(x) = Jo exp`'' yxdy

and

F(1 + x) = x!

(4.23)

Effectively the information within eachpixel / duration / intensity rank distribution has
now been reduced to the three parameters k, a and u. The distribution estimation
parameters were also assessedfor the catchment averagedrainfall.

These variables

were stored for eachradar pixel and duration in a separate`Parameter'array matrix for
use in real-time return period assessment(sections 4.8 and 4.9) and post-event
appraisal (section 4.10).

4.8 Real-Time

Use

4.8.1 Real-Time Return Period Assessment

Having carried out the intensity-duration-frequencyanalysison the artificial radar data
record an actual storm event was replayed over the Hameldon Hill radar area. For
every 5 minute image the rainfall was extracted from the radar array correspondingto
the Blackford Bridge area and its intensity and duration recorded for each individual
radar pixel.

In this way, rainfall duration was assessedfor each 2km by 2km square

from the start of precipitation on that pixel.
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With the arrival of each new radar image the appropriate k, a and u values were

obtainedfrom the `Parameter'array for the relevantradarareaandrainfall duration.
The rainfall magnitude XT was then assigneda return period (7) from the relevant
distribution.

If k=0

then the GEV simplified to the EVI (Gumbel classification),

suchthat:
T=-V
I- V

(4.24)

where v is given by :
v= exp exp_lxT -ül )
a

(4.25)

When the k value for a pixel intensity-durationdataset differed significantlyfrom
zero,a GEV distributionwasapplied. Herethereturnperiod(7) of theXTeventwas
derivedfrom :
T

1
1- exp[-exp(-i)]

(4.26)

wheren is calculatedfrom :

71=

-ü
-ln 1-kýxT ä
k

(4.27)

This procedure was quick to preform in simulated real-time, due to the relative
simplicity of the calculations. Once identified, the return period for each 2km by 2km
pixel was displayed using UNIRAS graphics. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show examples
from the display produced in the real-time
simulation as storm rainfall fell over the

catchment.
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These figures demonstratehow the return period of the rainfall at eachcatchmentpixel
varies with time, using knowledge of catchment history to label its severity.

The

return period plots reflect the occurrence interval of the rainfall up to the last radar
image. It should be noted that the `true' return period is that generatedat the end of
the event, when the full precipitation and duration are known.

4.8.2 DatabaseUpdating

Any incoming event, as well as being classified for recurrenceinterval, should also be
added to the databasedistribution.
takes place.

Unfortunately this is not possible as the storm

Firstly, the maximum rainfall values for each duration cannot be

identified until the end of the event. Also, adding to the database,ranking of the data
and parameterestimation would be time consuming to perform in real-time. To deal
with this problem, a short routine was written to store the rainfall intensity and
duration valuesfor eachradar pixel as the storm takesplace. The analysissubroutine,
describedin section 4.7.1 was then called and the resulting rainfall valuesincluded in
the databasematrix.

The event was considered to have ended when no rainfall had occurred over the
catchmentfor a period of n hours (a value of n=2 being usedfor this investigation).
The analysis subroutine was then called and the database matrix updated and reranked, including the new rainfall values. Probability Weighted Moments were fitted
to the new distributions and the resulting a and u estimates stored with k in the
`Parameter'array. Even though it is dealing with large amounts of information, the
system update procedure takes only a few secondsand is then ready for an incoming
event again.

In an operational setting, it would be possible to keep two database

matrices, one updating whilst the other is ready for use. This would reduce any
possibility of the systembeing unavailable when an eventarrives.
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4.8.3 Decision Justification

A key part of any knowledge based system is decision justification, that is the
explanation of why a particular answer was chosenin responseto a given set of inputs
or circumstances. In using knowledge of catchmentrainfall history to assigna return
period to an incoming event, this may be done by showing the user the distribution

scatterabouttheestimationline.

35
30
25
y

20

w

15
10
5

-2

-1

01234

ReducedVariate
Figure 4.6 Decision Justification For The45 Minute Event
Intensity-ReturnPeriod Distribution

Figure 4.6 shows the distribution about the EVI estimation line, for 45 minute
catchment averagerainfall.

If the fit to the line is very close, and the event being

analysedis not at the extremeof the distribution, then the user may havea high degree
of confidence in the return period established. A wide scatter about the line and a
greatly extrapolated recurrence interval will warn the user that the return period
estimatedby the systemmay be less accurate.
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4.9 Catchment Transposition

A technique was evolved to effectively transpose the catchment from its actual
position, into the path of the incoming storm, if it was perceivedto be moving towards
the `target' catchment area. In order to assessthe likely return period of the event,
before it hits the catchment, the operator enters the start and stop times of previous
radar frames to be replayed. Thus, if the time now is 16:45 then a start time of 16:00
and stop time of 16:35 may be used giving the event 35 minutes to pass over the
catchment.

Coordinates are then entered by the user to position the top left hand

coordinate of the catchment in front of the storm, so that it will passover it in the 35
minute period. These coordinates are used to changethe position in the radar data
array from which radar intensity values are read. In a `Windows' based system the
catchment could be `grabbed' and moved manually to the desired position using a
mouse, although this approachwas not adoptedhere.

With the catchment position transposed,the seven radar frames from 16:00 to 16:35
are then replayed and rainfall intensities extracted to give a forecast return period for
the event in terms of the catchmentof interest. An example of this procedureis given
in figure 4.7.

This procedure may be carried out as many times as required when

new radar data becomesavailable, so that the event risk may be identified as becoming
more or less severe as the storm approaches.

An alternative to catchment

transposition is the cross correlation forecasting system outlined in Chapter 8, using
linear extrapolation to move the storm event over the stationarycatchment.

4.10 Off-Line

Use

As well as providing real-time applicability the technique developed and outlined
above still allows the more `traditional' use of return periods. Here it can be used to
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attach a recurrence interval to a past event or define the rainfall expected of a given

return period and duration.

16:00 hrsi

16:00 hrs.j

11
16:35

16:35 hrs.l

A. Storm approaching
catchment from north west.

94
X,

C. Replay of storm over
transposedcatchment.

Radararea
True catchment site

B. Catchment transposed
to user coordinates.

Transposed catchment site

Figure 4.7 Catchment transposition to allow return period forecasting

4.10.1 Post-Event Appraisal

When assessingthe return period of an archive event of severity xT, the distribution
estimation parameters k, a and u are used for the area and duration of interest, be it
distributed

pixels or catchment wide.

equations 4.24 and 4.25 when k=0.

The Gumbel equation is then used as in
The GEV distribution

significantly from zero, using equation 4.26 and 4.27.

is applied if k differs
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4.10.2 Design Use

Perhaps the most frequent application of the return period principle has been in
defining the rainfall magnitude expected from an event of given reccurence interval.
The distributed intensity-duration-frequency analysis proposed in this chapter lends
itself well to this use of the analysis.

The results obtained should also be more

accurate,given the availability of a sufficiently long radarrecord.

An enormous advantage of radar is the wide spatial coverage it brings to rainfallfrequency analysis. In so doing, it significantly reduces the number of `ungauged
catchments' for which no knowledge exists of the rainfall characteristics. With a
GEV I distribution fitted to the pixel or catchmentdata, the rainfall XTof a given return
period (T) may be found by :
XT 2--u+aYT

For a GEV II or III distribution, the T year rainfall is be determinedby :

XT =u+a

exP(-k'r
k

where yT, the `Gumbel reducedvariate' is calculatedfrom :

YT= -1n[ln\ lTT
11

This procedure is easily automatable,using the distribution estimateparameters a and
u, discussedin section 4.7.3. The user need only enter the areaand return period of
interest to assessa magnitude for the desired event. Figure 4.8 Showsthe distributed
rainfall over the Blackford Bridge area for the (a) 20 minute, 1 in 10 year event, and
(b) 2 hour 1 in 20 year event, from the synthetic data-base.
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Discussion

The techniques outlined above for attaching risk to storm events in terms of rainfall
return period have some drawbacks. Firstly, the radar rainfall record is limited to a
present maximum of 14 years, not all of which is held in archive form. Hershfield
(1961) found that a 50 year record should be used to ensure a stable data set.
However, from his work a 10 year record may still be applicable with a 5% increasein
mean and a 30% increase in standard deviation.

This will increase in the future,

however, as all signs point to the continued and more extensive use of radar
technology. Also, remotely sensed data inherently suffers from those problems
detailed in chapter 3 sections3.8,3.9 and 3.10. A further problem is the definition of
the start and finish of a rainfall event. This is essentialfor return period assessment,
and may be difficult during long and fragmented rainfall. Finally, rainfall of a given
return period does not necessarily lead to flooding of the same rarity, Kidd and
Packman (1980) stating that the one in ten year flood may result from anywhere
between the one year and 40 year rainfall.

Procedureshave been evolved to relate

rainfall return period to flow return period, however, NERC (1975).

Against these problems, however, there are a number of potential advantagesto this
technique and its use of radar derived rainfall measurements. One significant plus
point is the reduction in analysis scale possible with radar. Intensity-durationfrequency analysis can be carried out on a 2km by 2km squaregrid. This allows the
capture of local orographic effects and answers for the first time the problems
identified by Bilham, over 55 years ago. Alternatively data may be `lumped' on a
catchment wide basis if a less distributed study is needed.

The broad areal

quantitative coverage offered by radar also drastically reduces the number of
`ungauged' catchments in the United Kingdom (a map of radar coverage is shown in
figure 3.1, chapter 3).

This again removes generalisations about areas under

investigation, and the need to apply regional, or averagedparameters. The existing
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methods of collection, processing and dissemination of radar information, using
computer networks, allow the automation of the IDF analysison a pixel or catchmentwide basis and could easily be addedto present-daysystems.

The constantly updating nature of radar meansthat rainfall return period assessment
can be carried out in real time on the precipitation occurring up to the last five minute
image. This could also be used to complement post-event appraisal carried out on
heavy rainfall.

Remotely sensed data is routinely displayed as rainfall intensities occurring at each
radar pixel. However, this gives no indication as to the severity of the event in terms
of the areaunder the precipitation, a 25 mm fall in five minutes being quite common in
parts of the world but extremely rare in England, for example.
states that "Linking

Potyondy (1987)

forecasts to frequency concepts holds promise for better

understanding potential flooding problems and the likelihood of their exceedance".
The technique described here allows transformation of precipitation `data' into
comprehensible `information', using knowledge of the catchmentrainfall history.

The methodology outlined in this chapter has been developed to show event risk in
terms of return period at the catchmentof interest, and hasbeen describedas "a very
good way of classifying an event before it happens" (Pearse, 1992). The technique
provides a useful descriptive tool and offers an effective means of summarising the
vast quantities of information contained within a sequenceof radar data. It also
provides a basisfor the effective comparisonof different storm events.
The use of recorded radar images and catchment transposition in return period
forecasting has its pros and cons. Although catchment positioning is user defined,
the procedure assumesthat storm movement is fairly uniform in direction and velocity
and as such it has less applicability to convective events. However, work is under
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way at the Meteorological Office on the GANDOLF (GeneratingAdvanced Nowcasts
for Development in Operational Landsurface flood forecasting) project to forecast
thunderstormactivity, which may yield successin this field. In frontal situations, on
the other hand, the ability to artificially passthe storm over the catchmentarea allows
changes in risk to be assessedas it approaches. This also gives the opportunity to
carry out analysis where rain gauge placement is impossible, such as out at sea.
Designating the approachingprecipitation in this way may aid the duty hydrologist in
the decision to monitor river levels, disseminating warnings and so on, in a potential
flood situation. This is especially important in rapid responseareaswhere lead time is
at a premium.

4.12 Conclusion

Storm return periods have long been used in a design role to assessthe rainfall
expected from an event of given recurrence interval.

Intensity-duration-frequency

analyses have mainly beencarried out with point rainfall estimation from raingauges,
using regionalization to extend record length. The relationships gained have then
been assignedto large regions of `uniform' rainfall.

The problems at each stage of

this type of analysis - raingauge representativeness, regionalization and widespread
areal application of the results has lead to the development of the IDF procedure
describedin this chapter.

Here, remotely sensed precipitation data was used to calculate intensity-durationfrequency relationships for each of the 2km by 2km radar pixels, giving wide areal
coverageand detailed resolution. An Extreme Value Distribution was fitted to the data
using Probability Weighted Moments, for each radar square at rainfall durations from
5 minutes to 12 hours. The use of radar information, with its real-time updating,
allows a new application for return periods. Using this techniquerainfall severity, or
`risk', may be assessedas an event takes place, using knowledge of the catchments
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rainfall history. A simple transposition and replay procedure was developedto allow
catchment placement in front of the event and determination of recurrence interval
before the storm reachesthe catchment.

The distributed IDF techniqueis rapid to apply and would slot readily into the existing
radar data processing system. In this way, automatic and constant updating of the
event databasewould provide return period information for every 4km2 within the
radar range. Perhapsthe greatest drawback to the technique is the relatively short
record of radar data available. However, in many instances the low areal coverage
raingauges leaves many areas completely unsampled, necessitating the use of
averaging techniques, simply because no data is available. In this case, the short
record of wide coverageradar data is better than no data at all.
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CHAPTER 5
RAINFALL

ANALYSIS

5.1 Introduction

At its most basic river flood production may be thought of as a simple input output
In an upland rural drainage system input comes from precipitation,
principally in the form of rainfall in the areaunder study. Once precipitation occurs its
system.

effects are modified by the form and stateof the catchmentbefore output takes place as
runoff.

In this chapter, analysis is concentrated on the input to the system as

experiencedby the catchmentin the form of the rainfall hyetograph.

As outlined in section 1.2 attempts were made at knowledge engineering to establish
information about how an experiencedduty officer carriesout flood forecastingduring
a flood event. Unfortunately the knowledge gainedwas too vagueand lacking in firm
`rules' to be used in a knowledge based environment. With this in mind, analysis
was undertaken to determine which individual rainfall characteristics are of most
importance in flood production on an single areabasis and which are bear little or no
relevance. It was hoped that once established,this `expertise' may be put to use in
forecasting the likelihood and severity of any future rapid response event by
examination of storm characteristics upwind of the catchment `target' area, using
knowledge basedtechniques. Whilst it is realised that the status of the catchment,be
it dry, saturated or snowbound for example, will greatly modify the type of flood
which takesplace, flooding will not occur without the initial precipitation input.

For the analysis of the nature and form of flood producing storm events, Blackford
Bridge, a subcatchment of the Irwell, was chosen (see figure 5.1).

This

subcatchment,lying on the river Roch, hasbeen a Meteorological Office defined radar
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areasince 1986 and is well within the coverageof the weatherradar at Hameldon Hill.
The catchmentitself covers 186 km2 and hasa rapid time of concentration,peaking at
4.5 hours (Davidson, 1980). The subcatchmentis predominantly elevated moorland
with approximately 8% urban coverage(Owens, 1986).

16 Radar Site
Q

RadarCoverage

0

Blackford Bridge

i

Figure 5.1 The North WestRegion, Showing Hameldon Hill Radar with 75km
Quantitative Rangeand TheBlackford Bridge Subcatchment
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- Runoff Data

5.2.1 Data Sources
Rainfall data for the Blackford Bridge area is available from the Hameldon Hill
weather radar station 21Km to the north.

The radar produces quantitative

subcatchment rainfall totals at 15 minute intervals processedand calibrated at-site.
Flow data for the catchment comes from the non-standardbroad crested, crescent
shapedweir at Blackford Bridge and is available also at 15 minute intervals.

Figure 5.2 shows the location of the Blackford Bridge area in relation to the National
Grid.

The figure also marks the position of the flow measuring weir and raingauge

within the catchment.

Blackford Bridge Sub-Catchment

"

(SD8010)

RR

012345

Kilometres
" Raingauge
National Grid

Sub-catchment Area
e Blackford Bridge Weir

Figure 5.2 The Blackford Bridge Subcatchment
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5.2.2 Event Selection

Rainfall-runoff events were chosen subjectively, each one being clearly delineated
from previous precipitation or flow sequences. Long and complex rainfall sequences
were avoided in order to simplify the identification of any input - output relationships.
A full list of all storm events used, together with their rainfall and runoff
characteristicsis shown in table 5.1.

5.2.3 Data Pre-Processing

i) RadarInformation
Initial processing of the radar data was carried out manually to identify and remove
any errors in the event record, such as missing frames, anomalous propagation or
bright-band (discussed in Chapter 3).

In order to analyse and display the data,

software was developed by the author in VAX FORTRAN to read Meteorological
office magnetic tapes on which radar data is disseminated post event.

Each radar

frame consists of a header,containing information about the date, time, radar site and
resolution of the data. This is followed by the rainfall information, in the form of
rainfall volume over the defined subcatchment.
Once read from the magnetic tape each event was saved as a rainfall file to the hard
Data visualisation was carried out using the UNIRAS
FORTRAN Graphics Libraries. The UNIRAS systemallows FORTRAN code to be
disk of a MicroVax II.

combined with calls to a library of subroutines. These subroutinescreate graphics for
output to workstations and plotters, etc.

This system was used to create a radar

replay program, whereby the radar frames could be displayed one by one, to track
storm movement and identify any problems such as bright-band. Figure 5.3 shows
six frames from a typical rainfall radar sequence. This form of processingled to the
rejection of severaleventswhich containedpotential dataerrors.
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The use of the radardisplay program made it possible to identify the start and finish of
rainfall events. This was usedto ensurethat only clearly delineatedstormswere used
in the analysisto aid identification of relationshipsin the rainfall-runoff process.

ii) Runoff Information
Runoff data was obtained in the from of river stage or height.

Processing of the

information consisted of conversion form stage to flow, using the National Rivers
Authority stage-dischargeparametersin a rating equation,as shown below :

Q=a(H+b)C

(5.1)

where: Q is discharge(cumecs)
H is stageheight (metres)
a,b,c are station constants.

For Blackford Bridge :a= 44.558, b=0.173, c=2.408

In order to assessthe amount of flow due to the rainfall event alone (i. e. net runoff)
the baseflow of the river, prior to hydrograph rise, was removed.

`Baseflow' was

taken as the initial flow occurring immediately before hydrograph rise took place.
Separation was carried out by drawing a horizontal line, parallel to the time axis, to
intersect with the hydrograph recessionlimb (see figure 5.4). As all the events used
were quite large this simple method of separation was seenas adequate,since errors
caused by inaccurate base flow calculation become less significant with the higher
flows occurring in flood situations (Owens, 1986).

The combined rainfall

hyetographs and runoff hydrographs for each event usedin this analysis are shown in
Appendix A.
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Figure 5.4 Diagrammatic Representationof the Method of'Base Flow Removalfrom
Net Runoff Volume.

5.3 Rainfall

Although

Analysis

using remotely sensed rainfall information,

this investigation

was aimed

away from the analysis of atmospheric storm pattern characteristics addressed by other
authors (eg. Austin

and Bellon,

1982; Shepherd, 1987).

Instead, research was

focused on the rainfall hyetograph characteristics experienced by the catchment, in
order to gain knowledge of any links between these and the form of the runoff
hydrograph.
below.

The methods of rainfall input and runoff output analysis are outlined

The resulting information

table 5.1, parts one and two.

about rainfall - runoff characteristics is shown in
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5.3.1 Rainfall Intensity

Analysis was carried out to assessthe importance of rainfall intensities persisting for
different durations in the production of storm runoff.

A computer program was

written in VAX FORTRAN to calculate, for each storm hyetograph, the maximum
rainfall intensity sustainedfor periods of 15,30,45,60 and 90 minutes.

START

i=0

i=i+1 I

a= Intensity(i)
b= Intensity(i+ 1)
c= Intensity(i+2)

d= (a+b+c)/3

Is
d> max

Yes

max=d

No

No
End Of Fil

Yes
STOP

Figure 5.5 Finding Highest AverageRainfall Intensity For a 45 Minute Period
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The routine written to perform this analysis used a loop to search through the 15
minute data to find the highest average intensity for each of the given durations.
Figure 5.5 shows a flow diagram to assessthe greatestaverageintensity maintained
for a 45 minute period within the rainfall record.

Starting at the beginning of the hyetographrecord the rainfall intensity for the three 15
minute time periods was examined. The averageintensity for that 45 minute period
was calculated and stored. Following this the three 15 minute steps starting from the
second rainfall block were examined.

The average intensity for the 45 minute

duration was found, and compared with that from the previous period. The highest
of these was kept and the cycle continued until the end of the rainfall record was
reached. In calculating the 30 minute intensities only two time period rainfall blocks
were examined at a time. For the 60 minute analysisfour consecutiverainfall values
were assessedand so on.

Analysis was carried out for greatertime intervals than the standard 15 minute data in
an attempt to reduce the effects of any extremely high rainfall intensities persisting for
very short durations.

5.3.2 Storm Duration

For the purposes of this study storm duration was defined as being the time in hours
from start to finish of all rainfall contributing to one flow hydrograph event.
Although this was the length of a single coherentstorm event it occasionally included
The accuracy of storm duration was, of necessity, to
within 15 minutes, as this was the temporal resolution of the data used. In practice

short periods of no rainfall.

storm duration was relatively easyto assessas all rainfall - runoff sequenceswere well
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separatedfrom previous and following events. This was established using the radar
viewing program outlined in section 5.2.3.

5.3.3 Gross Rainfall Volume

The total (gross) volume of rainfall which causedeach of the flow hydrograph peaks
was derived from the lumped subcatchment radar totals remotely sensed from
Hameldon Hill radar. The volume was calculated by transferring the rainfall totals
(mm) to cubic metres of precipitation over the catchmentas a whole. This was carried
out by multiplying the rainfall values by the 106 * catchment area (to change from
kilometres to metres), and dividing by 103 to changefrom millimetres to metres. In
short :

TotalRainfallVolume(m3)= HyetographVolume* 103 * 186

5.4 Rainfall Hyetograph Characteristics

Statistical analysis has in the main only been used to describe and fit probability
distributions to hydrological data such as rainfall depths, intensities, peak annual
dischargeand flood flows etc. When rainfall is input to a systemit is the amount and
distribution of that input through time (ie. the rainfall hyetograph) to which the
catchment responds. In this chapter, work has been carried out using statistical
techniques to establish information about the form of rainfall hyetographs and their
relation to catchmentrunoff.
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5.4.1 Standardised Duration

In order to allow comparison of hyetographs from storms of differing duration, the
rainfall distributions were standardisedfor time.

This procedure was carried out

within a simple FORTRAN routine written to perform the analysis. Firstly, the radar
rainfall data was read into an array, and the length of the event found by searching
through the record one stepat a time. The length of the event in 15 minute blocks
was then usedas the standardisingvariable, suchthat :
Standardised Time Step = Time Step Number / Event Length (Steps)

For the fourth 15 minute step,therefore, of a five hour event, this becomes:
Standardised fourth step =4/

20 = 0.2

The mid way point in any rainfall event thus becomes0.5, and full duration becomes
1.0, as shown in figure 5.6.

8

IE
,ý,
e

w4

2

0
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.20.4
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Standardised Storm Duration

Figure 5.6 First Moment of the HyetographData - TemporalCentre of Gravity.

1.0
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5.4.2 Moments Of The Rainfall Distribution

With the duration of each event standardised, the characteristics of the rainfall
distribution throughout the event were examinedby finding the moments of the data.
This technique involves assigning a hypothetical `mass' equal to the frequency of
occurrence and of the data, and conceptually rotating the system of massesabout the
origin (x=0) (Chow etal., 1988).

The first moment of the data (M 1) is given by :
rit;
Ir

(5.2)

where ri is rainfall at incrementi and tj is time at incrementi.

This is equivalent to the centroid of a body, and in the presentcontext it is analogous
to the temporal centre of gravity of the hyetograph. When viewed in this way, the
centre of gravity describeswhen the mid point of rainfall occurred in the standardised
duration of the storm record, as shown in figure 5.6. The event centre of gravity was
investigated to assessthe importance of rainfall volume occurring early or late in the
hyetographin changing the runoff hydrograph shape.

The secondmomentof the data(M2) relatesto the varianceof the distributionabout
the mean, given by :

r(t1-tt
Ir

where tt is storm centre of gravity.

(5.3)
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In the context of rainfall distribution input, the variance gives information
about how
precipitation is spreadtemporally about the centre of gravity, as demonstratedin figure
5.7.

. -.

ý'
.ýy
r.. +
H

-a

4-ý

a
.ý

Time
Figure 5.7 SecondMoment of the Data - Varianceabout the centre of gravity
The final moment of the data chosen for use in this investigation was the distribution
skew. For a distribution symmetrical about its mid point, the value for skew will be
zero. A non-symmetrical distribution will distribution will produce values greateror
less than zero, related to the direction and extent of the skew, as shown in figure 5.8.

The third moment (M3) is given by :
ý

«t1- tja
r,.

(5.4)

This provides a measure of hyetograph type, describing whether the bulk of the
rainfall occurred at the beginning or end of the event.

This was then related to
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catchment runoff characteristicsto assessthe importance of storm skew in influencing
the outflow hydrograph.

5.4.3 Impulse ResponseTime To Peak

When using a transfer function for hydrological

forecasting,

model calibration

is

carried out using past events, and an averaged, `best fit' model is formed, as explained
in more detail in Chapter 6.

However, the resulting model will only perform most

accurately when it is used in situations similar to those used for calibration.

Thus, a

model calibrated with low intensity storms will perform less well with more severe
events. In an attempt to reduce forecast errors, Viner (1992) evolved a series of three
`grouped' static TF models, calibrated under varying rainfall conditions, to be used
instead of the catchment average model, see figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.8 Third Moment of the Hyetograph Data - Temporal Skew
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Rapid ResponseModel

Intermediate Model
0

Catchment 'Average' Model

Slow Response
Model

Time
Figure 5.9 Grouped Impulse ResponsesComparedwith Catchment 'Average'
ResponseModel (After Vmer,1992)

Viner (op.cit. ) found that the use of grouped models in most caseslead to greaterflow
forecast accuracy, and a reduction in the associatedRMS errors.

No attempt was

made to relate the model impulse responses to physical rainfall characteristics,
however.

In the present study, catchment hyetograph characteristics were used in

attempt to assessthe viability of transfer function model `tuning'.

A transfer function model was evolved manually to relate gross rainfall to net runoff
for each individual storm event. This procedure was carried out using the calibration
program `MATH' developedat the Water ResourcesResearchGroup (WRRG, 1992).
The TF model, discussed in more detail in Chapter 6, is structurally simple,
parametrically efficient and robust to data loss or error, using feedback from recently
observedrainfall/flow to make maximum useof data (Yu, 1989).
TheMATH calibration program read rainfall and river stagevalues as data files. An
equal order search (discussedin section 6.3.2) was then carried out by hand, MATH
providing the magnitude of the model parametersand comparison forecast and actual
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hydrograph using the parameters chosen. In calibrating the model for each event a
compromise approachwas adopted between absolute forecastingaccuracy and model
complexity. The most effective model order proved to be (2,3), i. e. two flow and
three rainfall parameters,which was usedfor eachmodel calibration. Once calibrated
the unit impulse responseof the model (analogous to a unit hydrograph) was plotted
and the impulse time to peak of each event calculated. If a relationship could be
establishedbetweenrainfall hyetographand model impulse responsetime-to-peak then
forecast rainfall could be usedto selectthe `correct' TF model for the event whilst the
storm is upwind of the catchment.

A full list of all relationships established between rainfall hyetograph and flow
hydrograph characteristicscan be seenin table 5.2.

5.5 Runoff Analysis

5.5.1 Flow Characteristics

River flow characteristicswere examinedfor eachevent in order to establish links with
rainfall hyetographinputs.

i) Peak Flow
Peak flow was calculated as the maximum river dischargein cumecsafter removal of
base or initial flow, as discussed in section 5.2.3.

The figure for peak flow was

obtained using a program loop to search through the flow record, remove base flow
(the value just before the start of hydrograph rise) and find the highest discharge
value. This was regardedas maximum river dischargedue to the event.
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ii) Runoff Volume
The runoff volume due to the event was establishedby calculating the volume of flow
resulting from the rainfall input once baseflow was removed. Firstly, each 15 minute
runoff value was changed from cumecs (cubic metres per second) to cubic metres of
flow. These figures were then summed to give the volume of rapid runoff from the
event.

iii) PercentageRunoff
Once the gross rainfall contributing to the hydrograph peak was established it was
combined with net flow to calculateevent percentagerunoff, given by :
Event PercentageRunoff = (Runoff Volume/Rainfall Volume) *100

iv) HydrographTime-to-Peak
Hydrograph time-to-peak was defined as the duration, in hours, from the start of
hydrograph rise until peak discharge occurred. This value was calculated manually
with reference to the catchment outflow hydrographs. When peak discharge was
maintained for an extendedperiod, the time-to-peak was taken as the duration to the
point where maximum runoff was first achieved.

5.6 Graphical

Analysis

Once the rainfall characteristics had been extracted from the storm data, graphical
analysis was carried out to assesstheir relative importance in storm runoff production.
Analysis was carried out using Cricket Graph software. The rainfall and flow
characteristicswere enteredinto the packageand graphical testing usedto identify any
link
relationships between the two sets of data. In exploring the strength of the
between the explanatory and responsevariables, a maximum of two parameterswere
fitted, and often only the strongest was used. When fitting the data, inclusion of a
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- Runoff R2 RegressionCoefficients

Rainfall

Peak
Flow

Runoff
Volume

Percentage Time to
Runoff
Peak

Impulse
Time

15min PeakIntensity

0.013

0.009

0.116

0.004

0.001

30min PeakIntensity

0.006

0.000

0.122

0.013

0.008

45min PeakIntensity

0.023

0.012

0.019

0.006

0.016

60min PeakIntensity

0.236

0.205

0.018

0.296

0.013

90min PeakIntensity

0.248

0.201

0.026

0.245

0.002

AverageIntensity

0.001

0.025

0.082

0.065

0.112

RainfallVolume

0.391

0.564

0.021

0.755

0.105

Moment IC Gravity

0.022

0.149

0.011

0.347

0.466

Moment 2 variance

0.218

0.500

0.010

0.484

0.000

Moment3 skew

0.092

0.218

0.031

0.200

0.539

Rainfall Duration
Volume/
Centreof Gravity

0.323

0.586

0.003

0.888

0.210

0.281

0.560

0.008

0.778

0.223

large enough number of parametersmay make the model fit as closely as desired, but

can lead to a loss of robustness,greatlyincreasedcomplexityandunrealisticresults.
For example, a `perfect' fit may be obtained to n data points with a polynomial of
degree n-1.

In this investigation simplicity and parsimony were seen as most

desirable, a `substantially' correct model giving better predictions than one that
includes unnecessaryextra parameters,(McCullagh and Neider, 1983).

The strength of fit between the data and the modelling curve was expressed as a
coefficient of determination,R2 :
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n2

Y(yj-y)
R2_SSR_ j=l

2
1

j=1

(5.6)

The value of R2 lies between zero and one such that 0<R2<1. This value provides
information about the proportion of variability in the data explained by the model
(Montgomery, 1984). There are no hard and fast rules for the interpretation of R2
values which indicates a significant relationship. When evaluated,relationships from
this analysis were consideredto be of significance if they producedR2 values of 0.55
or greater. Following this procedure it was possible to determine severalgood causal
relationships as well as somelower significance `trends'. Values lower than this were
regarded as possible `trends', but not as being significant.

5.6.1 Linear Relationships

i) Rainfall Duration Time To Peak
The strongest links between rainfall input and the resulting runoff peak appearedto
exist in relation to simple hyetograph duration and volume. The rainfall duration time to peak analysisyielded a relation of :

TimeTo Peak= 1.6128+ 0.45619 Rainfall Duration R2 = 0.888
(Hours)

(5.1)

(Hours)

The relationship showed that time to peak of hydrograph flow increasedwith longer
rainfall durations (see figure 5.10) with quite low scatterabout the regressionline.
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Figure 5.10 Effect of Hyetograph Duration on Runoff Time to Peak

ii) Gross Rainfall Volume - Time To Peak
Runoff time to peak also demonstrateda positive relationship with increasing rainfall

volume(as shownin figure 5.11). Although slightly weaker,the relation was still
thought to be relevant describedby the equation :

Time To Peak = 2.7263 + 0.69506 Gross Rain Volume R2 = 0.755
(Hours)

(Metres3)

(5.2)
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Figure 5.11 Effect of Gross Rainfall Volume on Runoff Timeto Peak

iii) Rainfall Volume / CentreOf Gravity - Time To Peak
When a connection was found between hyetograph centre of gravity and time to peak
(see section 5.5.2 (v)) gross rainfall volume was divided by centre of gravity to
provide a combined hyetograph factor.

This, when plotted against time to runoff

peak, gave an improved R2 of 0.778, as can be seen in figure 5.12, given by the
equation :

Time To Peak = 2.7263 + 0.6951 Rain Volume/CentreOf Gravity R2 = 0.778
(Hours)

(5.3)
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GrossRainfallVolume/ HyetographCentreOf Gravity
Figure 5.12 Effect of Gross Rainfall Volume/Hyetograph Centre of Gravity on
Runoff Timeto Peak

Unfortunately this combination factor lead to a worsening of relationships when
plotted againstall other flow characteristics.

iv) Gross Rainfall Volume - Net Flow Volume
As may have been expected the volume of net storm runoff showed a positive
relationship with increasing rainfall volume (see figure 5.13). The equation fitted to
the relationship took the form :

Net Flow Volume = 0.39830 + 0.30896 Gross Rain Volume R2 = 0.564
(Metres3)

(Metres3)

(5.4)
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Figure 5.13 Effect of Gross Rainfall Volume on Net Runoff Volume

5.6.2 Graphical Trends
Although weaker, several graphical `trends' were found to exist between some the
of
rainfall and flow characteristicsexamined.
i) Hyetograph Skew Impulse Response
The third moment of the of the rainfall hyetograph (skew) demonstrateda good trend
with time to peak of the storm TF model impulse response. The relation, shown in
figure 5.14, took the form :
Impulse Response= 3.6691 0.84053 Hyetograph Skew
(Hours)

R2 = 0.539

(5.5)
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Figure 5.14 Effect of Rainfall Hyetograph Skewon Event Transfer
Function Model Impulse Response

The relationship indicated that positively skewed hyetographs tended to result in
shorter time to peak of the transfer function model impulse response.

ii) Variance - Time To Peak
The secondmoment of the data (temporal spreadabout the mean) showeda good trend
with time to peak of the runoff hydrograph (see figure 5.15).

As the magnitude of

variance increasedflow time to peak was delayed, giving the relationship :

Time To Peak = 4.9079 + 1.2637 Variance R2 = 0.484
(Hours)

(5.6)
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Figure 5.15 Effect of Rainfall Hyetograph Varianceon
Runoff Time to Peak

iii) Hyetograph Centre Of Gravity - Impulse Response
The first moment of the hyetograph (storm temporal centre of gravity) gave a trend
with TF model impulse responsetime.

The relationship (as shown in figure 5.16)

tended to produce longer impulse models when the centre of gravity of the data was
sited near the end of the event, the correlation equationbeing :

Impulse Response= 1.9959+ 3.9399 Centre Of Gravity R2 = 0.466
(Hours)

(5.7)
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Figure 5.16 Effect of Hyetograph Centre of Gravity on Event
TF Model Impulse Response

iv) Gross Rainfall Volume - PeakFlow
Analysis of rainfall volume showed a positive relation with peak flow of the runoff
hydrograph (as shown in figure 5.17). Although the correlation value produced was
low (R2= 0.457) a was trend evident, given by the equation :

Peak Flow = 34.933 + 4.0403 Gross Rainfall Volume R2 = 0.457
(Cumecs)
(Metres3)

(5.8)
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Figure 5.17 Effect of Gross Rainfall Volumeon Peak Flow

v) HyetographCentre Of Gravity - Time To Peak
The first moment of the storm rainfall hyetograph,analogousto the temporal centre of
gravity of the event as experienced by the catchment, followed a trend with time to
peak of the flow hydrograph.

The relationship, shown in figure 5.18, displays a

reduction in time to peak with the `lower' centre of gravity valuesoccurring when the
bulk of the storm hits the catchmentfirst. The relation took the form :

Time-Peak = 1.2212 + 12.930 Storm Centre of Gravity
(Hours)

R2 = 0.347

(5.9)
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5.6.3 Anomalies

During the course of the investigation some of the relations obtained could not be
explained in hydrological terms as causal links and were thought to be due to either
coincidenceor one variable acting as a surrogatefor another.
Rainfall duration showeda positive relation to flow volume with an R2 of 0.586. The
increase in duration was seen as a surrogate for increasing volume of rainfall, with
which it correlated with an R2 of 0.889. Also, variance, the second moment of the
hyetograph data, gave a correlation of R2=0.500 with flow volume. This again was
seenas a non-causal,accidental link.
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5.7 Discussion

When attempting to forecast the potential severity and time of occurrence of a rapid
responseevent it is important to know the maximum height that the flood waters will
reach, when this will take place and the volume of water within the flood peak. This
knowledge enables an element of `risk' to be applied to the incoming storm in the
context of an individual catchment,and action to be taken on the ground to reduce the
potential impact of the event.

Of the above criteria perhaps the most important is the extent of peak flow, which
relatesto the level of overtopping likely to occur, the amount of evacuationto adviseto
the public down stream, and at its most basic whether a flood is survivable within a
given area. Using rainfall hyetographcharacteristicsalone it was found impossible to
forecast the peak runoff from an event with any great certainty. Rainfall volume gave
the highest correlation with peak flow (R2 = 0.457) but there was considerable scatter
about the regressionline.
The relationships between rainfall characteristicsand time at which peak flow occurs
proved to be more significant. Time to peak of the flow hydrograph correlated well
with storm duration (R2 = 0.888). Knowledge was also gained about rainfall volume
which demonstrated a good correlation (R2 = 0.755) with time to peak, and was
increased to an R2 of 0.778 if hyetograph centre of gravity was taken into account.
The second moment of the hyetograph data (variance) also brought knowledge of a
potentially useful trend an with R2 value of 0.484 when correlatedwith time to peak of
flow.

The third important flow factor, that of net runoff volume, was found to correlatewith
duration of rainfall, giving a value of 0.586, although taking account of the position of
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hyetograph centre of gravity reduced the correlation. Gross rainfall volume also
demonstrateda relation with net flow volume showing an R2 = 0.564.

Knowledge was gained in this investigation about the nature of the relationship
between storm hyetographcharacteristicsat the Blackford Bridge site and the transfer
function model impulse responseproduced for eachevent. Rainfall skew showed a
trend with TF model impulse responsegiving an R2 value of 0.539, positive skew
decreasingmodel impulse time. The first moment of the hyetographgave a trend with
model impulse responsewhere R2 = 0.466, higher centre of gravity values generally
producing models with longer impulse times.

Although far from perfect, these

relationships point to the possibility of using a `tuned' transfer function in flow
forecasting, rather than the catchmentaveragedmodel generally applied of necessity.
Once hyetograph shapeis assessedfrom the rainfall data then models with the most
appropriate impulse responsemay be identified and used to forecast runoff from the
event. It was decided not to pursue the application of static models here, due to its
inherent lack of flexibility.

Instead, work was concentrated on the adaptive,

physically realisable transfer function model outlined in Chapters 6 and 7, with its
increasedsensitivity and flexibility.

Rainfall peak intensities within the hyetograph, although showing loose trends at
longer sustained durations, did not demonstratesignificant relationships with any of
the flow characteristics examined. This is perhaps surprising given that the Flood
Studies Report (1976) describes the Blackford Bridge area as having low rainfall
acceptancepotential, and in general a high intensity storm generatesfaster response
than a low intensity one.
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5.8 Conclusions

In this chapter research has been concentrated on storm rainfall characteristics as
experienced by the catchment and their influence on the event runoff hydrograph.
Examination of rainfall hyetographcharacteristicsin isolation doesreveal some useful
links between the storm hyetograph of the drainage area, and the ensuing flood
runoff.

All of the storm characteristics used in this analysis may be found by using

weather radar to observea rainfall event up wind of the target catchmentarea. Storm
velocity and areal extent can be used to estimate rainfall duration expected over the
catchment. This, combined with radar rainfall intensities, allows forecasting of the
volume of precipitation and hyetographform likely to be experiencedby the catchment
area. Centre of gravity and skew can then be calculated from the forecast rainfall
hyetograph.

In carrying out this analysisit was hoped that knowledge would be gained in the form
of `rules' for inclusion in a knowledge based system. The relations found to exist
between rainfall and flow were encouraging, and in a forecasting context could be
used to give a rough indication of several runoff characteristics. However, it was not
found possible to forecast flow characteristicswith a sufficient of degreeof certainty.
Many of the relationshipsestablishedshowedconsiderablescatterabout the regression
line.

Much of this `noise' may have been related to the influence of other factors,
related to changing vegetation cover, land use, season or soil moisture status. In
order to examine the effect of catchment status and allow the analysis of a much
greater number of events, a synthetic data set was developed in gathering rules and
relationships, presented in Chapter 7.

The use of artificial data also allowed the

organised inclusion of a number of other influencing variables such as rainfall
position, direction and movement.
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CHAPTER 6

RAINFALL

- RUNOFF MODELLING

6.1 Introduction

The hydrological system is extremely complex, and one which is vital to human life.
Modelling of the system allows simplification, and is carried out for many functions
including water quality, supply and hydrological engineering.

It is in the field of

flood warning that modelling plays one of its most important roles, however,
forecasting one of the most destructive of all natural hazards. The flood warning
system as a whole contains many elements, as representedin figure 6.1, concerned
with data collection and warning dissemination, but it is the hydrologist and the

modelshe useswhich lie at its heart.

Tidal
Data

Hydrologist
M odel s

Data Archive

Portable Computers

Rain
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Office
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Radar Network and
FRONTIERS
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Centre

Water
Companie

Met. Office
NRA Region

Figure 6.1 Representationof a typical Flood Warning System
(after Noonan, 1987)
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This chapter outlines the mathematical principles behind the physically realisable
rainfall runoff model usedin Chapters7,8 and 9 of this thesis. In order to place the
model in context, a detailed explanation is presentedof transfer function models and
their hydrological utilisation.

This is followed by a description of the problems

encountered in using TF models in a flow forecasting situation. The advantagesof
the Physically Realisable Transfer Function model (PRTF), as developed by Han
(1991) are then outlined, together with an illustration of the theory of model
adjustment.

6.1.1 Rainfall Runoff Representation

Various approacheshave been used to represent the rainfall-runoff process, ranging
from detailed physically basedtechniques, to simplified phenomenological or `black
box' models, in which the physical mechanismsare left unexamined. In real time
forecasting situations it is the black box approach which has been applied most
successfully, partly due to the complexity of the physical phenomena,and partly due
to the scarcity of data required for physical simulation. It is not proposed to provide
here a comprehensive review of all the many types of rainfall-runoff models which
have been evolved, for which the readeris referred to the works of Reed (1984) and
O'Connell and Clark (1986). Instead, this chapter will concentratein some detail on
the transfer function model, and its derivative, the PRTF model.
Of all the phenomenological models, perhaps the most well known is the Unit
Hydrograph, pioneered by Sherman (1932). This deterministic method, although
widely documented and implemented (NERC, 1975), has been criticised for its
inefficient parametrisationand lack of suitability for real time forecasting(Moore and
O'Connell, 1978; Moore, 1980).
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Function Models Structure

In answer to the problems found in the Unit Hydrograph method, transfer function
models have been developedto simulate the rainfall-runoff process(Box and Jenkins,
1970). Essentially the transfer function approachrecasts Unit Hydrograph methods
in a stochasticalframework, whereby it is efficiently parametrisedand naturally suited
to real-time use (Reed, 1984). Transfer function models give a forecast based on
recently observedrainfall and flows, the number of parametersmaking up the model's
`memory'.

It has been reported that model identification requires more statistical

expertise than does a Unit Hydrograph, but a method of model calibration, using
grossrainfall as input, hasbeen developedby Owens (1986).

6.2.1 The SystemsApproach

If thehydrologicalprocessis viewedasa system,then for a known input time series
u(t) and output time seriesy(t), it may be describedby a systemfunction, as shown in
figure 6.2.

u(t)
Input

system

(Rain)

y(t)
Output
(Flow)

Figure 6.2 Representationof a Single VariableDynamic System
In generalany systemis made up of three elements:
i) Input
ii) Output
iii) Translation Operatorlinking (i) and (ii)
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The rainfall-runoff processis a continuous systemin which both input and output are
continuously variable. In practice the unbrokendata are transformedinto discretedata
variables due to sampling by radar, raingauges and flow measuring stations. If the
two sequencesof discrete variables are defined as [Ut} and [Yt], and the translation
operatorS, then the systemmay be characterisedby the transformation equation :

Yt =S (Ut, t)

(6.1)

The transformation operator S may be referred to as the transfer function of the
system, transferring the single variable sequence(Utj into the the sequence[Yt].
The transfer function therefore defines the systemoutput {Yt) at any point in time, t.
A transfer function linking one input to one output is usually termed a `univariate
systemTF model', as it is defined at a single point, or aggregatedover space.

The rainfall runoff processis a class of nonlinear, nonstationary system; the transfer
function being a function of the magnitude of the input, and varying with time.
During minor storm events much of the rainfall may be absorbed by the soil, or
intercepted by vegetation.

In this case, water will take longer to reach the basin

outlet, and a large proportion may be lost to evaporation or evapotranspiration. Large
and severe storms, on the other hand, may cause early soil saturation, and runoff is
likely to reach the main drainage channel much more quickly than for small events.
Thus TF parametersvary for differing input magnitudesand time steps. In practice,
restrictions are usually placed upon the magnitude of the input sequenceand time
period used, and a linear, stationary model is applied to describe the system, being
easy to initialise and typically robust.
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and Forecasting Using TF Models

Simulation of the rainfall run-off process may by carried out using the transfer
function formula shown in equation 6.2:

yt =alyt-1 +a2yt-2+ ... + apytp+ bout + brut-1+ b2ut-2+ + bqut_q
...

(6.2)

where a1,bi are model flow and rainfall parametersrespectively,yt is river flow at time
t and ut is rainfall at time t.

In a forecasting situation, with forecast lead time 1 the transfer function model may be
written as :
Yt+l =a
boUt+1 + brut + b2ut
jyt +a2yt 1+... + apyt p+
l+...

+ bqut_q

(6.3)

where Yt+1 is predictedflow at lead time 1, Ut+1 is predictedrainfall rate at lead time 1
and yi and ui aremeasuredflow and rainfall raterespectively.
In a real catchmentsystema time lag of somemagnitude almost always exists between
rainfall and resultant flow, and the term Ut+l may be neglectedin most cases.
An alternative method of describing a linear system is by meansof the `frequency
response function' (Chatfield, 1984). This is a Fourier transform of the impulse
responsefunction, defined by :
H(w) _ Yhke-iwk
k

(6.4)

The weighting function hk provides a description of the system responsein the time
domain.

The discrete function [hkJ is called the impulse response function

(sometimesknown as the unit sample responsefunction).
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6.3.1 Steady State Gain

In the Unit Hydrograph model the volume of input must implicitly be in balance with
the output. The TF model, by contrast, uses total rainfall, and its steady state gain
(SSG) may be defined as the ratio of steady output to a constant input of unit
magnitude.

The steady state gain is directly analogous to runoff percentage and

indicates the fraction of the rainfall volume input which appearsas river runoff output.
Systemgain is defined as :
SSG=(b0+b,

+b2+...

+bq)/(1-aj-a2-...

-ap)

(6.5)

6.3.2 Transfer Function Model Calibration

Calibration of the transfer function model is vital in order to identify optimal model
structure, and best describe the rainfall-runoff process with as few parameters as
possible. It is also used to establish the model parametervalues and optimum model
interval.

i) Model Structure
A crucial part of model calibration is the determination of the optimal model structure
for the data, combining forecast accuracywith parametriceconomy (parsimony). An
equal order model search, where p=q=1, p=q=2, p=q=3 etc. is carried out until
further increasein model order no longer producesa significant improvement in model
accuracy. A reduction in model order is then often possible, as the number of flow
parameters can frequently be reduced without any detrimental effect on the model,
such that p<q.
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ii) ParameterEstimation
Once a model order is determined, the parametersof the TF model may be estimated.
After a study of parameter estimation procedures, Harpin (1982) concluded that the
recursive least squares(RLS) method provides good parameterestimates. Although a
biased estimator, RLS doesnot producesignificantly worse results than more complex
procedures such as the instrumental variable-approximation maximum likelihood
method (Cluckie and Ede, 1985).
iii) Optimal Model Interval
The optimum model interval is largely governedby catchmentcharacteristics. If the
model interval is too small in relation to catchmentresponse,then unnecessarilylarge
amounts of data will be required. If it is too large then the essentialinformation will
be missed. A model interval of one hour has been successfully applied as a good
starting point (Owens, 1986).

6.4 Transfer Function Model Adjustment
One of the main problems in the real-time operationof a hydrological model, is that the
simulated runoff is generally derived using runoff observations made at the time of
forecast. To gain maximum benefit from the real-time runoff measurementsused in
the forecasting procedure, some form of model updating is preferable before the
forecast is made. Several methodshave been developedfor model forecast updating
including error prediction, state updating and parameter updating, discussedin more
detail below.

6.4.1 Error Prediction
In any real-time forecasting situation a discrepancy will exist between the model
forecast and the observedriver flow. Error prediction attemptsto anticipate the size of
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this error and take this into account when providing the forecast. This procedure is
relatively easyto implement and generally works well when errorshave the sametrend
in the near future as in the past. However, the benefit is often least in the vicinity of
the hydrograph peak, where the error displays lowest temporal persistence. Also,
this form of updating haslimited effectiveness in the caseof timing errors, as distinct
from volume or shapeerrors. These are illustrated in section 6.8.

6.4.2 State Updating
The stateupdating techniqueworks on the premise that the model will perform well in
the future if is right at time `now'. An observablequantity, such as catchmentrunoff
acts as a `statevariable' and observedvaluesare usedto updatethe model statedirectly
as soon as they become available.

The formulation of the TF model makes this
method very easy to apply, but improvements to the forecast are not necessarily
consistent,and frequent or perpetualre-initialization is required.

6.4.3 ParameterUpdating

In this approach, a small number of the most sensitive model parametersare updated
in order to minimise forecasterror. The Kalman Filtering technique hasbeen widely
used in the updating process, for example Moriyama and Hirano (1991), having the
capacity to deal with a non-stationary system. The most applicable form is the vector
Kalman Filter, when the process can be described as an auto-regressive moving
average (ARMA) type. Here, a simple random walk is used, the parameters being
allowed to vary in accordancewith probabilistic laws.

The main drawback to the Kalman Filter is that it requires explicit knowledge of the
environment in the form of correlation functions, state-spacemodels or probability
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In many situations such functions are unknown, and / or time

varying, and an adaptive filter may be used to realise an optimal estimator. Cluckie
and Harpin (1982) investigatedseveral adaptiveschemesand found it difficult to apply
them to flood forecasting models. A new, simple approachwas proposedby Cluckie
and Smith (1980) and further developed by Cluckie and Owens (1986), in terms of
updating model gain, outlined in section 6.4.4.

6.4.4 Model Gain Updating

The difficulty in defining effective rainfall, especially in a real-time situation, led
Owens (1986) to develop a transfer function model using total rainfall. This method
aims at updating the percentage runoff representedby the model. A multiplying
variable, `delta' (d), is introduced to adjust the gain of the model and act as a real-time
correction factor. Only the rainfall parametersof the model are scaled, as shown in
equation 6.6:

L(boUt+l + brut + b2ut_1+,,. + bqut_q)
Yt+1 =alyt +a2yt_1+
... + apytp+

(6.6)
where :

ý`_

+(1-µý

y,

(ay,
-,

+a2Yt-z+... +apYP)

bu_
+bu_
1r12t2q9

+.,. +but_

(6,7)

0: 5 p51 is a smoothing factor.

The use of delta affects only the impulse responsefunction (described in section 6.7),
is
and does not influence model stability (Cluckie and Ede, 1985). As delta
be related to
concerned with the proportion of rainfall contributing to flow, it may
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However, owing to the difficulties involved in

estimating initial conditions a default value of delta = 1.0 is often applied.
In some situations the use of delta to update percentage runoff has been found to
produce detrimental effects. This relates to the fact that delta modifies the moving
average(b-parameter) part of the model. In some casesthe MA parametersmay be
small, equal to zero or becomenegative, which prohibits the application of delta. The
problems encountered in the use of delta lead to the development of a physically
realisable transfer function model, as outlined in section 6.8.3 (i).

It is fair to say there are no hard and fast rules to dictate which adjustment approach
should be used in maximising forecastaccuracy. Since this thesisconcentrateson the
use of transfer functions, parameter updating is applied to correct forecast deviation.
A further discussion is presentedin section 6.8, concernedwith parameterupdating in
detail.

6.5 The Z-Transform

The Z-transform is a powerful analysismethodology for linear, time invariant, discrete
systems, a diagrammatic representation of which is shown in figure 6.3. Consider
the discrete time sequenceu(t), where t=0,1,2,....

Most physical systems are based

upon a causal sequence,thus the right-sided Z-transforms will be emphasised, ie.
sequencesfor which the time index t is defined for only positive values. The Ztransform of this sequenceis defined as :

U(z)= z[u(r)]= ju(tk-t
t=U

(6.8)
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U(z)

Figure 6.3 Representationof the Z-Transform Process

The Z-transform process is an operator on the input signal, mapping the input
sequenceu(t) onto a complex function U(z), the magnitude of which must be finite.
The 'region of convergence'(ROC) may be defined as the set of all z in the complex zplane for which the magnitude of U(z) is finite.

If z is representedin a polar form

then :

U(z) I=I

u(t)z-' I <_
t=0

1u(t) I r`

r=0

< co

(6.9)

In orderthat thesumsof equation6.9be finite, theconditionthat Iu(t)1SMRt mustbe
satisfied for t>0, the seriesconverging outside a circle of radius R. On substituting
thesebounds into equation 6.9:

jI
r=o

u(t)z-'

<M

jR`r
r=o

(6.10)

The sum in equation 6.10 is now finite only when Fir < 1, and thus equation 6.8
convergesabsolutely for all z in the region of convergenceR< IzI as shown in figure
6.4.
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Figure 6.4 The Region of Convergence lzl >R (after Defatta et al., 1988)

For causal sequencesthen, the region of convergence lies outside a circle passing
through the pole farthest from the origin in the z-plane. Since the Z-Transform does
not converge at a pole, no poles U(z) can occur within the ROC. If the sequenceis
stable then all poles lie within the unit circle and the ROC includes the unit circle.

6.5.1 Time Delay

The time delay property of the Z-Transform is very important in the interpretation of
transfer function models. For causalsequences,the delay theorem may be expressed
as :

Z[u(t - k)] = z-kU(z) + z-k

±u(m)zm

m=-k

k? 0
(6.11)

where k is an arbitrary delay factor.
The time delay is of use when considering a system with non-zero initial conditions.
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For zero initial conditions, when u(t) = 0, t<0 then :

Z[u(t - k)] = z-kU(z)

(6.12)

This may be used to transformdifferenceequationsto the z-domain when initial
conditionsare zero.

From the definition of the unit impulse function :

Z[S(t)]

ROC : IzI?O

As Z[S(t)] is independentof z, the region of convergenceis the whole z-plane. Since

Z[S(t)] = 1, that is U(z) = 1, then theimpulseresponseof a discretesystemmay be
obtained by finding the inverse Z-Transform of the systemtransfer function.

The technique most generally applied to recover the original sequencefrom its ZTransform, is complex integration. Here the method of residues is used to evaluate
the complex inversion integral, to derive the unit impulse response of a transfer
function model.

The Z-Transform inversion integral can be derived using Cauchy integral theorem
from complex variable theory, and from :

Iu(t)z
U(Z)
-r
=Z[u(t)]
Multiplication by Zm-I and integration around a closedcontour in the Z-plane, it
follows that :

(6.13)
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u(t)zm-r-ldz

(6.14)

n=0

cC

From the Cauchy integral theorem, if the integration path is within the region of

convergence,andthe ROC includesthe unit circle, then the seriesu(t) is absolutely
convergent. Interchangeof the summationand integration is then valid, giving :

U(z)z'dz =f

u(t)z'"-`-'dz

n=O

c

(6.15)

c

According to Cauchy integral theorem, if the path of integration encloses the origin,
then the integral on the right is zero, except where m=t,

in which case the integral

reducesto 217j. The final Z-Transform inversion integral is thus :

11
U(z)z`-'dz
u(t) = Z-'[U(z)] =
24

(6.16)

This represents a contour, C, within which U(z) is analytic, ie. let the poles of the
system, pi, be within the closed contour C. For rational Z-Transforms, the contour
integral given by equation 6.16 may be evaluatedusing the Cauchy residue theorem.
Firstly, UO(z) is defined as a rational function with the denominator expanded in a
product of pole factors :

UD(z)

= c,/

(z)z'-)

N(Z)
=N
(Z

)mi
-`i

i=I

(6.17)

where N is a positive integer representingthe total number of poles, and mi is the pole
order.
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Then, from the residue theorem, it can be found that for poles within the contour of
integration :

n

Res[U0(z)]

u(t) _

Z-P

t ý!0

(6.18)

where for simple poles (m = 1), the residue of UO(z)is given by :

Reps[U0(z)]= lim[(z - P,)U0(z)] = (z - P,)U, (z) lZ=ný

(6.19)

For the poles of U0(z) outside the contour of integration, the sum of the residues of
U0(z) is given by :
N

u(t) _ -ýRes[Uo(z)]
;_, Z P,

t<0

(6.20)

It should be noted that the terms in the inverse Z-Transform are determined by the
poles of the transform function, with zerosonly affecting the magnitudeof the terms.

6.6 Z-Transform

Analysis of the TF Model

In a general form, the transfer function model may be derived as :

NM

Y(t) =Y aiY(t -1) +l b1U(t- j)
i=l
j=o
which can be rearrangedto give :

(6.21)
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NM

Y(t) -

a;T(t -1) =I bbU(t- j)
j=o

(6.22)

Applying the Z-Transform to both sides,this may be written as :

Z[Y(t) - a1Y(t-1)+ a2Y-2+ +aNY(t-N)) =
...
Z[boU(t)+ b1U(t-1)+ b2 U(t-2) +

... +bMU(t-M)]

(6.23)

Thus equation 6.23 may be expressedas :

A(z) Y(z) = B(z) U(z)

where A(z) =1-

and

(6.24)

alz-1 - a2z-2 - ... - aNz-N

B(z) = bo+blz-l+b2z'2+

... +bmz-M

Let:

t.
H(z) =

Y(z)

btz-i

-N
aiz
+_ý

(6.25)

Y(z) = H(z) U(z)

(6.26)

Thus H(z) is the transfer function of rainfall and runoff, such that :

Flow(z) = H(z) Rain(z)
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The excitation of y(t) by a unit impulse sequence,produces the unit impulse response,
h(t), of the system, analogousto the unit hydrograph. Since H(z) takes the form of a
rational function with real coefficients (ratio of polynomials), h(t) is of infinite
duration.

Figure 6.5 shows a typical impulse response shape for a stable and

physically realisable transfer function model. This is one with no fluctuation or
negative component in the impulse response. The difficulties in obtaining this are
addressedin the next section.

6.7 Problems with the Hydrological Use of Transfer Functions
The response of a transfer function model is uniquely characterised by its impulse
response function.

Given a unit input, applied instantaneously at time 'r (a `unit

impulse'), the systemresponseat time t later is describedby the unit impulse response
function u(t - i), where t-r is the time lag since the impulse was applied. When the
transfer function model is used in simulating the rainfall-runoff process the impulse
responseit produces must be `physically realisable'. Three main problems can arise
with the transfer function model, causing physically unrealisable responses. These
areinstability, fluctuation and negative response.

A basic single pole model may be defined as :
HW _

(6.27)
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Figure 6.5 Typicalstable and physically realisable TF model impulseresponse

6.7.1ImpulseResponse
Instability
Instability of the impulse responsemay occur if the model poles fall outside the unit
circle, ie. when ß falls inside the unit circle, causing the problems shown in figure
6.6.
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Figure 6.6 Unstable TF Model Response
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Stability may thereforebe evaluatedby examination of the TF model poles. It should
be noted that the poles of B(z) are located at the origin in the z-plane, and so B(z) are

alwaysstable.

6.7.2ImpulseResponse
Fluctuation
Impulse responsefluctuation, or oscillation, arises when h(t) is alternately greater or
less than zero, seefigure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7 Stable but Oscillatory TF Model Response

Thereasonfor a stablebut fluctuatingresponsemaybe foundin usingtheinverseZTransform :

Ho(z) = H(Z)Z' '=

zt

1

Z--

(6.28)
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t=1,2,3,...

(6.29)
Thus when /3 < -1 (or 1//3< 0) then :
h(t) >O when t= 2 i,

i=1,2,3,...

h(t) <0 when t= 2 i-1,

i=

1,2,3,...

6.7.3 Negative Impulse Response
The negative response is a special type of fluctuation (see section 6.7.2), usually
found in the tail of the response,as illustrated by figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8 Negative TF Model Response

Even though this responseis very close to the physically realisable one, it is still not
usable for hydrological applications.
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(PRTF)

In order to counter act the problems of instability, fluctuation and negative response,
Han (1991) developed the Physically RealisableTransfer Function model. PRTF has
features in common with the standard TF model, but a major difference is the
constraints placed upon the model poles. The locations of a transfer function's poles
can influence its stability and dramatically affect its impulse response. An important
feature of the Physically Realisable Transfer Function model is that its impulse
responseshapemay be adjustedby directly altering the pole's position and order.

6.8.1 Identification of a PRTFmodel

Least squaresestimation hasbeen used successfully to estimate linear system model
structure and parameters,but hasbeen found to be unsuitable for direct application to
transfer function models, yielding unstable and fluctuating impulse responsefunctions
which are physically unrealisable. To overcome these problems a recursive least
squaresalgorithm may be usedin a modified, two-step form, paying attention to pole
location and order (WRRG 23,1992).

6.8.2Adjustability of PRTFResponses

The impulse responseof a TF model is crucial to the accuracyof the forecast model.
The runoff processis non-linear and time variant, and to provide accurateforecaststhe
model should reflect current rainfall and catchment characteristics. Catchment
hydrograph responsevariation may be divided into three main types, as illustrated in
figures 6.9 to 6.11.
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Figure 6.9 shows differing response time to peak, depending on rainfall and
catchment conditions.

For example, rapid responsemay result from an extremely

heavy rainfall event or precipitation falling on a saturatedcatchment. Figure 6.10
gives an illustration of how catchmentresponsemay vary with respect to volume. A
high level of catchment wetness may result in increasedriver flow production, and
conversely a dry catchmentmay give a reducedoutput response.
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Figure 6.9 Varying Impulse ResponseShape

In figure 6.11 an example is given of the variation in timing of catchment response.
Perhaps the most obvious cause of outflow timing differences is the position of
rainfall within the catchment. Precipitation falling on the upper part of a catchment
will lead to a retarded responsecompared to a similar event occurring in the lower
reaches.
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Figure 6.10 Varying Impulse ResponseVolume
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The three types of catchmentresponsevariation outlined may occur separatelyor in
combination, depending on the conditions at the time of the event. A major problem
with the use of static model form is that it can only simulate one type of catchment
response. This meansit will only forecast well when the operational event is similar
to those used for calibration.

When the static model used is unsuitable for the

conditions errors are produced related to the type of model inadequacy, as shown in
figure 6.12 to 6.14.
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Figure 6.12 Incorrect Impulse ResponseVolumeError
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Fig. 6.13 Incorrect Impulse ResponseShapeError
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In order to address these problems, and improve forecast performance three
adjustment factors were developed by Han (1991), and incorporated into the PRTF

model. Theseparametersare usedto adjust responseshape,volume and timing,
discussedfurther in section 6.8.3 below.

6.8.3 PRTFImpulseResponse
Adjustment
Parameterupdating is one of severalmethodsof model forecastupdating, others being
outlined in section 6.4. The most commonly used techniqueis to apply real time filter
theories to estimate new parametersfrom recent observations. However, although
many methods, including Kalman Filters, have been investigated, it has proved
difficult to apply them in a real-time flood forecasting situation (Cluckie and Harpin,
1982).

The PRTF procedure allows the derivation of an adaptive transfer function model
which can be easily and robustly updated.
adaptive TF may be written as :

The Impulse response (H(z)) of an
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(6.27)

a is a volumetric factor, examinedin section6.8.3 (i)

where

y is a shapefactor, examined in section 6.8.3 (ii)
ti is a timing factor, examined in section6.8.3 (iii)

and

Each factor influences only one aspectof the PRTF model, and by adjustment of all
three it is possible to greatly improve accuracy over the standard transfer function
Detailed mathematics are not included here, and the reader is referred to

model.

WRRG 23 (1992) if theseare required.

i) Volumetric Factor, a

Impulseresponsevolumeis alteredby theuseof a constantfactor(1+(x),asillustrated
in figure 6.15. The a factor representsthe percentageof volume changeintroduced
into the model, and is analogousto percentagerunoff, and the delta variable outlined
in section 6.4.4.
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Figure 6.15 Effect of The VolumetricAdjustmentFactor (Alpha)
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The volumetric factor adjustsimpulse responsevolume only. No distortion is caused
to the shapeor timing of the response.

ii) ShapeFactor, y
The adjustment factor, y, is used to control the shapeof the impulse response. The
unit of y is the time stepof the model, and may be a real number as distinct from an
integer. Figure 6.16 shows the effect of yon impulse responseshape.

When implemented, the y parameterdoesnot influence the volume or starting time of
the model.
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Figure 6.16 Effect of TheShapeAdjustment Factor (Gamma)
iii) Timing Factor, ti
The timing of the responsefrom a PRTF model may be adjustedby use of a time shift
operatorapplied to the rainfall terms of the equation.
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Figure 6.17 Effect of The Timing AdjustmentFactor (Tau)

The use of the timing factor, i, effectively altersthe impulseresponsetiming of the
PRTFmodel. As shownin figure 6.17,no changeis madeto thevolumeor shapeof
the response.

6.9 The MATH System
Following the development of the PRTF technique a model parameter estimation
program called MATH (Model Application Tool for Hydrology) hasbeen evolved at
the Water ResourcesResearchGroup at the University of Salford to optimise standard
TF and PRTF models. The program is described here to illustrate the stepsfollowed
in defining the models used in this thesis. A more detailed outlined is available in
Water Resources Research Group internal report 23,1992.

The MATH system

developed from the standard transfer function calibration program, TFCal (Tilford,
1990) to provide a degreeof automation in model development.
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6.9.1 User Environment
The MATH system is programmed in an X-Windows environment providing an
intuitive user interface.
menu items.

Rainfall and flow data files are selected from directories as

Once chosen, the rainfall and flow data are displayed in the graphics

windows and parameteroptimisation may be carried out with the desiredevent.

6.9.2 PRTF ParameterOptimisation
When tuning the PRTF model to fit a given rainfall - flow record, parameter
optimisation may be carried out manually or automatically. Figure 6.18 shows the
MATH screenused for parametertuning referred to in the text below.
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Figure 6.18 Diagrammatic Representationof'MATH Screen
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i) Manual Tuning
The `start' button maybe activatedwith a, y and z parametersset to zero. In this case
the rainfall values are routed through the standardPRTF model, which is analogousto
a normal transfer function. The output of the model is displayed, imposed on top of
the actual flow hydrograph for the event. The root mean squarederror (RMSE) value
related to the discrepancybetween simulated and actual dischargeis displayed. The
volumetric, shape and timing factors may then be changed, `tuning' the model to
provide the closest fit to the outflow hydrograph. Parameteroptimisation is carried
out by `grabbing' and moving the sliders relating to the variable being changed. The
new value of the variable is displayed on the slider. A new simulation hydrograph is
then generated using the updated parameter values, and a fresh RMSE shown. As
describedin section 6.8.3 adjustmentof any one variable only effects one facet of the
runoff hydrograph. By changing all three parametersthe `optimum' valuesfitting the
model to the event may be chosenby `eye' or with referenceto the RMSE term. The
root mean squared error is not always the most effective criterion for choosing
optimised parameter values,however, as discussedbelow.

ii) Automatic Tuning

If automatictuningof thePRTFmodelto therunoff hydrographis desired,the `Auto'
button causesthe MATH system to select the a, y and r valuesproducing the lowest
RMS error. However, in automatic mode MATH attemptsto optimise accuracyof the
whole hydrograph shape. This can lead to poor representationof the more important
peak of the hydrograph in order to better model the recessionlimb. In order to avoid
this effect, all the models referred to in this thesiswere tuned by hand.
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6.10 Conclusion

As noted in this chapter,the rainfall-runoff processis non linear and time variant. An
outline hasbeen presentedof the utilisation of transfer function models in representing
the rainfall runoff process, and the problems they produce. The physically realisable
transfer function model hasbeen outlined, and its advantagesdescribed. The easeof
adjustment and robustnessof the PRTF allows the use of the model in a non-static
form, as compared with the linear, stationary transfer function generally used in
forecasting.

The successfuladjustmentof the models a, y and r parametersin real-time dependson
the knowledge of the factors which influence their behaviour. In Chapter 7, work is
presented to relate and quantify the PRTF parameters with relation to the physical
processesof a rainfall event. These relations are then incorporated into a knowledge
basedforecasting systemin Chapter8.
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CHAPTER 7

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION

7.1 Introduction

It may be an over-statement to say that once knowledge is available is it a simple
matter to build a knowledge basedsystem (KBS).

However, it is undoubtedly true

that without knowledge in one form or another, the construction of such a system is
extremely difficult.
Conventional methods of knowledge engineering, as used in
Chapter 1, did not yield rule-baseor heuristic (rule-of-thumb) information of sufficient
detail to use in a KBS. Similarly, although the investigation detailed in Chapter 5

producedusefulinformationaboutrainfall runoff trends,therelationshipsthemselves
weretoo weakto be usedin a flow forecastingsituation.
This chapter presents work carried out to examine the dynamics of the PRTF
parameters described in section 6,8 with a view to applying and tuning the model in
real-time. Much work has been carried out in the meteorological community into
storm pattern recognition (eg. Brice and Fennerma, 1970; Duda and Blackmer, 1972)
and applying expert systemstechniquesin forecasting weather patterns (eg. Conway,
1989). The work described here was aimed at investigating the rainfall input as
experiencedby the catchment in order to define relationships and thresholdsin PRTF
for use in a simple knowledge basedsystem. A method of defining catchment status
in terms of antecedent precipitation index is also developed, basedon rainfall input
from radar information. This is used in a catchmentreservoir representationin order
to assessloss rate and the threshold of `effective' rainfall generation within the
drainagearea.
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7.2 Variables Investigated
Several authors have looked into the factors which influence river flow production.
Shanholtz et al. (1981), in investigating the effect of rainfall, land use, soil and cover
conditions, concluded that rainfall was the most sensitivevariable affecting the run-off
hydrograph. Hamlin (1983) also named rainfall as one of the most variable of the
hydrological processes. In view of this it was decided initially to examine rainfall
characteristicsin isolation from catchmentstatusand its modifying influence, using the
Kinematic Wave model in creating syntheticrainfall runoff events.
The small areal extent of most rapid responsecatchments lessensthe usefulness of
routinely available catchment status information such as MORECS (Meteorological
Office Rainfall and Evaporation CalculationSystem) which covers only large areas(40
x 40 km). In an operational system,data assimilation and processingmust take place
quickly, and the sheer number of catchments involved at a regional scale makes
complex lysimeter calculations out of the question.
Difficulties with estimatingcatchmentstatusaccurately have beendiscussedby Owens
(1986), who concluded that although relations have been found elsewhere (eg.
Sargent, 1984), river base flow could not be used as an indicator of catchment
wetness in the Blackford Bridge area. Langdon (1984) was similarly unable to
discover a well-defined relation between baseflow and averagepercentagerunoff. All
these problems highlight the need for a simple and accurate indicator of catchment
moisture status, which is easy to calculate and available for use in real-time. In
responseto this, a procedure was evolved using Antecedent Precipitation Index (API)
principles combined with a reservoir, or tank, representation of the catchment. The
dynamics of the tank-API system were investigated by analysis of actual rainfall
events, to gain knowledge of the system and its applicability in a flow forecasting
context.
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7.3 The Use of Synthetic Data
The analysis carried out in Chapter 5 revealed several links between rainfall
hyetograph and rainfall hydrograph characteristics. However, `noise' in the data
signals, and the influence of catchmentconditions distorted and reduced the strength
of the relationships, most proving too imprecise to be applied to a forecasting
situation.

In searching for the knowledge to enable `tuning' of a PRTF model,

synthetic data creation was applied to define `machine induced rules' using the
Kinematic Wave Model (KWM) outlined in section 7.4. Slatter (1987) statesthat it is
reasonable to use machine induced rules in order to improve on an `experts'
performance, which may be inconsistent or unreliable. Indeed, Michalski and
Chilauski (1980) showed the potential of this form of knowledge gathering for some
simple tasks such as crop diseasediagnosis.

The useof a synthetic databasebrings many advantagesbesidespotentially improved
performance. Firstly, it enablesrapid production of large numbersof rainfall runoff
events which would normally take years to acquire and process,if they were available
at all.

The use of the KWM also allows control over the type of events produced.

This enables one variable, such as storm intensity or location, to be altered whilst all
others are held constant, greatly aiding the identification of causal links.

Finally,

although simplified representationsof reality, the simulated rainfall, catchment and
flow characteristicsare basedon those in the areaof interest. Thus, any relationships
found should be at least qualitatively correct.

7.4 The Kinematic

Wave Model

The Kinematic Wave Model is a simplified version of the Saint-Venantequations,used
in modelling unsteadyflow in open channelsand is the simplest distributed model.
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For a Kinematic wave, the motion is describedprincipally by the Continuity equation,
which is given by :

+=4

(7.1)

where momentumis :

d
+V5+Äd(YA)+

Aq=g(s-sf)
(7.2)

where V is flow speed, x is the distance along the channel, Q is the channel flow, A
the cross sectional area, t the time, q the distributed flow along the side of the channel,

dueto gravity,S is thegravity slopeandSf is thefriction slope.
g theacceleration

In the KWM, local acceleration,correctiveaccelerationand pressuretermsare all
ignored, the friction force S1and gravity force S being assumedto canceleachother.

From this the KWM is defined by the momentumbeing :

S=Sf

(7.3)

Thus equation 7.3 may be otherwise expressedas :

A=aQR

where a and ß are coefficients.

(7.4)
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7.4.1 Application to the Rainfall-Runoff Process

The Kinematic Wave method hasbeenapplied as a model of the rainfall-runoff process
in describing flow over plains (Chow et al., 1988). Here, lateral flow is defined as
being equal to the difference betweenrainfall and infiltration rates,and channel flow is
taken as being flow per unit length of plain.

The outflow hydrograph may be

simulated from rainfall of a given duration, by analytical solution of the characteristic
equations.

The KWM, when used in the rainfall-runoff process, offers the advantageover unit
hydrograph methods in that it is a solution of the physical equationsgoverning surface
flow.

The solution is only for one-dimensional flow, however, whereas the actual

watershedflow is in reality two-dimensional, following land surfacecontours. As a
result of this, the Kinematic wave parameters, such as Manning's roughness
coefficient (n), must be adjusted to produce a realistic outflow hydrograph. Detailed
information for the application of KWM's to the rainfall-runoff processis presentedby
Eagleson (1970), Overton and Meadows (1976) and Stephenson and Meadows
(1986).

7.4.2 Finite Difference Approximations

The Saint-Venant equations for distributed routing are only amenable to analytical
solution in a few special simple cases. They are partial differential equations that
must be solved in general by the useof numerical methods. Solution may be carried
out using Finite Difference (FD) and Finite Element (FE) methods.
The Finite Element method uses piece-wise continuous polynomials to interpolated
between points or nodes. Although the points play a part in finite element theory,
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emphasis is directed more towards the interpolation functions. The FE method has
advantages when solving highly spatially dependent problems, but is less efficient
when used in time dominated situations. The finite difference methods, employed
here in solving the partial difference equations are discrete techniques wherein the
domain of interest is representedby a set of nodal points. Information between these
points is commonly obtained using Taylor Series expansions (Chow et al., 1988).
The FD method provides only approximations of complex spatial boundaries but is
excellent for solving essentiallytime dependentproblems.
A fundamental concept in this form of approximation theory is that the domain of
solution of the given partial differential equation is first sub-divided by a net with a
finite number of mesh points. The derivative at each point is replaced by a finite
difference approximation.

This discretization procedure may be visualised as the

replacementof the solutionof thepartialdifferentialequationwith a polynomial,and
the differentiation of this polynomial.

Equation7.1maybe expressed
in finite differenceform as:
Q j+l

j+l

j+l

i+1- Qý + A+, - A!+I

Ax

er

j

+l

4_+_+ qt+ý

2

(7.5)

and the equation of momentum (7.3) may be rewritten as :

A 1+1

=

a(Q/ )'
(7.6)

Substitution of (7.6) into (7.5) and rearrangementproduces :
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(7.7)

In equation (7.7) the unknown discharge has been arranged to the left-hand side and
all the known quantities are on the right.

The non-linear nature of the equation

requires the use of a numerical solution schemesuch as Newton's Method.

Figure

7.1 shows the grid usedfor numerical solution by finite differences.
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Figure 7.1 Finite Difference Boxfor Numerical Solution by Finite Differences (After
Chow et al., 1988)
At each finite difference grid point the known right-hand side can be written as :

C=ýQ!

'+a(Q+, )ß+At 4.ß'2q;
(7.8)
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The residual error from this may be defined as :

At
Qij+,,
Ax I,

c
(7.9)

and the first derivative error by :

f'(Qi',',') = -ý-t+
AX

(7.10)

Applying Newton's Method with iterations k= l k=2.... (Chow et al., 1988) :
,

(Q1)k+l
+1

f(Q;,
l"a+l,

/k

(Qi+1
j+l
J{

k

(7.11)

The convergencecriterion for the iterative processis :

If(1+,,
)k+,
<E

(7.12)

where e is an error criterion.

From this the KWM may be solved and used to simulate the rainfall-runoff processto
obtain the relationshipsoutlined below.

7.5 Synthetic Database Creation
In order to form a synthetic databaseto gain knowledge of the rainfall-PRTF parameter
links, an artificial catchmentwas defined. To retain simplicity no attempt was made to
artificially recreate the Blackford Bridge catchment and all its drainage network.
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Instead, a simulated catchment was evolved as illustrated by Figure 7.2, using actual

valuesfor roughness,slopeandsoon.
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Figure 7.2 KinematicWaveModelSimulationCatchment
The simulation catchmentwas defined as being 5km long to enableinvestigation of the
effect of storm movement over the basin area. Lateral storm movement was not
addressed,and a value of 0.5km was usedfor catchmentwidth. A bedslopevalue of
10% was assigned to the model as begin typical of a fast responsecatchment. In
keeping with the natural stream formation of the area, a Manning's roughness
coefficient (n) of 0.035 was used(NERC, 1975).

The boundary and initial valuesmay be defined as :

Q'I;
_o

Q,'

= Qo

ý_o=0

(i)

(Startof CatchmentFlow)

(7.13)

Manning's equation for channel width B, where P-B and SO=Sf,may be written as :
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i2A5'3
So,
nPz13

(7.14)

Solvingfor A, thismaybe rewritten:

A_

np213
Sa

o.6
Qo.b

(7.15)
Thus, ß=0.6 and :

0.6
a

ýP213
So

(7.16)

7.5.1 PRTFModelIdentification

Once the simulation catchmentwas defined in the Kinematic Wave program, a PRTF
model was identified for it.

In order to do this a random sequenceof rainfall was

generatedto simulate precipitation over the whole catchment area. This rainfall data
was then routed through the KWM to produce an outflow response.
Model identification was carried out to find the optimum PRTF model for the
catchment, as outlined in Chapter 6. The identification procedure produced a model
with a (3,3) structure and impulse time-to-peak of 12 minutes. Figure 7.3 shows the
impulse responsefunction produced.
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Figure 7.3 Kinematic WaveModel Impulse ResponseFunction

7.6 Rainfall Characteristics Investigated
One of the greatestadvantagesof using synthetically producedrainfall and flow data in
the search for machine induced rules is that it allows the variation in one factor to be

examinedwhilst all othersareheld constant. In order to identify the natureof the
influence of individual rainfall characteristicson flow formation, severalrainfall
variables were selected as outlined in section 7.7 to 7.9 below. The driving factors
divided into two types, storm dynamic variables such as storm movement relative to
the catchment and the rainfall characteristic, intensity.
The rainfall variables
investigated were those identified as important by a domain `expert', Ray Rushton.
As such they reflect his underlying conceptualisation of the problem, and are
structured around human knowledge (Slatter, 1987).

In concentrating on storm and rainfall characteristics, as opposed to hyetograph
characteristics, a simple bell shapedrainfall input was used to perturb the Kinematic
Wave Model, as shown in Figure 7.4.
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Figure7.4 Bell ShapedRainfallInput to KWM
No rainfall loss was included in the KWM chosen for this investigation, and runoff
volume is addressedin section 7.11. The y and i values obtained for each rainfall
dynamic and intensity investigation are shown in Appendix B, with the RMSE values
produced by the optimised and standardPRTF simulations when compared to actual
now.

7.7 Catchment Wide Rainfall

An assessmentwas made of the effect of rainfall occurring at the sameintensity over
the whole catchment at once, such as may take place during a large frontal event.
Figure 7.5 shows the effect of averagerainfall intensity for a single duration on the
impulse responseof the synthetic catchment,three intensity levels being represented.
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Figure 7.5 Effect of Varying Rainfall Intensity on Model Impulse Response,With
CatchmentWideRainfall
An optimised PRTF model was then fitted to each of the rainfall-runoff sequencesby
hand, using the MATH system outlined in Chapter 6. As rainfall intensity increased
over the whole catchment, so impulse responsechanged (as illustrated in Figure 7.5
above). In order to model this the PRTF shapeparameter(y) has to be decreasedin
magnitude, as shown in Figure 7.6.
As rainfall intensities increased, peakier responseswere produced, and the value of
Gamma (y) had to be reduced to represent this in the impulse response. The
relationship for catchment-widerainfall was summarisedas :
y= 93.272 + -55.471 * LOG (x)

R2=0.970

were x is rainfall intensity and y is gamma.
The timing parameter(t) did not changeregardlessof rainfall intensity, as can be seen
in Figure 7.5, no delay being presentbefore the start of hydrograph rise.
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7.8 Static Rainfall

Location

The position of rainfall within a catchment can greatly effect the runoff response
provoked, producing rapid, high or attenuated flow.

The influence of rainfall location

was examined by splitting the catchment into three sections longitudinally.

Figure 7.7

shows the areas defined as upper, middle and lower reaches.

Upper Section
Middle Section
Lower Section

Figure 7.7 ThreeStatic Rainfall Positions Over Synthetic Catchment
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The simulations of precipitation concentrated in one of the three sections represents
rainfall being stationaryor moving laterally acrossthe catchment,but containedwithin
one of the sub-areas. Movement up or down the catchment(with respectto river flow
direction) is addressin section 7.9.

A bell shapedrainfall event was usedas input to the model for eachof the catchment
reaches. The fitting of a PRTF model to each responseshowed that rainfall in the
lower catchmentresults in a fast, steeply peakedresponseas shown in Figure 7.8 (a).
In the middle reach the attenuating influence increases time-to-peak response,
introducing a time delay and causesa smoother impulse response (Figure 7.8 (b)).
With the storm centred over the upper reach, attenuation is greater, leading to an
increased delay before responserise, and a lower peak IR as demonstratedin Figure
7.8 (c).

aý
a

aý
a

Time Steps
Figure 7.8 Impulse ResponsesFrom the Three CatchmentSections
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In order to represent the changes in catchment runoff response,both the shapeand
timing parameters must be adjusted. This may be subdivided into two processes,

firstly, impulseresponsetranspositionby time z to align the startof responserise, as
shown in Figure 7.9.

Standard Impulse Response

Transposed Impulse Response

to!)

4)

/4"m

Dow-

t

Time Steps

Figure 7.9 Impulse ResponseTranspositionby Timeti
The second phase is the tuning of y to reform the response shape, represented in
Figure 7.10.

Transposed Impulse Response

Q

Reformed Impulse Response

ýý

I-

Time Steps
Figure 7.10 Impulse ResponseReformation by ShapeParameter (y)
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7.8.1 Influence of Rainfall Intensity
In order to assessthe effect of precipitation intensity on the hydrograph produced by
rainfall at each of the three locations, storms were generated from 1 to 200 mm/hr
averageintensity.

These were routed through the kinematic wave model for each

catchment rainfall position, and a PRTF model fitted to each event.

The model

parameterswere optimised manually,using the MATH parametertuning program.
The general form of the relationships found was similar for each of the three rainfall
positions. However, the relationshipsthemselvesvaried considerably. With rainfall
situated on the lower part of the catchmentthere was no need to introduce a time delay
in to the model, and for all rainfall intensitiesthe value of the timing parameter(t) was

zero. Theeffectof increasingrainfall intensityon theshapeadjustmentparameter(y)
is shown in figure 7.11.
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Higher rainfall intensities lead to peakier hydrographs, and a need to reduce the value
of y to representthis in the impulse response. To summarisethe lower reach- rainfall

intensityinformation,a relationwasfitted to thedatapoints:
y= 19.141 + -26.696 * LOG (x)

R2 = 0.957

were x is rainfall intensity and y is gamma.
When the sameset of storms were usedas input to the middle section of the catchment
a responsetime delay was found to be necessaryat all intensities, as shown in figure
7.12. No relationship was fitted to this graph as r takes only integer values. Instead
the changesin tau to model increasingin rainfall intensity were noted as thresholds.
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As with the lower catchment,higher rainfall intensity causedgreater `peakedness'of
the response. To account for this y was decreasedas rainfall becamemore severe,
demonstratedby figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.13 Rainfall Intensity - GammaRelationship, Middle Reach
Although values of y reducedwith higher rainfall intensity, equivalent intensity events
required it to be greaterin the middle reach than the lower. This may be explained by
the additional `smoothing' effect of the catchment. A relationship was fitted to the
graph shown in figure 7.13, giving the equation :
y= 82.691 + -51.426 * LOG (x)

R2 = 0.963

were x is rainfall intensity and y is gamma.
With rainfall situated on the upper catchment areathe time delay required to replicate
outflow responsewas higher than for the middle section, as shown in figure 7.14.
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Figure 7.14 Rainfall Intensity - TaoRelationship, Upper Reach

This again reflects the time delay imposedby moisture movement down the catchment
to the outflow point.

As with the middle section no relationship was fitted to the

intensity-tau graph, but the intensities leading to a changein z were noted as threshold
values.

Figure 7.15 shows the intensity-gamma relationship to model rainfall on the upper
catchment. As seenin the middle and lower sections,increasing rainfall severity lead
to reduced y values to producethe correct impulse response. The `smoothing' effect
of the catchment lead to less peaked responses,and necessitatedhigher values of y
overall when comparedto the relationshipsfor the other catchmentsections.
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The information about rainfall on the upper part of the catchmentwas summarisedby a
logarithmic relationship, in the form :
y= 140.67 - 72.176 * LOG(x)

R2 = 0.918

wherex is rainfall intensity and y is gamma.

7.9 Rainfall

Movement

The effect of storm movement along the catchment,with or away from the direction of
main stream flow, was again investigated using the KWM.

In the analysis, identical

rainfall events were generated so as to replicate storm movement up or down the
drainagearea,as demonstratedin figure 7.16.
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Figure 7.16 Synthetic Storm Movement In Relation To The Catchment
Figure 7.17 shows the model impulse response with storm movement commencing at
the basin outfall and moving `up' the catchment (away from the direction of flow).
Here, the response produced is relatively rapid, due to the close initial proximity of the
storm to the catchment outlet.

However, the response peak is lower than for the

catchment's standard model impulse response, as moisture is evacuated from the
catchment by the river whilst precipitation continues further up the basin. This in turn
leads to a longer recession limb as river flow is bolstered for longer due to continued
rainfall higher in the catchment.
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Figure 7.17 Impulse Responses Due To Direction Of 'Rain fall Movement
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With event movement in the direction of streamflow ('down' the catchment)the event
responsewas delayed, as would be expected when rainfall commencesat the `top' of
the drainagearea. However, the impulse responseitself proved to be `peakier' and of
shorter duration than the standardcatchmentresponse. This was thought to be due to
the additive effect of flow from higher up the catchmentcombining with storm rainfall
moving down the river basin.
The effect of changing rainfall intensity was again examined using synthetic storms
from 1 to 200 mm/hr.

Each event was routed through the KWM, rainfall moving

with and against the direction of main stream flow.

A PRTF model was then

optimised manually for eachindividual event.
As with stationary precipitation (section 7.8) the general form of the shapeand timing

parameterchangeswas found to be similar as rainfall intensity increased,but the
detailedrelationshipsvariedsignificantly.
With rainfall movement from the basin outflow `up' the catchment, the shape (y)
values needed to represent catchment response decreased with storm severity, as
shown in figure 7.18.
Gamma values were generally lower for events moving against the direction of river
flow, giving the relationship :
y= 178.97 + -87.373 * LOG (x)

RZ = 0.956

where x is rainfall intensity and y is gamma.
With the storm commencing at the outflow of the catchment, rainfall input was
converted into flow with no timing delay, and ti was found to be consistently zero.
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Figure 7.18 Rainfall Intensity
-Gamma Relationship, Moving `Up' Catchment
Rainfall movement with the stream direction required reduction in y values to model
catchment response, reflecting the `peskier' impulse responsesproduced.

Figure

7.19 demonstratesthat increasedrainfall intensity necessitatedlower values of y as
runoff time-to-peak was reduced.The form of the intensity-y relationship is given by :
y= 184.76 - 99.903*LOG(x)

R2 = 0.943

where x is rainfall intensity and y is gamma.
With rainfall entering the catchmentfarthestfrom the outflow, a time delay was always
apparentbefore runoff hydrograph rise. Increasing storm intensity causeda decrease
in the time delay, as shown by the optimised i values in figure 7.20. As before the
values of tao were noted at rainfall intensity thresholdsand no relationship was fitted.
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Testing the Knowledge

Having established the relationships and thresholds linking rainfall position,
movement, areal extent and intensity to runoff hydrograph shape and timing, the
knowledge was tested to find whether it could be used to provide improved flow
simulations on the artificial catchment. The assessmentwas carried out by generating
random intensity rainfall events,routed through the kinematic wave model, moving or
stationary over the synthetic catchment. The attitude (ie. concentration position or
direction of movement) of the storm was set within the program and the average
rainfall intensity being defined for eachstorm. Theserainfall characteristicswere then
usedto set the PRTF shapeand timing parametersfrom the relationshipsestablishedin
sections 7.8 and 7.9. Since runoff volume was not addressedusing the KWM the
volumetric factor a was tuned by hand after the shapeand timing ones, in order to
provide the lowest RMS error.

7.10.1 Testing Procedure

Testing was carried out with events at five average intensity levels, 10 mm/hr, 25
mm/hr, 40 mm/hr, 70 mm/hr and 120 mm/hr. The five random events were routed
through the KWM, producing outflow hydrographsfrom the three concentratedstorm
positions, and similarly event movementswith and against the direction of flow.
further five random eventswere createdcovering the whole catchmentarea.

A

The PRTF model parameters were tuned manually with reference to the event's
position, direction, intensity etc., and the input rainfall sequencerouted through the
model. The modelled hydrographs were then compared with the flow hydrograph
produced by the KWM.

Root mean squared errors (RMSE) values were used to

provide a measure of accuracy between the estimated and `actual' runoff sequences,
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givenby :

RMSE =ýrf-jlý

ýE;

-R;

ý2
(7.17)

Where Et is the estimated variable (in this case modelled flow), Rl is the reference
variable (in this case the KWM output hydrograph) and N is the total number of
values.

A static PRTF model, optimised for the catchment using catchment-wide medium
intensity rainfall, was used for comparison to assessthe effectiveness of parameter
tuning.

The PRTF model used in static form is analogous to the standard non-

adaptive TF model routinely used in flow forecasting (as outlined in Chapter 6).
RMSE values were again used as comparison between actual and forecast flow, as
shown in equation 7.17.

In each of the 30 evaluation events, the tuned PRTF model produced at least
comparable simulations comparedwith the static model. The RMSE values obtained
for each simulation for the static and tuned models are shown in Table 7.1.

The most significant improvements over the static model came when rainfall was
particularly intense, took place away from the catchment outlet or moved in the
direction of river flow.

These were the situations when the model impulse response

required greatest adjustment, either in shapeor timing, to represent the catchment
response. Figure 7.21 shows an example of stationary, medium intensity rainfall
(average40 mm/hr) on the upper part of the catchment.
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Table 7.1 RMSE Values From Tuned And Static PRTFModels
Intensity

Rain Level 10 mm/hr
D namic
Upper
Catchment-

Middle
Catchment

15_48

25 mm/hr

12.33
- - ----

29.66
11_26
24.34

4.88
Lower
Catchment -----

40 mm/hr

70 mm/hr

11.63

16.21
----

28.82

23.44

27.03

9.44
19.64

--9.78 18.99

--

5.93
----

6.05
---

-

10.09
23.44

5.39
-----

120mm/hr
14.91
---

-

31.33
12_61
25.03

5.11
-----

14.23

12.67

8.73

9.98

10.40

'Up'
6.93
Catchment ----11.51

4.31
----10.19

6.17

8.82

7.31

7.88
----9.42

8.59

11.22

'Down'

Catchment -----

9.30

7.02
----

----

-----

----9.62
9.48
-----

24.77

20.40

19.02

19.33

21.80

5.11

3.01

2.05

4.72

5.44

Catchment
Wide

----

-----

-----

4.71

2.44

----

-----

1.53

-----

3.68

6.21

UpperValue = TunedPRTF
Lower Value = Static PRTF

In this simulation, the standardnon-adaptive PRTF model for the catchmentresponds
too quickly, the ti value of 9 delayed the tuned hydrograph, giving a more accurate
starting point for the rising limb. Figure 7.22 depicts the hydrograph produced by a
high intensity random eventmoving with the direction of main stream flow.
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Figure 7.21 Stationary,Medium Intensity Rainfall, Upper CatchmentReach
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Figure 7.22 High Intensity Event Moving Withflow
The increased peakednessof the catchment response is not well reproduced by the
static model.

The tuned PRTF simulation, however, produced a more accurate
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representationof maximum flow and its time of occurrence,by decreasingy to form a
`peakier' hydrograph.
From this testing procedure, it is clear that knowledge of the influence of rainfall
position, movement and intensity may be applied in setting the shape and timing
parametersof a physically realisable transfer function model. The flow simulations
achieved using this form of parameter tuning were generally better than those
achieved with a static transfer function model, especially when rainfall input varied
significantly from that used for calibration.

Information of rainfall direction and

coverage in combination with data relating to rainfall intensity may thus be used to
tune model parametersand better representthe runoff hydrograph.

7.11 Knowledge of Rainfall Runoff Percentage
In assessingrainfall runoff percentagefrom the catchment, analysis was carried out
using the actual event data. Although this meant fewer events were available, it
provided a feel for what actually took place in the drainagearea. A synthetic analysis
was consideredbut the type of rainfall loss at work in the catchmentwould have had
to have been defined using a loss-rate mechanism, such as those shown in Figure
7.23. Although similar in some ways, each loss-rate method will result in a different
contribution of rainfall to flow. The use of actual event data allowed the thresholdsat
work to be identified, instead of imposed by the model chosen.

7.11.1 Rainfall Losses
The volume of runoff from any given precipitation event will vary dependingupon the
antecedent soil moisture status and vegetation conditions of the catchment. Gray
(1970) expressedthis as a continuity equation :
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Precipitation = Depression Storage + Evapotranspiration + Infiltration +
Interception + Surface Runoff

The precipitation input to a PRTF model is gross(total) rainfall. In order to establish
the net or `effective' rainfall (which becomessurfacerunoff in the continuity equation)
a method is required to estimate percentagerunoff from the event. Several techniques
have been developedto define net rainfall basedaround various mechanisms,the most
popular being the loss rate methodsand Horton's decay curve (Figure 7.23).
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Figure 7.23 Rainfall Loss Methods, After NERC (1975) and Shaw (1983)
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7.11.2 Problems with Rainfall Scaling

The PRTF model was defined by Han (1991) as using a single percentage runoff
factor (a) to adjust rainfall input volume, as described in section 6.8. However, the
use of a scaling variable, such as alpha, on all rainfall values does not adequately
represent the true catchment processeswhich take place. In a real drainage basin,
rapid runoff will occur due to infiltration excess(identified by Horton, 1933), when
rainfall intensity is greater than infiltration rate, or saturation excess (after Hewlett,
1967) when the infiltration capacity of the ground is exceeded. The latter is the most
common in the UK and the one which dominates on the Blackford Bridge
subcatchment (Palmer, 1992).

Both processes represent a threshold rather than

scaling approach,effective rainfall being producedwhen a certain limit is exceeded.

To account for this Han (1991) put forward the conceptof a rainfall separation
reservoir,or `tank'. This representsvaryingcatchmentwetness,andintroducesthe
threshold element as outlined in section 7.11.3.

7.11.3Rainfall Separation
Reservoir
The idea of catchment representationin tank or reservoir form is not a new one, for
example Chow (1951) and Nash (1957) used cascadesof equal linear reservoirs to
transform effective rainfall into runoff.

Han (1991) proposed a rainfall separation

tank of the type shown in Figure 7.24
.
Here, tank height (H) representsthe catchment absorption capacity, tank level (C)
represents current moisture status, and losses (L) represents evapotranspiration,
interception, basin outflow etc.
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Figure 7.24 RST, No Effective Rainfall Produced (After Han, 1991)

When rainfall occurs, precipitation will be addedto the tank. If rainfall rate is greater
than loss rate then the tank level (C) will rise, such that :

P(t) -L

(7.18)

If rainfall continues at a higher level than losses, then eventually the level of tank
moisture (C) will becomeequal to tank height (H). From this point effective rainfall
(E) is produced (Figure 7.25) where :

E(t) =C(t-1)+P(t)

where

P(t) -L>H

-L-H
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Figure 7.25 RST, With Effective Rainfall Production (After Han, 1991)

Here, the tank acts as a `switch', effective rainfall only being producedwhen all
catchmentstorageis usedup. In this way, thereservoircan simulatethechangesin
catchment soil moisture status due to changing rainfall intensity, by rise or fall of the
current tank level (C).

Thus far, no attempt hasbeen made to calibrate the rainfall tank with reference to real
catchment conditions, examine the dynamics of the system or apply it in any
forecasting situation. In order to make the techniqueusable in a real time forecasting
context, a method of antecedentprecipitation index (API) calculation was evolved to
use radar data. This was combined with the rainfall reservoir to assesscatchment
conditions as precipitation occurs.
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Index

The method chosen to represent catchment status in this study was Antecedent
Precipitation Index (API). Although providing only an index of the rainfall at the site
of interest, as opposedto the direct measurementsby some other methods, API brings
several advantages. Direct estimation of the soil moisture statusof a catchment area
may be carried out in several ways.

Lysimeters provide relatively high accuracy

estimation of soil status, using a large block of undisturbed soil surrounded by a
water-tight container which is weighed from below.

These devices are complex,

expensive to install and provide information for the sampling point only, making them
inappropriate for this study. Soil Moisture Deficit (SMD) information was also seen
as an unsuitable measure of catchment status during winter events, which do not
generally have a deficit of soil moisture. In this investigation, the areal coverageand
real-time availability of radar rainfall information were seen as ideal for assessing
overall catchment status.

A simple average-loss method was used to represent

evapotranspirationand drainagelossesfrom the soil as outlined below.

7.12.1 Calculation of AntecedentPrecipitation Index
Antecedent precipitation index provides a measure of the catchment soil moisture
status at a given time.

Calculation is based on the premise that soil moisture is

depletedat a rate proportional to the amountin storagein the soil, such that :
APIs =k9 APIt_
1

(7.19)

where APIs is the index t days after the first value (API0). The constant value k is
dependenton the potential loss of moisture from the soil, varying seasonallybetween
0.85 and 0.98 (Shaw, 1983).
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When rainfall takesplace, this is addedto the index so that calculation for the eight day
would be :
API8 =k" APIA + R7

(7.20)

where R7 is rainfall on the seventhday.

Shaw (1983) states that an arbitrary value of 20 mm may be selected for API0, the
transienteffect of this initial value being lost after about 20 t periods.

The index has been used to provide an indication of event runoff, and Linsey et al.
(1958) provide a detailed description of daily API based on a graphical coaxial
relationship. Traditionally API hasbeencalculated and updatedonly on a daily basis,
limiting its effectiveness. However, the frequent updating and wide areal coverageof
radar data, as outlined in Chapter 3, makes the technique applicable in real time using
remotely sensedprecipitation input. In the presentstudy the rainfall separation tank
was combined with API to assesscatchment soil moisture status and provide a
thresholdabove which effective rainfall would takeplace in a real time system.

7.12.2 Radar Based API

Radar data is available at a maximum 2km by tkm resolution, but since distributed
modelling of soil moisture movementwas not carried out, API was calculated only at a
catchment averagescale. In order to relate the tank parametersto catchment API, the
threshold height (H) and losses (L) were defined empirically from the 10 events
shown in table 7.2.
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Several methods exist for identifying catchmentlossesto evapotranspiration. Perhaps
the best known is Penman's(1948) equation :

H=EO +Q
where H is available heat, Ep is energy for evaporation and Q is energy for heating the
air.

The values of Eo and Q can be defined from aerodynamic equations, based on
humidity, temperature,saturatedvapour pressureand so on. These measurementsare
not available in real-time, and are only carried out routinely at meteorological stations,

andsohavelow arealcoverage.
Direct measurement of eddy-flux evaporation is possible using devices such as the
Institute of Hydrology's `HYDRA' (Shaw, 1992). This battery powered device uses
vertical windspeed sensingand infrared hydrometersto measureeffective evaporation
from the ground surface. Although its output is potentially available in real time, its
low spatial representativenessand relatively high cost make less suited to widescale
application in a flood forecastingsystem.
In this study, the single, simple loss factor used in API calculation was seen as
preferable. This is necessarily less accurate over short time periods and at a single
point than devices such as the HYDRA.

However, its speed of application in

catchmentstatus calculation was thought to be more than compensation,given that the
correct magnitude of loss could be established.
The API loss factor varies seasonally between 0.85 and 0.98 for daily calculation.
These figures equate to loss factors between 0.9971 and 0.9966 respectively for five
minute data. In order to allow testing to be carried out with those events shown in
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Appendix A, analysis was under taken using 10 different storm events which became
available during the course of the investigation.

All were frontal, with varying

durations of radar record. Due to the relatively limited number of eventsavailable, the
effect of seasonality was not addressed in this analysis, and moisture loss was
assumedto occur at the samerate during rainfall as between events. A PRTF model
was optimised for eachindividual event with regard to responseshapeand timing, as
outlined in section 6.9, the volumetric parameter(a) being set to zero. The length of
the radar rainfall record for each storm was identified manually from the
Meteorological Office magnetic tapes,and varied between two and eleven days. An
arbitrary API value of 20 mm was setat the start of eachof the radar record periods.

An incrementing step-wise algorithm was constructedin VAX FORTRAN to find the
optimum values of loss (L) and effective rainfall threshold (ERT) for each event.
Initial values were set for loss (0.9950) and ERT (10 mm). Starting with the initial
value of ERT a program loop increasedthe loss parameterby 0.0001, running through
the radar record before the storm to calculate the API at the time of the event.

A

simulation hydrograph was then produced based on these loss rate and threshold
values, such that rainfall contributed to flow only if catchment API was greater than
ERT.

When this process was complete, the runoff simulation hydrograph, was compared
with the actual storm hydrograph and an RMSE value calculated showing the
difference between two. After this the loop updated the loss value by 0.0001 and
carried out the procedure again with the sameERT value. When the loss parameter
reached0.9999 it was resetto 0.9950 and the effective rainfall threshold increasedby
0.05 mm. The procedurecontinued to a maximum rainfall threshold value of 50 mm.
A schematic diagram of the algorithm processis presentedin Figure 7.26.
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Figure 7.26 SchematicDiagram Of LossAnd ERT Calculation

Table 7.2 shows the loss and threshold values giving the lowest RMSE figures, along
with the length of radar record before the event simulated.
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Table7.2 OptimumLossandThresholdValuesFor StormEvents
Date
Of
Event

Best
Loss
Value

Best
ERT
Value
(mm)

Best
Length Of
Simulation
Radar
RMSE
Record
(days)

110184

0.9967

31.80

3.45

4

191285

0.9970

31.60

8.19

3

031186

0.9969

28.15

6.77

2

141087

0.9966

28.65

5.02

7

020188
040788

0.9967
0.9969

29.45
28.05

9.38
7.35

3
6

110888
020988
191988

0.9971
0.9967
0.9968

30.35
28.70
31.15

10.21
2.31
6.89

4
5
3

140289

0.9969

29.95

4.08

5

Variation in the loss and effective rainfall thresholdfigures may be due to the relatively
short radar rainfall record available for someof the events. In thesecasesthe initial
value selectedfor API would be more influential, having less opportunity to stabilise
to the correct level with time. Other possibleinfluences could be the amount and type
of vegetationcover in the catchment,which affects interception and evapotranspiration
between events.

On the basis of this work the averagevalues of 0.9968 and 29.79mm were chosen to
representantecedentprecipitation lossesand the effective rainfall production threshold
(analogousto the conceptualheight of rainfall separationtank).
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Conclusion

This chapter contains a description of the work carried out, using synthetic and real
data, to gain knowledge of the dynamics of PRTF parameters. Estimation of
catchment status was also undertaken, to allow model tuning in real-time with
referenceto storm and catchmentcharacteristics.
In investigating event rainfall dynamics and their effect on model shapeand timing, a
synthetic rainfall databaseof over 700 events was used. This allowed greatercontrol
over the storm characteristics under investigation, and the generation of a larger
number of storms than would normally be available.

Event routing through the

KWM revealed links between rainfall characteristics such as position and intensity,
and they and z values required to representthe changesto the flow hydrograph.

The original PRTF volume scaling factor, alpha, was rejected in favour of a more
threshold based reservoir approach.

In assessing the loss rate, and conceptual

`height' of this rainfall separation tank, 10 actual rainfall
- runoff events were
analysed. Modelling the catchmentloss would necessitatethe inclusion of someform
of loss in the KWM.

To avoid assumptionsabout the type of loss rate mechanism

operating within the catchment, the actual radar rainfall and catchment runoff record
was used. The relatively low number of rainfall-runoff events available meant that
only one loss rate was identified, rather than a seasonally variable value.

The

reservoir framework of the effective rainfall threshold and API approach creates a
system which is analogousto the initial plus continuing mechanism. Here, however,
the exact loss rate and rainfall contribution threshold are known from the analysis.
Antecedent precipitation index is calculated for the catchment from the radar rainfall
information, and the appropriate loss rate. In Chapter 8, theserelationships are built
into a simple knowledge basedsystem,for real-time model parametertuning.
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CHAPTER 8

KNOWLEDGE

BASED FORECASTING

8.1 Introduction
A knowledge-based system (KBS) has been defined as one containing domain
knowledge, which is able to perform tasks requiring intelligence if done by human
beings (Beynon-Davies, 1991). This type of artificial intelligence system has been
developed since about 1975, well known examples being the medical base MYCIN
(Shortliffe, 1976) and the geological PROSPECTOR(Duda et al., 1979).

In more

recent years knowledge based representation has found its way into the water
resources community, and a review is presented of some of the hydrological
knowledge based system applications which have been developed. The field of
knowledge-based and `expert' systems researchis a huge area in its own right, and
contribution to the esoteric cognitive architecture and information retrieval is beyond
the scope of this thesis.

Rather, the intention here is to apply knowledge of the

influence of rainfall characteristicsand catchmentstatusin a relatively simplereal-time
model tuning system,to better forecastthe rapid responseflow hydrograph.

8.2 Knowledge Representation Software
8.2.1 Languages
Perhaps the most significant difference between knowledge based systems and
conventional computer programs is that the latter typically consist of algorithmic
procedures,written in a `conventional' language. This type of systemcomprises the
data being held separately from the program which manipulates it, and does not
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encode information in a way designed to capture its meaning. The knowledge based
approach,by contrast, attemptsto make explicit the inherent relationships within the
data. This involves the use of modular `chunks' of knowledge in the form of rules
and facts, relating data to other entities in a given domain (Beynon-Davies, 1991).

The knowledge base and expert system languages, such as LISP and Prolog, offer
certain advantagesover conventional languages. LISP, for example, allows network
structuresto be defined in great complexity, and is extremely useful in handling series'
of lists (Naylor, 1985). However, all languages are a compromise of what can be
done in machine code, and specialist languageshave their drawbacks in other areas.
Mathematical calculation, for example, can become very complex in LISP.

The

simple FORTRAN statement A=2+2 in LISP becomes (SETQ X ADD(22)), simply
becauseit was not designedto carry out mathematics.

Essentially, the difference between conventional algorithm programming and the
knowledge based approach is a conceptual one of coding technique, the language
aiding the tasksthat may be required to be performed in the given environment. The
systembeing built in this investigation is, of necessity,a relatively simply one, having
to perform quickly to set model parametersin real-time.

This, combined with the

existence of the necessary control structures (IF-THEN statements) and its much
wider usage within the hydrological community led to the use of FORTRAN for
coding of the knowledge basedsystem.

8.2.2 Shells
An alternative to the `scratch' encoding of a knowledge based system is the use of
ready made `shells', such as Leonardo and Prometheus.

These contain a

predeterminedstructure into which data and relationshipsare fitted. The useof a shell
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was not seen as appropriate for this investigation for several reasons. Firstly, the
availability of `real-time' shells is very limited.

Also, some of the data formats and

relationships established in this work may not be applicable to the pre-defined
structure, many shells accepting only production rules, and not relationships
summarisedin any other way. Finally, given the relatively small number of rules, the
greater control in building the system as a whole was seen as preferable to the
`convenience' of a shell environment.

8.3 Expert Systems In Water Resources

Simonovic (1991) states that there is an honest belief that some of the principles of
artificial intelligence may help in the application of existing hydrological conceptsand
act as an inspiration for developmentand new discoveries. Since their introduction to
water resourcesin the early 1980's, knowledge basedand expert systemshave begun
to find their way into to the fields of hydrological design, planning and operation,
discussedin more detail in section 8.3.1. Within water resources, Simonovic and
Savic (1989) provide the definition that "A water resources expert system is a
computer application that assistsin solving complicated water resourcesproblems by
incorporating engineering knowledge, principles of systemsanalysis and experience,
to provide aid in making engineeringjudgments and including intuition in the solution
procedure."

The hydrological disciplines of processes,measurements,analysesand design (Chow
et al., 1988) have been categorised by Alim (1987) in terms of the problems they
suffer. These have been defined as :

" Inherent Imprecision
" Paucity and Incompletenessof Data.
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" Fuzzy Decision Process

9HeavyRelianceon ExpertViews
Through combination with computer graphics, systems analysis techniques
(simulation and optimization), hydrological expertise and databases,expert systems
technology may act as a mediator and translator between experts and other affected
parties. In this way the computer application becomesa "vehicle for communication,
learning and experimentation" (Fedra and Russel,1986).
In considering the possible applications of knowledge based systems Jenkins and
,
Jowitt (1987) refer to the three most prominent problem-solving assetsof an expert as
archived data, theoretical knowledge and operational expertise (heuristics).

In a

hydrological context problem solving is achievedthrough combined use of thesethree
knowledge sources.
i) Data Collection and Analysis
This is a structural aspect of hydrological problem solving.

Problems exist in the

spatial and temporal representivity of the data, its accuracy, what information may be
excluded, and the method of analysisand statistical significance if the analysis results.
In answer to these problems, an expert may often rely on past experience to judge
representativeness,using statistical techniquesto determinedata significance, accuracy
and reliability.
Use of knowledge based systems in dealing with data problems may be made in
constructing a knowledge basewhich guides the user in the collection of data, tests to
be performed and the interpretation of results.

Here, a relatively low amount of

judgment is required, and the experts proceduresmay be encoded and usedwith little
or no input from the expert. In those caseswhere greater experienceis required, the
KBS may be used to provide suggestions,but the final decision calls for an expert's
judgment.
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ii) Theoretical Knowledge
In relation to hydrology, theoretical knowledge may include scientific aspectsof the
physical system, its components and the processesat work within it.

Information

may also be held about factors affecting the data and analytical or procedural
techniques. In this context the expert uses his knowledge to match the appropriate
analysis to the particular problem.

Here he applies cognizance of connections

between the available data, theoretical knowledge and operational experience. In a
knowledge based environment an expert system may be used to capture the logic
behind the analysis or model process.
iii) OperationalExperience
Operational experience, or heuristics, divides an expert from a novice in a given
domain.

The hydrologist builds his expertise through time and experience. The

knowledge is learned by experience and comparison, generating new information.
This generally involves the integration of new facts, addition and / or deletion of
heuristics and adjustment of reasoning procedures. In carrying out this process, the
hydrologist must take note of the range of successesand failures, and the similarities
and differencesbetween them.

An experienced hydrologist may demonstrate expertise in problem clarification,
suggestion of the type of procedures to use, judging the reliability of facts and
identifying whether a solution is reasonable (Duda and Shortliffe, 1983).

This

demonstratesthe theoretical and experienceforms of expertise within hydrology. It is
the need to maintain expertise within an organisation which has led to much of the
expert systems development to have taken place in recent years.

Strzepek et al.

(1988) provide one such example, describing the `expert crisis' facing the Bureau of
Reclamation in the USA, following the introduction of an early retirement scheme,
going on to discuss the useof expert systemsto retain expertise within the Bureau. It
is this type of knowledge which should be reflected in a hydrological KBS.
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8.3.1 Hydrological Expert SystemsApplications

The first water resourcesapplication of artificial intelligence was the HYDRO system,
an expansion of the mineral exploration PROSPECTOR, developed by the Stanford
Research Institute (Gashing et al., 1981).

HYDRO was developed as a domain

independent reasoning mechanism, used to determine parametervalues in describing
physical watershedcharacteristics. In more recent years,the useof knowledge based
techniques has been applied to many areas of water resources and hydrology in
particular. Examples are given below of some of the types of system developed,
under the general headings of water quality, supply managementand flow and runoff
modelling.

i) Water Quality
Knowledge based techniques have been used for many applications in the field of
water quality.

In the area of water treatment plant operation, Collins et al. (1991a)

developed a tutoring expert system to enable new operators to learn about plant
control. The system explains the possible reasonsfor common problems, and gives
feed back to the user on the parametersselected,it allows visualisation of the results
on the actual treatment process,and provides tuition in chemical dosagecontrol. In a
less operational role, Males et al. (1992) report the development of a KBS for dealing
with customer enquiries. Here, the systemallows non-technical administrative staff
to give answers concerning water quality which would otherwise require lab
personnel.

In the area of `real-time' expert systems,Dandy and Simpson (1991) discuss the use
of the CRYSTAL shell in the development of of an operator assistant system. Two
implementations are described,advising on the action to be taken following an alarm,
and providing decision support for changes to chemical concentrations used. In an
alternative direction work has been carried out on the integration of expert systems
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with other software systems. Collins et al. (1991b) discuss the benefits of coupling

an expert systemwith with a databasein aiding operatorsof small watertreatment
plants in fault diagnosis, including a tutorial element and statistical analysis to make
the systemmore site specific.

ii) WaterSupplyManagement
In dealing with water supply, knowledge basedsystemshave been developedto aid in
areassuch as drought managementand reservoir operation. Walker et al. (1991) have
developed a decision support system for use in drought management,and Clarkson
and Hartigan (1989) describe an expert system for use in storageevaluation within a
pumped storage water supply system, to guide reservoir operation decisions. The
system also uses historical drought conditions for comparison with current status to
provide the user with a perspectiveon the current situation.

The real-time operation of reservoir systemshas also been addressedby Floris et al.
(1989), in an attempt to retain expert knowledge and experience. The system
developed utilizes weather databasesand real-time field data (levels and flows)
together with mathematical models to apply the relevant expertise.

The system

provides decision support for operation, and theory and expertise for training new
operators.

iii) Flow and Runoff Modelling
The creation of a knowledge based snow-melt runoff forecasting system has been
addressed by Engman (1988).

Engman (op cit. ) discusses development of the

EXSRM for a well established snow-melt model.

In operation the system assists

unfamiliar users in model set-up and running. Once results are obtained, the system
provides support for their interpretation, and in modifying the model parameters and
inputs to improve model simulations.
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Knowledge based systems have also been applied to calibrate the storm water
management model (SWMM), developed to simulate all aspectsof the hydrological
cycle. The SWMM is made up of several blocks, including runoff, transport and
mixing.

Baffault and Dellur (1989) outline the development of an expert system for

use in calibration of the hydrological parameterswithin the runoff block.

The aims of the expert system are the selection of computational options to provide
reasonableinitial parametervalues, the evaluation of simulation results by comparison
of simulated and observedhydrographs, and to modify parametersto provide a better
fit between simulated and observedhydrographs. The system works on a production
rule basis in reducing the differencesbetweensimulation and actual flow.

All of the systemsdiscussedabovehave been developedeither for use `off-line' or in
a consultation role in real-time.

The system developed here follows a more

`embedded' approach, basing its decisions on real-time remotely sensed data and
taking appropriate action autonomously,as outlined below.

8.4 Knowledge

And Expertise

In answer to the knowledge engineering problems outlined in Chapter 1, synthetic
rainfall-runoff data was usedin Chapter 7 to infer knowledge of the dynamics of the
PRTF model parametersin relation to rainfall characteristics. Information was also
established about the conditions of soil moisture status which led to the creation of
`effective' rainfall.

It is this knowledge which was encoded in the real-time

knowledge basedsystemdetailed in this chapter.
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8.4.1KBS Architecture
In the field of information processing, parallells may be drawn between the
architecture of human cognitive systems, and knowledge based systems (Slatter,
1987) :

Human

Knowledge Based

Long Term Memory

KnowledgeBase

Working Memory

Current StatusDatabase

Mental Operations

InferenceEngine

Slatter (op. cit. ) goes on to statethat in the machine environment the knowledge base
is a static store of permanent knowledge representedin some explicit form, such as
production rules or `frames' (see section 8.5).

The current status database is a

dynamic store for holding temporary data and partial solutions. Finally, the inference
engine acts as a processing element, using the expertise in the database to make
inferencesbasedon the updatabletemporary information.

8.5

The Knowledge Base

Knowledge gained about a system may be representedin one of several different
ways, depending on which is the most appropriate. As Beynon-Davies (1991) points
out, however, it is the rules and facts which are most important. One form of
knowledge representation is the semanticnetwork, information being expressedas a
series of `nodes', representing concepts and `links' to incorporate the relationships
between them. An alternative method is the use of stereotypedsituations known as
`frames'. Here, each frame has information attached to it in terms of `slots' and
`fillers' to include attributes and knowledge for its use.
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The form of knowledge representationused in the present study was the `rule based'
approach. This is a well-established, simple and popular method, Simons (1983)
stating that the term `expert system' is sometimesformally defined as using rule based
techniques.

The rule based approach involves the representation of an item of

information in the form :
IF this condition is true, THEN this action is appropriate
These relationships are commonly referred to as production rules, as they produce an
outcome or conclusion (Frenzel, 1987).
Psychological research dating back to Newell and Simon (1972) has shown that
empirical associations and procedural knowledge may be represented in human
problem solving in a rule-like form. This makesthe production rule approachan ideal
one for representing the knowledge gained in the presentinvestigation. As well as
having psychological support, the rule basedapproachalso hasimportant knowledge
engineering virtues such as modularity, and ease of linkage representation and
conceptualisation.
The production rules used within the knowledge base were those derived form the
investigation in Chapter 7. Information was representedin the form of IF-THEN
rules, basedon rainfall areal extent, position and direction, and catchmentstatus.
Once the extent and type of rainfall was established,a further set of production rules,
based on rainfall intensity relationships, was developed to tune the individual PRTF
parameters. The relationships obtained for the shapevariable (y) were maintained in
their graphically summarised forms. The thresholds defined for setting the timing
factor were encodedas production rules, as tau changesin discrete steps. Finally, the
effective rainfall threshold(ERT) value, for defining rainfall contribution to flow, was
converted to a production rule and included in the knowledge base.
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All the rules constructed in the knowledge base were written in VAX FORTRAN.
Each block was written as a subroutine in to order focus inference, and allow the easy
inclusion of further relationships at a later date. Examples of the code are given in
Appendix C.

8.6 Current

Status Database

The current status, or dynamic, databasecarries information relevant to the current
problem (Frenzel, 1987), consisting of data, goals and intermediated results. In this
system the dynamic database was written as a subroutine fed from the rainfall
forecasting program outlined in section 8.8. The databaseconsisted of six variables
giving information about rainfall direction, extent and intensity, as well as catchment
status :

DIRN -A variable indicating rainfall direction in degrees, usedto identify

whetherstorm movementcoincideswith mainstreamflow orientation.
Examinedin moredetailin section8.10.1
PCTCOVA Percentageof the total catchmentrainfall volume forecastto fall on
the upper reach of the catchment.
PCTCOVB Percentageof the total catchmentrainfall volume forecastto fall on
the middle reach of the catchment.
PCTCOVC Percentageof the total catchmentrainfall volume forecastto fall on
the lower reachof the catchment.
RFINT

intensity forecast to occur over the catchment
- Average precipitation
pixels receiving rainfall.

FAPI - Forecast catchment average antecedentprecipitation index used to
establishthe generationof effective rainfall.
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The number of variables assessedand stored in the dynamic memory was deliberately
kept small in order to minimise the amount of processingtime required. In addition,
all variables were obtainable directly or indirectly from radar rainfall measurements.
This increased speed of assessment,and data availability and thus allowed the
application of the systemin real-time.

8.7

Inference

Engine

The system inference engine, or rule interpreter, uses the held within the dynamic
memory to make inferences based on the production rules.

There are two type of

inference or reasoningmechanism, `backwardschaining' and `forward chaining'.

8.7.1 Backward Chaining
Also known as goal directed reasoning, this method of inference begins with the
output or `goal' and works backwards to find if the conditions which will make it
,
true are satisfied (Frenzel, 1987). The disadvantageto the use of backward chaining
is the heavy cognitive load imposed in managing goal and sub-goals,and storing and
retrieving partially complete equationsand relations. Larkin et al. (1980) provide a
good analogy for theseproblems in finding the velocity, v, of an object. In order to
determinev the backward chaining systemwould first have to find an acceleration,a.
If this is also undefined, then an equation must be found with a as the resultant. This
process continues, working further and further back, until a full set of equations is
found from which a solution can be derived.
Backward reasoning has been found to be the method of investigation most used by
`novices' within a particular field (Anderson, 1985). By contrast, a domain `expert'
tends to reason forwards as outlined below.
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8.7.2 Forward Chaining
This method of reasoningusesa data directed approach,building up from the available
information about a problem in order to deducea conclusion (Beynon-Davies, 1991).
This technique was the one chosen for use in the present investigation, as it is well
suited to situations were the number of conclusions is great relative to the number of
initial input states (Slatter, 1987).

Here, the initial conditions of rainfall and

catchmentstatus are few, whereasthe number of potential model parametersettingsis
very large.

The forward chaining inference procedure was written as a simple condition driven
cycle. As the dynamic memory became updateda program loop compared the new
input data with the condition (IF) part of the production rules. When a condition was
satisfied it passed to the relevant subroutine, comparing the data with the conditions
there, and forward chaining through the production rules until it arrived at the
appropriate parameter values. The settings were then returned for use in tuning the
PRTF model.

For easeof reference, the knowledge based system established was

namedthe Real-timeAutomatic Model ParameterTuning (RAMPART) system.

8.8

Rainfall

Forecast Input

Although the great majority of knowledge based and expert systems operate from
manual input, asking the user questions and acting upon his replies, this is quite
impractical in a real-time forecasting situation. Of necessity in a real-time system is
the constant monitoring of changesto the system input, in this caserainfall. In order
to automate the data gathering procedure, information about rainfall coverage,
movement and intensity was gained from the Cross Correlation Forecast routine
(CCF), developedby Water ResourcesResearchGroup at the University of Salford.
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for use in the Weather Radar

Information Processing (WRIP) system for real-time flood forecasting in the Wessex
region of the National Rivers Authority.

The forecasting technique is based on simple

pattern recognition to establish storm extent, and then linear extrapolation to generate
advection forecasts.

A storm radar pattern represents a `concrete' pattern item, as

opposed to an `abstract' one like a solution or an argument.
movement,

In forecasting storm

the CCF procedure receives the storm pattern from weather radar

information in the form of a two dimensional digital array. Pattern recognition is then
carried out based on the membership-roster concept, using template matching.

Here,

sets of patterns belonging to the same pattern class are stored in a recognition system.
The arrival of an unknown pattern stimulates the system to compare it with those
stored, defining it as a class member if it matches on of them.

The CCF procedure was carried out on single site Hameldon Hill radar data. This
provides a 76x76,2km grid, the forecasting areabeing shown in Figure 8.1.
76

30.

76

Start

Grid

Blicklord

Bridge

Figure 8.1 Cross Correlation Forecasting Area, And
Blackford Bridge Subcatchment
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The name of the CCF procedure comes from its method of assessing the speed,
direction and volumetric change of a rainfall event. This is achieved by carrying out a
cross correlation between two radar data fields on successive 5 minute time frames, as
shown in Figure 8.2.

30
G

max

North

eil

0

0

East

30

Figure 8.2 Cross Correlation Surface Of'North WestRegion

In calculating the cross correlation coefficient, let x, y represent the two radar frames
Thus the radar data are denoted by (xl. 1, yI,, ), (X1,2, YI, 2), (x13,
y 1, )... (x; j, y, j). The correlation coefficient may then be written as :
_?
respectively.

(x;.;
r

-X)(y;.;

-)o2I(yi,

where :

-y)

1 -y)21

(8.1)
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Lx;, j/(N-1)
y-Il:
i;

y1,
i/(N-1)

The point Gm

is then estimated by polynomial approximation. Once the Gmax

point is found, the four sites around it are used in calculating the maximum point
location, Pte, as shown in Figure 8.3.

W3
Pmax (4'>V)

X

W2

Gmax

vi

12

43
2km

Figure 8.3 `MaximumPoint' Grids

A parabolic curve is then usedto fit three point data in eachdirection as representedin
Figure 8.4, where the curve function is describedas :

y-yo=a(x-xo)2
where x0 is the point of maximum correlation in that direction.

(8.2)
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Figure 8.4 Parabolic CurveFitting For Pmax

The three parameters are established from three data points (x1,yl ), (x2,y2), (x3,y3)
given by :
Yl-Yo=a(x,

(8.3)

-x0)2

Y2 -Yo=a(x2-xo)2

(8.4)

Y3- Yo=a(x3-xo)2

(8.5)

Several conditions, based on knowledge of the radar grid, are substituted into these
equations in order to simplify the derivation.

The spacing between all three data

points is the same,and equal to 2km. The point location may be described,therefore,
as an integer multiplied by the 2km distance.

x1 = (j -1) *2
where j=0,1,2...

x2 =j *2

x3 = (j + 1)*2
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From this the final form of the maximum point location equationis given by :

1

xo=2j-

Y,*y3

2 1-2Y1-Yz

Y1-Y3

(8.6)

or
2

xo=x2-

YI :* Y3

2 1-2YI-Y2
YI- Y3

(8.7)

and
xo=x2

Yl = y3

Once Prnax is established, the speed, direction and volumetric change of the radar
image may be calculated,such that :

Speed(km/hr)

=S=

Sqrt(Sqr Sx + Sqr Sy) *4

(8.8)

Direction (Degrees)

=D=

ATAN (Sy / Sx)

(8.9)

Vtlume Change (%)

=V=

(New Volume - Old Volume)/ Old Volume (8.10)

where Sx and Sy are the coordinatesof Pte.

Having found the speed,direction and volume changes,short term advection forecasts
are then made, basedon theseparameters. Thus the storm is moved with speedS and
direction D, with a volume increase or decrease V, starting with the last five minute
radar image, as shown in Figure 8.5.
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Step 1 Forecast

Step 2 Forecast

Rain i.

Rain i.

(1+V)

Sy

(1+V)2

2SY

SX

2SX

Figure 8.5 Storm ForecastingProcedure
The CCF system has been shown to produce reliable short term forecast, giving
greatest accuracy up to two hours ahead (WRIP,
extrapolation

1992).

Since it is a linear

procedure, and takes no account of storm type, it is most accurate in

forecasting frontal situations, being less effective with convective events.
investigation

the CCF procedure was applied to a limit

In this

of two hours ahead, the

resulting forecasts being used to assessstorm intensity, movement and coverage, and
API at the Blackford catchment,as outlined in section8.9.

8.9 Rainfall

Characteristics

And

Catchment

Status

The CCF system produced storm movement forecasts to two hours ahead, in the form
of 24 five minute radar images. In order to calculate the information required by the
knowledge base in tuning the model parameters, a short routine was written, again in
VAX FORTRAN,

to extend the output of the CCF.

This estimated the percentage
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coverage of the upper, middle and lower catchment, and the actual antecedent and
forecast precipitation index, as outlined below.

8.9.1 Catchment Division

In order to estimate the areal extent of the storm, the catchment was divided into three
equal areas, based on the 2 km radar grid.

Division was made as near perpendicular

to the direction of main stream flow as possible, in order to define upper, middle and
lower sections, based on distance from the basin outlet, as shown in Figure 8.6.

Figure 8.6 Catchment Division; Upper, Middle And Lower
in Terms Of 2Km Radar Grid
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8.9.2 Rainfall Areal PercentageCover

The precipitation volume forecast to fall on the catchmentas a whole was calculated
from the images createdby the CCF routine, converting rainfall intensity (mm/hr) at
each pixel into mm of precipitation depth. The sameprocedure was then carried out
for each of the three defined sub-areas,shown in Figure 8.6. The forecast volume
figures were then converted to percentagecover for each of the three sections, such
that :
PCTCOVA =

Upper CatchmentVolume/ Total CatchmentVolume * 100

PCTCOVB =

Middle CatchmentVolume/ Total CatchmentVolume * 100

PCTCOVC =

Lower CatchmentVolume/Total CatchmentVolume * 100

These figures were then used as input to the dynamic, or working, memory.

The

information was used to determine the areal extent of the storm, and thus the

appropriatePRTFforecastingparametervalueswhenrainfall movementdid not follow
stream flow orientation, as examinedin section 8.10.1.

8.9.3 AverageRainfall Intensity

The average rainfall intensity was calculated from the CCF routine two hour ahead
forecasts. Each catchment radar element coved by precipitation was used, those
receiving no rainfall being ignored.

The average rainfall intensity was then

determinedas :

RFINT

=

Sumof PixelRainfall /n

where n is the number of catchment radar pixels covered by rainfall input in the two
hour aheadforecast.
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8.9.4 Forecast and Actual API

In order to give information on catchment status,the actual API was calculated for the
basin as a whole, with rainfall from the last five minute radar frame, using the loss
value (k) found in Chapter7:

APInow=k" APIlast+ Rvnfalllast

(8.11)

Forecast information about soil moisture status was projected by a forecast
precipitation index using the CCF rainfall information. Calculation was carried out as
above, but using the rainfall values at each five minute step. The starting value for
eachtwo hour aheadprecipitation index forecastcalculation was the level up to the last
real radar image.

8.10 Knowledge

Base Operation

With rainfall movement forecastsprovided by the cross correlation forecastprocedure,
storm coverageand intensity and catchmentsoil statusestimated,this information was
used as input to the knowledge basedsystem. Figure 8.7 illustrates the decisions and
actions taken by the production system.

A `demon' was set to wait for each new radar rainfall update. When triggered the
demon carried out the analysis as follows.

Firstly, storm direction was estimated to

assesswhether it coincided with the direction of catchmentdrainage. If this was the
case, the stream flow oriented subroutines were called depending on whether storm
movement was with or againstof drainage. Following this, the appropriate shapeand
timing parameterswere located for the averagerainfall intensity forecastto occur over
the catchment.
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When storm direction did not coincide with catchmentdrainagedirection, then it was
considered that its path would take it horizontally acrossthe catchment. A decision
was then made as to whether the rainfall would cover the whole catchment, or only
one section.

If the entire drainage area was forecast to receive rainfall, then the

relevant y and 't settings were chosen, basedon storm rainfall intensity. For events
when the catchmentwould be `clipped' by a storm, and rainfall would be concentrated
only in one area, the effected section (upper, middle or lower) was located. The
gammaand tau valueswere then assessedwith referenceto rainfall severity.

Finally, information on catchmentmoisture status was usedto assesswhether rainfall
would contribute to rapid runoff.

The individual process stages are discussedand

examinedin more detail below.

8.10.1 Storm Direction

The direction of main streamdrainagein the Blackford Bridge catchmentis primarily
Northeast to Southwest (Figure 8.8), roughly 42° to 223°.

Information on overall storm movement was generatedby the CCF routine in degrees
as outlined in section 8.8. This information was passedas a variable `DIRN' to the
dynamic memory.

To define movement with similar orientation to catchment

drainage, an arbitrary value of 30° either side of main drainagedirection was chosen,
as shown in Figure 8.9.
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Figure 8.8 Direction Of Mainstream Drainage, Blackford Bridge Subcatchment

This provided a 60° acceptanceangle to classify storm movement as drainageoriented.
In practice, the decision as to whether a storm was aligned with main flow direction
was made by the production rules :

IF 193<_ DIRN<_ 253 THEN CALL

DOWNCAT

ELSE IF 12<_ DIRN S 72 THEN CALL
ELSE CALL

UPCAT

ACROSSCAT

END IF

The inference engine was then passed to the relevant storm subroutine.
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Figure 8.9 Storm Movement Acceptance Angle
With Regard To Catchment Drainage

8.10.2 Storm Movement With Flow

If the direction

of overall storm movement was with the direction

of catchment

drainage flow, then the storm was assumed to enter the catchment farthest from the
outflow point.

The rainfall intensity was then used to determine the appropriate shape

and timing parameters.

The shape value (y) was set with reference to the summarising equation :

7= 184.76 - 99.903 * LOG (Rainfall Intensity)

(8" I Z)
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The timing parameter(z) was set using the rainfall thresholdrule values :

IF RFINT < 24 THEN i= 10
IF 245RFINT<36THENti=9
IF 365 RFINT<40THENti=8
IF 40! 9 RFINT < 48 THEN r=7
IF 48: 5 RFINT < 60 THEN ti =6
IF 605RFINT<

152THEN r =5

IF RFINT >_152 THEN r=4

The parametervalues were then returned and API examined, to test effective rainfall

generation,asoutlinedin section8.9.9.

8.9.3 Storm Movement Against Flow

With the rainfall moving up-stream, away from the direction of flow, the event was
taken as entering the drainage basin at the outflow point.

Once movement in this

direction was established,the averagerainfall intensity value was again usedto define
the PRTF model shapeparameteras :

y= 178.97 + -87.373 * LOG (x)

(8.13)
where x is averagerainfall intensity (mm/hr).

The timing factor (i) was found to be zero for all rainfall intensities when storm
movement travelled from the outlet up along the catchment.
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8.10.4 Storm Movement Across the Catchment

When storm movement was outside the drainage orientation acceptanceangle, the
system assessthe extent and positioning of rainfall coverage. This was achieved by
comparison of the percentage of precipitation volume on each catchment section,
which was stored in the dynamic memory. Rainfall was assumedto be concentrated
in one section when greater than 65% of the forecastprecipitation volume occurred in
that section :
IF PCTCOVA > 65 THEN CALL UPPERSECTION
IF PCTCOVB > 65 THEN CALL MIDDLESECTION
IF PCTCOVC > 65 THEN CALL LOWERSECTION
ELSE CALL CATCHMENT WIDE

The value of 65% rainfall concentration was chosen arbitrarily, but ensured that the
majority of precipitation was sited over one sub-area. Once the coverageof the event
was established, the relevant program subroutine was called passing the forecast
averagerainfall intensity.

8.10.5 Catchment Wide Rainfall

If the rainfall was establishedas moving acrossthe basin, and covering more than one
section, then the PRTF shapeparameter was set for catchment wide rainfall.

The

gamma value was tuned using the relationship found in Chapter7 such that :

y= 93.272 + -55.471 * LOG (x)
(8.14)
where x is averagerainfall intensity (mm/hr).
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When rainfall coveragewas forecast to be catchmentwide the time adjustmentfactor
tau was set to zero.

8.10.6 Rainfall Concentration on the Upper Reach

When more than 65% of the forecast rainfall volume took place on the upper reach of
the catchment the storm was assumedto be concentratedthere. The model value of
gamma was set using rainfall intensity accordingto the relationship :
Y= 140.67 - 72.176 * LOG(x)

(8.15)

Forecastaveragerainfall intensity was also used to define the value of i such that :
IF RFINT < 36 THEN r =10
IF 365RENT

<44THENt=9

IF 445RFINT<50THENt

=8

RFINT <68 THEN

=7

IF 68: 5 RFINT < 92 THEN

=6

IF

IF 92: 5 RFINT < 122 THEN r=5
IF RFINT ? 122 THEN r=4

8.10.7 Rainfall Concentration on the Middle Reach
As with rainfall concentration on the upper catchmentsection, the PRTF y value was
set according to the relevant summarisingequation, where :
y= 82.691 + -51.426 * LOG (x)

(8.16)

The tau value was determined using the average rainfall intensity according to the
production rules :
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IF RFINT < 12 THEN r= 10
IF 12<_RFINT<16THEN

i=9

IF 16: 5 RFINT < 20 THEN ti =8
IF 20: 5 RFINT < 28 THEN r=7
IF 28: 5 RFINT < 40 THEN c=6
IF 40: 5 RFINT < 44 THEN ti =5
IF 44: 5 RFINT < 72 THEN r=4
IF 72<RENT

<112THENti=3

IF RFINT > 112 THEN r=2

8.10.8 Rainfall Concentratedon the Lower Reach

When stormmovementled to rainfall concentrationon thelower catchmentsection
only no runoff time delay was introduced and so tau was set to zero.

As with the upper and middle sections the magnitude of the shapeadjustment factor
was defined with referenceto the summarising equation relating it to averagerainfall
intensity :
y= 19.141 + -26.696 * LOG (z)

(8.17)

Onceestablished,
thetau andgammavalueswerereturnedfor usein the flow forecast
PRTF model.

8.10.9 Catchment Moisture Status

Information on the forecast catchment average precipitation was passed from the
extended CCF procedure to dynamic memory for every five minute radar update.
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This index value was basedon the `actual' basin index, up to the last radar image, plus
forecast rainfall from the CCF routine. In accordancewith the rainfall separationtank
concept (section 7.11), effective rainfall was considered to be produced when the
precipitation index value (analogousto current moisture level) exceededthe threshold
value of 29.79 mm (equivalent to the tank height).

In practical terms :
IF FAPI > ERT THEN Rainfall Contributes to Flow

where FAPI is the forecast catchment antecedentprecipitation index, and ERT is the
effective rainfall threshold.
Once the appropriate rules had beenapplied, the gamma,tau and rainfall contribution
factors were returned to the PRTF model. The forecast rainfall input, taken from
CCF, was then routed through the model to provide the two hour aheadforecast flow
hydrograph.

Section 8.12 shows the results of model testing using the 23 rainfall

events shown in Appendix A.

8.11

Decision Justification

A key element of a knowledge based system is that it should not merely provide
answers in isolation, without any indication of the `decision making process' which
led to them. Michie (1980) took this further, recommending a conceptualisation of
the knowledge and inferencing techniquesused,in the form of a `Human Window', to
aid user understandingof the system. This type of `humanising' is consideredvital to
systemsemployed in high risk applications (Welbank, 1983), an example of which is
flood forecasting. Accordingly, an explanation was attached to every rule, so that
when a decision was taken it explained the inference made. In practice, this was
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achieved by the inclusion of an explanatory statementin eachrule. Thus, when the
conditional (IF) part of a rule was satisfied, the appropriate action (THEN) was taken,
and a statement typed to the screen stating why the rule had been triggered.

For

example, with the storm moving down the catchment,in the direction of flow :
IF 12: 5 DIRN :5 72 THEN
TYPE*, 'Rainfall is moving against the direction of flow'
CALL UPCAT

END IF

8.12 System Testing

In order to test the model parametertuning system, and the relations established in a
realistic framework, a simulated real-time structure was defined. Rainfall input to the
system came from radar rainfall data, processedby the cross correlation forecasting
(CCF) routine outlined in section 8.8. From the rainfall forecasts this produced, the
direction, catchment percentagecoverage, rainfall intensity and API were calculated
and fed to the RAMPART system. With each update of the dynamic memory a new
set of PRTF parameters were determined, as outlined in section 8.10. The forecast
rainfall contribution to the flow was defined with reference to the forecast catchment
status,using the loss rate effective rainfall threshold from section7.12.

8.12.1 Rainfall - Runoff Events
In testing the system,thoserainfall-runoff eventsshown in Appendix A, and analysed
in Chapter 5, were used. These storms were analysed using the loss rate (L) and
effective rainfall threshold (ERT) for the catchment, as defined in Chapter 7. Due to
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the relatively narrow rangeof `optimum' L and ERT values for the individual events,

theuse of averagemagnitudesfor thesevariableswas seenasappropriate. A further
three `new' storms are analysedin Chapter 9 as casestudies.

8.12.2Methodology
The first step in the analysis was the identification of a PRTF model for the Blackford
Bridge subcatchment.

This was achieved using the MATH system, a (2,3)

configuration providing the best balance between forecast accuracy and parsimony.
Figure 8.10 shows the impulse responseof the PRTF model defined.
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Figure 8.10 PRTF Model Impulse Response,Blackford Bridge
With the model defined, eachof the 23 stormswas set to have an initial catchmentAPI
value of 20mm. In order to simulate real-time use,the whole radar-rainfall record for
each event was replayed, rainfall input and the standardloss rate being usedto define
catchment status. At each five minute time step the two hour aheadrainfall forecast,
from the CCF routine, was analysedto determine the rainfall characteristics required
as input to the RAMPART system.

Once established, these triggered the update
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demon, and the inference engine chained through the production rules to find the most
appropriate values of y and i.

With the shape and timing parameters defined, rainfall

contribution to flow was assessedby the catchment moisture section, comparing
forecast API to the thresholdeffective rainfall threshold.

The run time of RAMPART
VAX 3100 Workstation.

is very fast, taking less than a second to complete on a

Once the parameters and contribution to flow were defined

the values were used by the PRTF model in generating the next five minute, two hour
ahead forecast, such that :

In this way, the forecast hydrographs were produced for each of the storm events,
using forecast rainfall input and tuned shape, timing and rainfall contributing factors.

To enable comparison with the tuned models, the rainfall events were re-run, using a
static PRTF model to produce forecast flow.

Here, event percentage runoff was

defined using `delta' as a rainfall scaling factor, as outline in section 6.4.4. The delta
value was determined manually for each event to give the best fit to the actual flow
hydrograph.

All other factors were kept the same, rainfall input again coming from

the CCF program as before. An `optimum' simulation of each event was also carried
out, again using the forecast rainfall to establish the `best' flow forecast possible with
the input data.

Here the event model parameters were tuned manually, using the
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MATH program, to provide the lowest errors for the simulation hydrograph. The
forecastsproduced by the RAMPART system are shown in Appendix A, to provide a
visual comparison with the observedrunoff event.
To provide an objective assessmentof rainfall model tuning performance,the forecast
and simulation flow hydrographs were compared with the true catchment outflow.
An RMSE value was calculated for each event, as shown in table 8.1. In all, 14 of
the 23 rainfall-runoff events used in the investigation were forecast more accurately
using parameter tuning. In several of the events the tuned model gave results which
were very close to the optimised simulation. In each of the 9 caseswhere the static
model out-performed the the tuned model, the difference was within a factor of two.
Some of the forecasts show underestimation of the rising limb, such as the 18/11/86
event, (Appendix A). This may be due to the definition and use of only one rainfall
tank loss factor (L). Where forecasts are too low the loss term is set too high, such
that precipitation input is usedin attaining the ERT, whereas it is effective rainfall in
the actually catchment.
The RMSE provides a good measure of flow accuracy over the hydrograph as a
whole.

As mentioned in section 6.9.2, however, it is the precision with which the

magnitude and timing of peak runoff is modelled which is most important in a flood
warning context. In this sensea `bad' forecastmay be defined as one which forecasts
runoff peak at the right time, but too low, underestimating the severity of the flood, or
gives correct magnitude but with a time lag, providing a reduced senseof urgency
about the event. The `worst' forecast case would be the one where both volumetric
and timing errors are evident, giving a false sense of security about the scale and
immediacy of the action required.
In order to addressthese points a more detailed investigation was performed on the
magnitude and timing of the flow peak.
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Table 8.1 RMSE Values From Static, Tuned And Optimum PRTFModels
Date
Of
Event

Static
PRTF
Error

Tuned
PRTF
Error

Optimized
PRTF
Error

020382

14.06

4.21

3.03

250682
170882

9.34
13.27

2.62
3.8

2.11
2.43

181282
140183

11.35
15.43

9.50
4.19

9.13
3.82

9.80

310183

28.33

21.02

070683

17.96

11.41

4.74

050284
160384
171084

13.91
7.62
7.89

7.28
16.85
1.94

4.06
5.13
1.50

021184
290185
261085

19.68
3.59
6.42

8.22
9.27
7.43

6.35
2.18
2.43

121285
090186
250886
260886
251086
301086

7.38
9.68
26.40
26.27
5.78
2.61

12.32
14.21
9.57
8.44
4.54
3.39

4.55
5.52
7.83
7.74
1.60
1.34

181186
141286

16.33
8.99

30.62
6.64

9.51
3.28

291286

26.59

29.35

7.83

030187

8.25

9.83

5.22

i) Peak Volume
To provide an indication of the error between the actual and forecast flood event
magnitudes the difference in river discharge (in cumecs) was analysed at peak flow.
This gives a representation of the physical error in flood severity forecast.

The

relevant stageheights were related to NRA warning levels, and are shown in table 8.2.
ii) Peak Timing
In order to assessthe accuracyof flood forecast timing, a percentageterm was defined
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relating the forecast timing inaccuracy to the time to peak of the event, such that
percentagetiming error was defined as :
Timing PercentageError = (Timing Inaccuracy/Event Time ToPeak) * 100
This techniquereflects the importanceof increasedforecasttiming accuracythe shorter
the lead time available.
Table 8.2 RAMPART Timing, Volume and NRA Warning Errors
Date
Of
Event

Percent
Timing
Error

Flow
Stage
Error
Error
(Cumecs) (Metres)

Forecast
NRA
Warning

Actual
NRA
Warning

020382
250682

+27.86
+0.13

+1.07
+0.91

+0.04
+0.03

No
Yes

No
Yes

170882
181282
140183
310183
070683

+31.28
+16.94
+22.30
+23.79
+9.84

+0.66
+1.78
+1.20
+1.82
+0.84

+0.01
+0.09
+0.05
+0.09
+0.02

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

+24.47
+18.95
+12.11

-1.07
+0.96
+0.66

-0.04
+0.03
+0.01

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

021184

+8.63

0.00

0.00

290185
261085
121285

Yes

Yes

+18.45
+28.31
+42.30

-1.20
+1.47
0.00

-0.05
+0.07
0.00

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

+0.66
+1.33
-1.47

+0.01
+0.06
+0.07

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

251086

+32.48
+7.61
-2.40

+14.81

+0.66

+0.01

Yes

Yes

301086
181186

+43.19
+23.35

+0.84
-1.63

+0.02
-0.08

No
Yes

No
Yes

-1.33

-0.06

Yes

Yes

050284
160384
171084

090186
250886
260886

141286

291286
030187

+11.72

+8.58
+9.27

-0.66

+0.66

-0.01

+0.01

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

The analysis of runoff peak timing and magnitude in detail shows that the RAMPART
system performs well in forecasting the severity of the flow peak, being consistently
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less than 0.1 metres in error (1.95 cumecs), and often better. This meant that the
runoff level was accurately forecast in relation to the NRA flood warning for each
event. The most significant problem occurred in the timing of the forecast of peak
discharge. Here errors of up to 43% of the time to peak were evident in the forecasts
produced by the system.

8.13 Distributed

Rainfall-Runoff

Models

8.13.1 Introduction
The spatial distribution of rainfall is important in its influence on the runoff
hydrograph from a storm event, addressed in the RAMPART system by model
parameter tuning, and being more widely and better understood with the increasing
use of radar for precipitation measurement. In an attempt to take into account the
influence of detailed rainfall spatial distribution, both semi-distributed and fully
distributed models have beendeveloped. This sectionprovides a brief introduction to
such models, and describeswork carried out on the Blackford Bridge area, followed
by a comparisonof with the RAMPART systemforecasts.

Models
8.13.2DistributedandSemi-Distributed
The distributed modelling approach includes consideration of storm and catchment
characteristics in forecastingthe flow hydrograph from a rainfall event. The rainfallrunoff process over a basin may be generally simulated by three hydrological
components:
" Abstraction loss (interception, surfacedepression,infiltration etc.)
" Rainfall-runoff transformationof net rainfall
" River flow transportation
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The main principle of the semi-distributed model is its consideration of rainfall at a
subcatchment scale.

In this way a rainfall-runoff model is used for each sub-

catchment area to transform precipitation to river flow.

Single input single output

(SISO) models have been used in this way, but owing to the high heterogeneity of
rainfall spatially, and the differences in responseof tributaries within a large basin it
may be advantageousto fit different models for each sub-catchment. The use of
multiple input single output (MISO) models provides a means of addressing this
problem when the catchmentis primarily influenced by spatialrainfall distribution and
drainage basin sub-catchmentshave different responses. However multicolinearity
(ie. high cross correlation between inputs) is a major problem in MISO systems
(Harpin, 1982), resulting in one input being incorrectly labelled as having made a
greater contribution to the output than it did, whilst the impact of another may be
reduced.

It is not intended here to provide a comprehensive list or explanation of the many
distributed and semi-distributed models which have been developed. For this, the
reader is referred to the work of Bevan (1985,1989, and 1991), Wood et al. (1988),
and Loague and Freeze (1985).

8.13.3DistributedModellingOf BlackfordBridge

Yu (1989) adopted a distributed approach to modelling the Blackford Bridge
catchment, using a grid based representation. In order to describe the surface and
subsurface characteristics of the catchment and their heterogeneity, the input data
relating to the physical conditions of the basin were prepared with reference to a grid
basedmesh, including :
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i) Basin Size And Shape

The catchmentwas first simplified by dividing the actual basin into a grid basedmesh,
as shown in figure 8.12.

CatchmentRepresentation
Meteorological Data
Topographic Data
Soil AndVegetation Data
Channel Network

Hydrological Response

Figure 8.12 Grid Based Model Input Characteristics (After Yu, 1989)

Each grid was given an areapercentageto define the amountof eachsquarebelonging
to the study area.
ii) Meteorological Data
The only meteorological input considered was rainfall intensity at each grid square,
losses due to evaporation being neglected. The rainfall at each grid was calculated as
the percentage area multiplied by the rainfall intensity at that grid.

iii) Soil Type
A soil map of the catchment area was used to identify the infiltration

loss parameters

for rainfall occurring at each grid square. Excess rainfall was obtained in terms of the
interaction between rainfall intensity and the relevant infiltration capacity curve.
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iv) Topography
When excessrainfall lead to overland flow the ground surfacetopography was usedto
move water to the neighbouring grids. The topographic representationwas simplified
to an average flow direction, slope and length, within each 2km by 2km square.
Direction of flow was determinedsubjectively from a contour map. Surfaceslope also
came from a contour map, being taken as the average of four central point surface
slopes within one grid square. Overland flow length was defined as the length that
overland flow was delivered to the next neighbour grid or the river.

v) VegetationType
Vegetation cover was used in the assessmentof Manning's N, defining surface
roughness, which in turn influences the storage coefficient.

A higher surface

roughnessleads to lower flow velocities and longer residencetimes, allowing a greater
chanceof infiltration.

vi) Channel Configuration
A description of the river network was included in the Yu model, as its form directly
influences storm runoff hydrograph. The procedure used consisted of channel order
identification and code number labelling from lower to higher order streams, and
down streamto upstream.

The rainfall data used for input to the model was 2 km by 2 km radar data, a basic
4km2 grid mesh being usedin simulating surface and subsurfacecharacteristics. The
processes of runoff transformation were realised as an integrated effect of rainfall
passingthrough different layers of catchmentcharacteristics.
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8.13.4 Comparison With The RAMPART System

In testing the grid baseddistributed model (GBDM), Yu (1989) applied five of the
same events as used in the present investigation.

Figures 8.13 to 8.17 show the

comparison hydrographs between the observed event runoff and the GBDM and
RAMPART forecasts. Table 8.3 shows the timing, volume and NRA warning errors.
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Figure 8.13 Event Of 18th December,1982, ObservedAnd Forecast Hydrographs
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Figure 8.14 Event Of 2nd November,1984, ObservedAnd Forecast Hydrographs
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Figure 8.15 Event Of 26th August, 1986, Observed And Forecast Hydrographs
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Figure 8.16 Event Of 25th October, 1986, ObservedAnd Forecast Hydrographs
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Figure 8.17 Event Of 29th December,1986, ObservedAnd Forecast Hydrographs

Table 8.3 GBDM Timing, Volume and NRA Warning Errors
Date
Of
Event
181282
021184
260886
251086
291286

Percent
Timing
Error
+8.31
+12.83
+11.97
+22.35
+37.62

Flow
Stage
Error
Error
(Cumecs) (Metres)
-1.07
+1.78
+0.84
+1.82
+0.95

Forecast
NRA
Warning

Actual
NRA
Warning

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

-0.04
+0.09
+0.02
+0.09
+0.03

Comparison of the forecasts made using the GBDM and RAMPART
both able to represent river flow magnitude quite accurately.

systems shows

The RAMPART system

provides better forecasts in three of the five events, although all are within
cumecs of the observed peak runoff.

1.95

Examination of event peak timing forecast using
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the two systems shows that RAMPART producesthe lowest errors for four of the five
storms, the grid baseddistributed model being better on the event of December 18th
1982. The error range (as a percentageof time to peak) for the RAMPART systemis
-2.0 to +16.95. The GBDM is considerable less accurate producing forecasts
between
-8.31 and +37.62 in error. Visual assessmentof the forecast hydrographs
shows that the GBDM suffers problems with fluctuation of both the rising and
recessionlimbs, being more severethan that affecting the RAMPART forecasts.
Visual analysis of the GBDM forecastsreveals problems with hydrograph
oscillation
or fluctuation, especially in the rising limb. This may be due to the high sensitivity
the distributed system shows to errors in rainfall input. Net rainfall in the GBDM is
estimated by considering the physical catchment conditions, but no technique is used
to update the rainfall data. Precipitation errors are thus passedto the ground surface
without any corrections. In this way, Yu (1989), statesthat rainfall positive errors will
causemore overland flow and the GBDM stateupdating is unable to update this error.
In the events of 25/10/86 and 28/12/86 the RAMPART systemproved unsuccessfulin
representing the hydrograph rising limb.

A possible reason for this is the

identification of rainfall in the upper section of the catchment,causing a delaying and
reshaping of the forecast. The observedflow for the event was higher, due to action
of heavier rainfall in the middle section, causing a higher and more immediate
responsethan forecastby the RAMPART system.

It is difficult, and possibly misleading, to draw conclusions from such a small sample
of events, but it suggeststhat the greatly increasedcomplexity of model structure and
associated data needs of the grid based approach do not serve to improve forecasts.
Added to this is the increased model running time needed to process the greater
quantities of distributed data, which may be a severedisadvantagein a real time flood
warning system. These problems led to the conclusion that, for the presentat least, a
lumped modelling system, following a knowledge based approach,is more efficient
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and accuratein a flood forecasting context. A similar conclusionwas also reachedby
Yu in 1989, who states "...it seemsthat GBDM doesnot have significant benefit over
lumped models. From the point of view of model input
and rainfall error influence,
the lumped models havethe advantageover GBDM. ".

8.14 Discussion

The RAMPART systempresentedin this chapteris a first attempt at using knowledge
based techniques in flow forecasting. Instead of error prediction or state updating,
the system applies knowledge of the interaction of rainfall and catchment as they
influence model parameters. The knowledge is applied as the event takes place,
parameter estimation being carried out with reference to forecast rainfall and
catchmentstatusat each5 minute radar step.
The forecasts obtainedusing the RAMPART optimised PRTF model gaveencouraging
results. In almost two thirds of the casesexamined parameter tuning resulted in a
reduction in hydrograph errors when compared with a static PRTF.

Detailed

examination of the RAMPART forecasts revealedthat where problems did occur they
were mostly related to the timing parameter. This may be due to differences between
the synthetic catchment used to infer the r settings, and the Blackford Bridge area
where they were applied. In each case the shape adjustment factor, y, performed
well, emulating the actual hydrograph form better than the static model.
A further problem in some runoff sequenceswas hydrograph fluctuation, related to
inconsistenciesin the rainfall forecastproducedby the CCF routine. When rainfall is
forecast to occur in one sectionof the catchment,with a given intensity, the parameters
are set appropriately. If the next forecast changesthe rainfall coverage and intensity
markedly, the model response is similarly altered.

In order to counteract this
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Firstly, and most obviously, a more

accurate rainfall forecasting procedure should produce more stable model tuning
parameter settings. The desire for a highly accurateforecast of rainfall movement is
not confined to this investigation. In a real world context, however, the useof some
form of parameter restraint may help reduce the effect of forecast fluctuation. Here
the rate of change of the PRTF parameters may be restricted in order to avoid large
changes at any one time step. On this way, parameterswould take longer to attain
extreme values, but persistencein direction of change over a number of time steps
would reflect genuine rainfall / catchment characteristics, rather than a single
intermittent forecasterror.

Comparison with a GBDM developed by Yu (1989) for the Blackford Bridge
catchment showed the knowledge based approach to be less `data hungry', and
produce more accurate forecasts in most cases,especially in terms of runoff peak
timing. Despite the improvements in hydrograph forecastingusing parametertuning,
the technique is far from perfect.

In every event used there is still room for

improvement, as can be seenby comparing the RAMPART forecastswith those for the
manually optimised PRTF simulation.

The answer to better forecasting using a

knowledge basedapproachmay lie in refining the knowledge already gained, such as
the use of seasonalloss and ERT values. Alternatively progressmay be possible in
investigating different factors which which affect the runoff hydrograph, and are
available in real-time. In this study no account was taken of infiltration excess flow
generation, that is transformation of precipitation into flow when rainfall intensity is
greater than infiltration rate.

At a given rainfall intensity this would lead to

hydrograph rise, regardless of catchment antecedentstatus. Another possible factor
for investigation is catchment snow coverage. As stated in Chapter 2, snow cover
may completely absorb a rainfall event and release it some time later with a
significantly increased volume. This may be important on rural upland catchments
such as Blackford Bridge and other similar rapid responseareas.
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8.15 Conclusion

This chapter details the the development of a simple knowledge basedsystem, using
cognition of rainfall extent, movement and intensity induced on a synthetic drainage
area, together with loss rate and effective rainfall threshold from real catchmentdata.
The information gained was encodedas production rules within a knowledge base. A
current status memory was fed with information about storm dynamics and catchment
API from a rainfall forecastingprogram, at five minute intervals. In order to maintain
rainfall forecast accuracya forecasttime of two hours was used,giving reliable results
with the frontal events used.

Using RAMPART for PRTF parameterestimation gaveencouragingresults, producing
improved flow forecastsin 14 of the 23 events evaluated,providing greatestaccuracy
in runoff peak estimation, but suffering significant errors in peak timing. Fluctuation
of forecast hydrograph responsealso proved to be a problem in some forecasts. This
is due to inconsistencies in the forecast rainfall input to the system. The effects of
responsefluctuation may be modified by improved forecasting techniques,or the use
of restraint of parameterrate of change. Improvementsto the system are possible, as
shown by the optimised PRTF errors. Further investigation may be useful in refining
the knowledge in the systemat present,or in analysing other variableswhich influence
the rainfall-runoff process.

A further area for investigation may be the application of some form of `learning'
technique. Here the storm and catchmentcharacteristicsmay be usedto to update the
knowledge base automatically.

When the model is found to perform badly, the

characteristics of the event are added to the knowledge base, along with the optimum
model parameterswhich should have been used. Thus, next time a similar situation
occurs, the systemshould recogniseit and, hopefully, perform better.
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9

CASE STUDIES

9.1 Introduction
Flood forecasting may be thought of as one type of information system.

Such

structures have been describes by Jordan (1990) as an integration of five major
components; people, procedures, hardware, software and data, as shown in Figure
9.1.

EY
ATA

Figure 9.1 Five ComponentsOf An Information System(After Jordan, 1990)
Within this representation,the centre line denotesthe symmetrical split betweenpeople
and computer hardware. Data is the central component of the system, consisting of
information about rainfall, from radar and raingauges, and river flows, from
measuring outstations. The proceduresand software provide instructions for people
and computers respectively. These are then sources of `activity' in processing and
handling the data.
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Throughout this thesis a number of software analyses and techniques have been
developed using a knowledge based approach to improve warning of fast response
events.

In this chapter, three case studies are presented to illustrate how these

techniques may be applied in the setting of a real-world flood warning system.
Within the casestudies, displays and forecastsare generatedas they may be seenby a
flood forecasting officer monitoring one catchmentduring an event.

For each event, an overview of the climatic situation around the British Isles is given
with the use of synoptic charts. Storm movement over the North West areais shown
with the use of radar rainfall data.

From this, the return period of the event is

calculated and displayed in distributed form as the storm progresses.

Flow

hydrograph forecasts are produced and displayed using the RAMPART program,
along with standardtransfer function model forecasts,as a comparison.

9.2 Methodology

9.2.1 Synoptic Overview

For each of the three cast studies a synoptic overview leading up to the event is
presented. The synoptic charts were sourcedfrom the Royal Meteorological Society
Monthly Weather Log in `Weather' magazine, and provide an outline of the wider
synoptic conditions. The four charts shown for each storm show the conditions on
the day of the event, along with the two days leading up to it and the day which
followed.

A short description of the synoptic condition is also given, describing

rainfall movement, pressure variation and temperaturechanges during the period of
interest. This information is again quoted from the Monthly WeatherLog.
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9.2.2 RadarRainfall Movement

At a more detailed scalethan the synoptic charts,information about rainfall movement
is provided by radar data. The radar images presented are those produced by the
Hameldon Hill device, and are similar to those sent in near real-time to NRA Flood
ForecastingOffices and the Meteorological Office.

The radar data comes from archive magnetic tapes, decoded and displayed using
FORTRAN and UNIRAS code developed by the author. The radar images proved
visual information about storm progression, and changes in rainfall intensity with
time. The time step of each of the radar images is not equal, being chosen to show
storm movement most effectively within the duration of the event.

9.2.3 Rainfall Return Period

In order to allow an assessmentof rainfall recurrence interval, the intensity-durationfrequency analysis developed in Chapter 4 was applied to the rainfall as it took place
over the catchment. The rainfall duration for eachradar pixel was taken as that time
since the start of precipitation on that area. The radar rainfall data for each pixel was
then converted into frequency information using the Probability Weighted Moments
distribution estimates,as outlined in section4.8.

In assigning a return period to each rainfall square,the artificial rainfall databasewas
used.

As such, the return period values shown in each three dimensional image

should only be regarded as visual examples of the type of plot produced. The plots
themselves are displayed using UNIRAS graphics, designed and implemented by the
author.
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9.2.4 Flow Forecasts

As well as providing information about event recurrence interval, radar rainfall data
was also used to produce flow forecasts for the catchment with the RAMPART
system.

In response to the problems encountered with forecast hydrograph

fluctuation due to forecast rainfall errors, precipitation forecasts were not used as
inputs to the system. In carrying out the three case studieshere, several alternative
scenarios were considered, including no more rain, past average rain and perfect
foresight. The influence of differing rainfall forecast scenarioshas been discussedin
detail by Owens (1986).

In order to rule out the effects of inaccuraciesin rainfall forecastsperfect foresight was
chosen as input to the parametertuning system. Using this method, the actual rainfall
two hours aheadwas usedto calculate catchment statusand storm direction, coverage
and intensity instead of the cross correlation forecasting routine discussedin Chapter
8. The perfect rainfall `forecasts' were then usedto provide inputs to the RAMPART
system, as outlined in sections 8.8 and 8.9.

By way of a comparison, the same

perfect foresight rainfall was usedas input to a non-adaptive transfer function model,
percentage runoff scaling being carried out using delta, as discussed by Owens
(1986).

The hydrograph plots show the flow forecasts produced for each of the

models usedalong with the actual catchmentresponsefor comparison.
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9.3 Event of 24th August 1982

9.3.1 Synoptic Conditions
August began with a spell of warm thundery weather,
with high pressure between Iceland and Norway and a
light easterly air-stream over much of Britain. On the
8th a much more unsettled westerly regime began. A
series of depressions moved north near Iceland and
associated troughs moved eastwards across northern
areas, accompanied by rain between the 11th and 18th.
On the 19th, brighter showery weather moved in, with
some heavy thunderstorm activity. The shower3
weather continued in the North throughout the 20th
and 21st, unsettled conditions being maintained. The
event of the 24th took place during a further low,
when the North suffered severe gales and rainfall
occurred over most parts of Britain. This low moved
away slowly northwards, leaving a cool, shower)
air-stream.
aunace voservauons
at 1200 Hours 24/08/82
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Synoptic WeatherCharts

Figure 9.2 Synoptic Conditions For The United Kingdom 24th August, 1982
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9.3.2 Radar Data

The rainfall field which causedthe event of the 24th of August may be seenin Figure
9.3. The radar plots show the storm movement from the west, becoming apparentas
a significant event at about 9: 28. As the event progressed,it increasedin intensity
moving rapidly eastwards. The event becamemost severebetween 9: 37 and 9:52.
During the next twenty minutes it died out quite considerably, both in extent and
intensity.

By 10:32 the storm had greatly reduced in severity and continued its

movement eastwards,out of radarrange.

9.3.3 Event Return Period

Figure 9.4 shows the distributed radar return period analysis for the 24th of August
event as it took place. The rainfall durations under each plot refer to the duration
since the beginning of rainfall on any part of the catchment. The intensity of the first
part of the storm to cross the catchmentwas quite low. After ten minutes, recurrence
intervals of between <0.5 years and 1 year are indicated. One hour into the event, the
northern part of the catchment shows relatively rarer rainfall than the southern parts,
the highest return period being at the northern tip of the catchment, showing a1 in 8
year event.

After two hours, the more extremerainfall is still concentratedin the upper catchment
area, showing recurrence intervals of up to 8 years. The plot of 4 hour return period
shows rarer precipitation spreading southwards over the catchment, with recurrence
intervals in the 1 to 15 year range. Examination of the 8 hour return period plot
shows a change in rainfall severity distribution.

Here, the northern section of the

catchment shows a fairly uniform recurrence interval of 1 to 2 years, whereas the
southern areas show return periods of upto 1 in 8 years. At the end of the event (8
hours 35 minutes in total) the `true' return period of the event may be found. Overall
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the distribution analysis shows the event to have been between an annual and 1 in 4
year storm, in relation to Blackford Bridge.

The presenceof very high intensity

rainfall input at the southeastcorner of the catchment hasraised the return period of
one radar pixel considerably. The overall catchmentwide return period at the end of
the event labels it as a1 in 4 year storm.

9.3.4 Hydrograph Forecast

The comparison of actual and forecast flow hydrographsfor the August 24th event is
shown in Figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.5 24th August, 1982 Forecastand Actual Flow Hydrographs

The non-adaptive transfer function model responds quickly to the rainfall input,
causing a peak at three hours into the event, and further fluctuating peaks up to 6
hours, all higher than the true catchmentresponse. The main hydrograph peak takes
place at approximately 14 hours. The non-adaptive model missesthis both in timing
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and flow, the timing being forecast around four hours late, and the flow being 40
cumecs below the actual. The recession part of the hydrograph is well represented,
although this is of little interestin comparisonwith flow peak.

The tuned PRTF model output, from RAMPART, shows some volumetric errors on
the rising limb of the hydrograph, specifically between three and eight hours into the
event. The errors appearto be due to an over-estimateof soil moisture status,leading
to a higher level of forecast runoff than actually took place. The main hydrograph
peak is represented well in terms of flow magnitude. However, a timing error is
presentof approximately two hours, representingthe flow peak as occurring later than
was actually the case.

As with the static forecast, the recession limb of the

hydrograph was quite well modelled, but again this is of less importance than the
timing and extent of the flow peak.

Overall,the tunedmodelproduceda moreaccurateforecastof both therisinglimb and
peak discharge than did the static transfer function.

The flow volume was well

represented,but a timing error was evident in the hydrograph peak.
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9.4 Event of 21st November 1982
9.4.1 SynopticConditions

SurfaceObservations
at 1200Hours 21/11/82

November began with a high pressure belt over south
east Europe, a slow moving front causing rain in
central Britain. A succession of troughs moved north
east, bringing large amounts of cloud and some rain.
Between the 6th and 10th a series of depressions
maved over the Atlantic, maintaining unsettle(
conditions as their associated fronts moved across the
country. The 11th and 12th brought a vigorous cold
front with heavy rain and squalls. Following this was
a brief cold spell, bringing snow showers in the north,
and a depression in the south east on the 14th. In the
the north this lead to snow, especially on high ground.
The event of the 21st took place after a short respite of
milder weather, but formed part of a period of strong
winds and incursions of cold air from the north west.
This lead to rain in many areas,and was followed on
the 23rd by show falls.
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Figure 9.6 Synoptic Conditions For The United Kingdom 21st November, 1982
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9.4.2 Radar Data

Figure 9.7 shows the radar coverage of the precipitation which caused the event of
21st November, 1982. The rainfall first appeared at 7: 10, and moved eastwards
across the radar field. By 7: 52 the event had reachedthe west side of the Pennines
and began to intensify.

Over the following 30 minutes it continued to move

eastwards,becoming heavier and more widespread. From 9:52 the storm began to
decreaseand proceededto move eastwardswith much lower intensity.

9.4.3 Event Return Period

The distributed return period analysis shown in Figure 9.8, relates the changes in
rainfall over time to the intensity duration frequency relationships for eachradar pixel
within the Blackford catchment. The rainfall during the first hour is very low, with
recurrence intervals of a maximum 1 in 2 year event. The two hour analysis shows
that the northern areaof the catchmenthas begun to receive rainfall up to 8 year return
period on some of the pixels.

The following two hours sees the rarest of the

precipitation, a band of high recurrenceinterval rain being registeredacrossthe middle
of the catchment. Here, return periods of 15 to 20 years are attributed to the four year
rainfall.

To the north and south of this line are lower return period falls, maximum

values being in the 4 to 8 year range. As the storm continues, the rainfall becomes
more frequent, with confined pixels recording up to 8 or 15 years precipitation. The
end of the storm shows distributed rainfall return periods of 0.5 or less, to a maximum
of 8 years for the event. The overall catchmentrainfall return period was found to be
the I in 6 year storm.
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9.4.4 Hydrograph Forecast

Figure 9.9 shows the flow hydrographs for the tuned PRTF and standard transfer
function forecasts,together with the true runoff for the event. The standardTF model
shows timing errors from the start of hydrograph rise. These problems worsen as
river flow increases, and results in a timing error at peak flow of around two hours.
The shape of the rising, peak and falling sections of the hydrograph are quite
accurately forecast by the TF model. However, the dischargeat time of peak flow is
forecast as lower than was actually producedby the event.
The RAMPART flow forecast has a late hydrograph rise and delayed peak flow when
compared with the actual catchment runoff. However, theseare not as severeas the
standard TF model, showing a maximum timing error of just under one hour. The
hydrograph shapeis well reproduced by the tuned model on both rising and falling
sections. Runoff volume is also well represented,with a slight under-estimate of
peak flow discharge.
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Figure 9.9 21st November,1982 Forecastand Actual Flow Hydrographs
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9.5 Event of 31st October 1986
9.5.1 SynopticConditions
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SurfaceObservations
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Ö

October 1986 began with dry, sunny weather across
southern Britain, with fog and cloud at the start and
end of the day. The north of the country was less
settled, weak Atlantic fronts producing cloud and rain.
A cold front moved across the south-easton the 9th
and 10th, with showersfailing in the north. A further
cold front crossedthe country on the 14th, giving up
to 25mm of rainfall in some areas. The extending
influence of depressionsnear Iceland lead to falling
pressure over the British Isles, and a very unsettled
spell. On the 20th an intense secondarydepression
moved east across central areas, bringing rain and
gales. Snow showers followed on high ground in the
north, and further fronts between 24th and 26th
produced severerain and gales. The event of the 31st
took place in this seriesof depressions,and was part
of a period of heavy rain and severewinds.
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Figure 9.10 Synoptic Conditions For The United Kingdom 31st October, 1986
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9.5.2 Radar Data

Figure 9.11 shows the radar images producedby the October 31st, 1986event. The
storm which hit the Blackford Bridge area was part of a series of fronts and fierce
gales which moved acrossthe country. The main rainfall began to move in from the
southwest at around 22: 17. By 22:47 it was beginning to intensify, moving northeast
over the field of radar coverage. A further intenserainfall belt may also be identified
at the northern extent of the radar image. The intensification of the event continued
through midnight, and into the first day of November, maintaining its northeasterly
direction and high intensity levels.

9.5.3 Event Return Period

The distributed rainfall return period analysis is shown in Figure 9.12. The first ten
minutes of the event show relatively low severity rainfall in relation to the Blackford
area. After one hour the northwest section of the drainage basin shows rainfall
between 8 and 20 year recurrence interval.

This contrasts with the eastern radar

pixels, which register a maximum of 4 years return period. At the end of two hours
the events' west / east division is still evident across the centre of the catchment,
although the rarer precipitation has spread further to the east. The 240 minute plot
show a generalreduction in the storm `risk'. Over the majority of the areathe rainfall
lies in the 1 to 8 year return period range, with only a single pixel at the southwest
corner showing significantly higher rainfall rarity.

The eight hour graph indicates

lower recurrence interval precipitation west to eastacrossthe centre of the catchment,
with higher return period rain to the northern and southern reaches. The split in
precipitation severity appearsquite large, the north and south areas recording return
periods in the 15 to 20 year range whereas the centre section shows only a1 to 4 year
fall. The event ended after nine hours 35 minutes, when precipitation had stoppedon
all catchmentpixels. The final distributed return periods for the storm showedoverall
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rarer rainfall in the centre and northern catchmentand more `common' rain at the west,
eastand southernedgesof the area.

9.5.4 Hydrograph Forecast

The forecast flow hydrographsfor the 31st October 1986 event may be seenin Figure
9.13. Here the standardtransfer function model performs significantly better than the
knowledge based tuning approach. The TF forecast shows a minor timing error,
rising just before the actual hydrograph, and the peak flow is marginally underestimated.

The recession limb, although less important than the rising and peak

sectionsof the hydrograph, is well representedby the standardTF model. The PRTF
forecast shows a significant error after the rising limb of the flow hydrograph. This
timing problem becomes worse as the runoff moves to peak flow.

The maximum

forecast flow is also incorrect, being significantly lower than the actual flow level.

The main problem with the RAMPART forecast is the inaccurate shape and timing
parameter settings, causing late rising and regression limbs and a low runoff peak.
The incorrect parameterestimation may be due to the identification of the majority of
rainfall as occurring in the upper section of the catchment in the early stages of the
event.

This would cause the system to delay and reshapethe flow forecast. The

action of more intense rain in the middle and lower catchment sections, later in the
event, appearsto have counterbalancedany timing and shapechanges, but this was
not accounted for in the PRTF forecast. The standard TF model, by contrast, only
responded to rainfall input and consequentlyproduced a more accurate responsefor
this event.
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Figure 9.13 31st October,1986 Forecastand Actual Flow Hydrographs

9.6 Conclusions
This chapter hasgiven a demonstrationof the potential usesof some of the techniques
and analyses developed throughout the rest of the thesis. Three events have been
investigated with distributed return period analysis and runoff hydrograph forecasting,
using a knowledge based approach.

The assessmentof return period allowed

identification of storm developmentas it took place in relation to the rainfall regime of
the catchment.

The knowledge based parameter tuning system gave improved forecasts over a
standarddelta transfer function model in two of the three casesinvestigated. Where
the RAMPART system produced a poorer forecast the problems may be due to
inappropriate timing and shapeparameter settings, related to the position of rainfall
concentration over the catchment. This highlights the systemas a first application of
the knowledge basedapproachin real-time forecasting. The opportunities for further
researchinto this type of techniqueare discussedin Chapter 10.
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10

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

10.1 Introduction
This thesis has detailed research into the use of a knowledge based approach in
extending lead time and improving forecasting accuracy of rapid responseflooding
within a real-time environment.

Traditional knowledge engineering, eliciting

knowledge from a domain expert, proved to be unsatisfactory due largely to the
number and complexity of catchmentsin a region as a whole. As a result, the relevant
`expertise' had to be established,and a wider approachwas sought to the sourcing and
application of knowledge.

Cognizance of catchment rainfall regime and machine

induction techniques were used, based around radar rainfall input, to assessstorm
risk, catchment status and forecast flow hydrograph. This chapter outlines the main
conclusions of the research, applications of the techniques evolved and
recommendationsfor future work which the investigation raised.

10.2 Conclusions

and Recommendations

10.2.1 Rapid ResponseFlooding
Rapid inundation, whether from flash flooding or rapid response catchments has
proved to be one of the most unpredictable and devastating forms of flood response.
The short time between the causalevent and resultant runoff meansthat warning lead
time is at a premium. In forecasting a rapid responseevent, the extension of this lead
time, either by information about storm risk or accuratestorm flow forecasting, may
allow short term warnings to be issued in time for evacuation,amelioration or control
of the flood flows.
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10.2.2 Radar

In providing prior information about an event, or a combination of factors likely to
causerapid responseflooding, information about the rainfall input to the system, and
current catchment status are vital.

Remote sensingof the atmosphereusing radar

provides rainfall information updated at five minute intervals over a large area. As
well as the real-time catchmentinput, radar also allows monitoring and forecastingof
the precipitation before it reaches the area of interest, using storm or catchment
transposition techniques. Quantitativeestimation of rainfall using radar is not without
its problems, but in providing the foresight needed in fast response situations it is
unique. It was these aspectsof detailed wide-scale coverage and frequent updating
that lead to the useof radar derived rainfall measurementsin this investigation.

10.2.3RadarDerivedIDF Analysis

Intensity-Duration-Frequency analysis has been used to establish the severity of a
given return period event since before the turn of the century.

Many methods of

rainfall analysis have been developed since then, using various statistical techniques,
but all have based on raingauge information for design purposes or post-event
appraisal. The use of such point data necessitatessome form of areal averaging or
interpolation, and leavesvery large areascompletely unsampled.

"A new techniquehas been evolved using distributed radar analysis and
General Extreme Value distribution fitting using Probability Weighted Moments.
" Frequent radar updating, combined with a knowledge based approachto the
potential of return periods provides knowledge of catchmentrainfall history to be used
in assigning risk to events as they occur. This allows the conversion of radar rainfall
`data' into `information' using knowledge of catchmentrainfall regime in real-time.
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" The technique also provides a new basis for the effective comparison of
different storm events.
"A simple catchmenttransposition procedurewas developed,allowing forecast
event return period to be calculated before the storm reaches the catchment. This
technique provides a new way of classifying an event before it occurs, in terms of the

areaof interest.
" The return period procedureis quick to run in real-time due to the reduction of
eachIDF distribution to a small number of PWM parameters.
" The analysisroutine may be easily integratedinto the existing radarprocessing
system, and it is recommended that this or a similar distributed IDF procedure be
included in the radarnetwork system,in order to fully utilise the potential of this form
of data.

10.2.4 Rainfall

In an attempt to find detailed knowledge of the rainfall runoff process,analysis was
carried out to determine the effect of rainfall characteristicsin flood production. In a
flood forecasting context, all of the rainfall characteristicsanalysedcould be obtained

from weatherradarmeasurements.
" Investigation was carried out of the rainfall input as experienced by the
drainage area, by examination of the catchment rainfall hyetograph, to allow direct
forecast of runoff characteristics. Various rainfall featureswere assessed;maximum
rainfall intensity sustained for durations from 15 to 90 minutes, rainfall volume,
duration, temporal centre of gravity, variance and skew.
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" The rainfall hyetograph characteristics were related to the flow hydrograph
properties of peak flow, time-to-peak, flow volume and percentage runoff for the
ensuing events.

" An optimised transfer function model was applied to each rainfall runoff
sequence in order to test the possibility of model selection based on rainfall

themodelimpulseresponses
againbeingrelatedto therainfall features
characteristics,
outlined above.
" The investigation producedinformation about severaluseful links betweenthe
rainfall and runoff characteristicsanalysed,related to runoff time-to-peak and volume.
Unfortunately, however, none of the knowledge was sufficiently well defined or
linkages strong enough to be included in a knowledge basefor direct forecasting of
flow.

" In the presentstudy, investigation was moved away from attempting the direct
forecasting of flow from rainfall to a model parameter tuning approach. It is
recommended that if future work is pursued in this direction then consideration be
included of other factors such as catchmentvegetationcover and land use.

10.2.5KnowledgeBasedFlow Forecasting

No modelling systemprocedureis perfect, and the problemsin the hydrological
by Han (1991). An outline
utilisation of transferfunctionmodelshasbeenaddressed
of these difficulties has been presented along with a description of a physically
realisabletransfer function model form.
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" In order to allow model parameter tuning, a study was undertaken to gain
knowledge of parameterdynamics in relation to storm rainfall, intensity, direction and
coverage.
" The study into these model variable relationships was carried out using
machine induction, synthetic rainfall runoff sequences being produced from a
Kinematic Wave Model, for differing storm movement, coverage and intensity
characteristics. A PRTF model was fitted manually to eachevent, and the optimum
parametervaluesrecordedand related to the causalstorm characteristics.
" Linkages betweenthe rainfall featuresand model parameterswere summarised
in the form of relationships and thresholds,in a suitable form for use in a knowledge
based system.
" In order to include the influence of catchment status a new technique was
evolved to estimate antecedentprecipitation index using radar rainfall inputs. Due to

the relatively low numberof calibrationeventsavailable,however,only a singleloss
factor was determinedrather than seasonallyvariable values.
" Catchment representation was carried out using a reservoir approach, work
being undertaken to define the threshold API value at which rainfall began to
contribute to runoff (the Effective Rainfall Threshold or ERT).

" The catchmentreservoirand effective rainfall conceptswerecombinedto
produce a physically basedsystemto determine event runoff contribution, analogous

to the `initial pluscontinuingloss' mechanism.
" The rainfall runoff parameters and catchment status-threshold relationships
established were built into a simple knowledge based system. Knowledge
representation followed a production rule format, and rainfall and catchment
information came from a cross correlation forecasting routine, a dynamic database
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being updatedevery time a new forecast become available. Model parametervalues
were set using this rainfall information, with reference to the appropriate production
rules, using a forward chaining system.
" When tested with actual rainfall runoff events the model tuning systemgave
improved forecasts over 60% of the time.

" Detailedexaminationof therunoff peakmagnitudeandtiming showedthatthe
extent of flow was well forecast,but problems were identified relating to peak timing.
Inconsistent rainfall input to the systemled to variation in parameter values chosen,
and consequentfluctuation in forecastcatchmentoutflow.

" Comparison with a grid based distributed model showed the RAMPART
system to be more efficient and produce more accurateflow forecasts,specifically in

theareaof peakrunofftiming.

Theinvestigationprocedureoutlinedaboveraisedseveralrecommendations
for further
research:
" Firstly, machine induction performs well when `expert' knowledge is lacking

or in identification of relationships where sufficient data would otherwise be
unavailable. It also allows control over multi-variable systems,in order to identify

links which maybe confusedby `noise'from otherfactors.
" When such techniquesare applied, care must be taken to match the induction
system to reality as far as possible. Following from this, the rules and relationships
established should be tested in a real-world context rather than immediately being
taken as fact. This allows identification of weaknesses,essential when the system is
used in a high risk application, and the possibility of post-induction optimisation.
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Although far from perfect, the knowledge based approach to flow forecasting
produced encouraging results. Future work along theselines may be recommended,
following a similar rule basedrepresentation,or somemore complex methodology.

" Research to improve the system in its present form may be focused on
refining the current knowledge, or establishing new rules. Refinement may involve
tuning the relationshipsto relate more closely to the drainageareaof interest. System
testing indicated that the thresholdsusedto define the timing parameter(tau) may not
be exactly matched to the Blackford Bridge catchment.

Precipitation index and

effective rainfall parameters may also be improved, the definition of seasonally
variable loss rates perhaps providing a more accurate representation of catchment
status. Alternatively, a device such as the Institute of Hydrology HYDRA may be
usedto provide point loss calibration, in a similar way to raingaugecalibration of radar
rainfall data.
" The investigation of new rules and relationships may concentrate on the role
of rainfall or catchmentvariables. The definition of an infiltration excessrunoff value
may prove useful in extremely intense events,in contrast to the soil saturation method
used in the catchment reservoir representation. Detailed investigation may reveal
differing rainfall values required to stimulate infiltration excess runoff, related to
prolonged dry period ground surface sealing, or other factors. Further catchment
characteristics which may be investigatedrelate to land use or vegetationcover which
may changeseasonally.
" The system developed in this thesis uses simple, rule based knowledge
representation, the only source for new information being from outside programming
An alternative is the introduction of more complex representationtechniquesand/or a
learning capability. The implementation of some form of `learning' proceduremay be
extremely useful in such a variable and important area as rapid response flood
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forecasting. Researchmay be aimed at a system that will `learn' from its mistakes,
forming new rules and associationsas time progresses. Thus, if a forecast proves to
be inaccurate, the sources of error should be identified, and the circumstances
`remembered'. A similar event in the future should not cause the same mistakes
again, but should be better forecast, basedon what hasbeen learned.

" In answer to the problems experienced with model forecast fluctuation, a
further area of investigation may lie in the use of model parameter restraint. The
creation of a completely accurateand reliable rainfall forecasting systemwould be an
alternative solution, benefiting many other applications.

10.3 Summary

Overall, the use of a knowledge basedapproachhasproved to be encouraging, at least
in this first study, and is thought to be worthy of further investigation in the future.

In a real-time rapid responseflood event, the new analysesand proceduresdeveloped
here may be used to increase warning of a severe event and improve flow forecast
accuracy. With a storm upwind of the catchment the intensity-duration-frequency
analysis and catchment transposition techniques allow forecasting of the event risk.
This is repeatableas the event approachesand passesover the area of interest, to gain
information about increasing or decreasingstorm severity. The direct forecasting of
runoff characteristics from rainfall analysis proved to be too vague, but model
parameter tuning was more successful.

Forecast rainfall may be input to the

knowledge based system and combined with knowledge of catchment status and
thresholds to produce a forecast flow hydrograph.

The severity of the runoff

anticipated may then be used as a basis to disseminatewarnings or call the relevant
authorities to `stand-by' or action.
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A

Hyetographs And Runoff Hydrographs

Used In The

Catchment Rainfall

- Flow Analysis (Chapter 5)
And KBS Testing (Chapter 8)
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APPENDIX

B

Values And Errors From The Synthetic Catchment
Kinematic Wave Model Investigation
(Chapter 7).

Physically

Realisable Transfer Function (PRTF) Model Parameter

Dynamics In Relation To Rainfall Direction, Position,
Coverage And Intensity.
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Results Of Rainfall Moving Down The Catchment
Average Rain
Intensity (mm/hr)
2
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40
44
48
52
56
60
64
68
72
76
80
84
88
92
96
100
104
108
112
116
120
124
128
132
136
140
144
148
152

156
160
164
168
172
176
180
184
188
192
196
200

Optimum
GammaValue

Optimum
Tao Value

PRTF
RMS Error

StaticTF
RMS Error

100
100
100
94
82
73
43
29
20
15
18
10
18
10
2
7
3

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
8
7
7
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

0.35
0.31
0.42
0.41
0.37
0.33
0.37
0.72
0.85
1.06
1.35
1.63
1.74
2.12
2.36
2.97
3.19
3.72
3.81
4.65
4.24
4.33
4.52
5.31
5.45
6.13
6.26
6.72
7.33
7.51
8.22
8.13
8.42
8.76
9.14
8.92
9.37
9.75

8.64
8.97
9.32
13.93
18.46
22.83
27.19
31.26
35.43
39.48
43.42
47.32
50.10
54.92
58.74
62.56
66.15
69.84
73.52
77.00
80.74
84.20
87.23
91.73
94.72
98.24
101.75
105.62
108.46
112.31
115.46
118.23
122.63
125.92
129.67
132.43
135.54
139.72

-2
-3
-6
-8
-10
-12
-16
-19
-22
-23
-25
-27
-28
-30
-30
-31
-32
-33
-33
-34
-35
-23

4

9.83

142.14

-26
-28
-30
-31
-31
-32
-33
-34
-34
-35
-35
-35

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

11.21
11.06
11.74
12.23
12.17
12.63
13.32
13.97
13.81
14.52
14.46
15.23

146.28
149.92
152.01
156.50
159.78
163.22
166.64
169.16
173.70
176.44
179.29
183.81
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Results Of Rainfall Moving Up The Catchment
AverageRain
Intensity (mm/hr)

Optimum
GammaValue

Optimum
Tao Value

PRTF
RMS Error

Static TF
RMS Error

2
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40
44
48
52
56
60
64
68
72
76
80
84
88
92
96
100

100
100
100
100
71
56
52
53
46
39
44
28
33
29
28
25
24
20
18
16
17
15
14
12
11

10
10
10
4
4
3
2
2
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0.12
0.14
0.16
0.19
0.26
0.31
0.35
0.51
0.56
0.65
1.37
1.48
1.41
1.55
1.55
1.67
1.72
1.91
2.03
2.12
2.14
2.25
2.36
2.46
2.57
2.35

7.44
8.96
9.19
13.41
17.58
21.44
25.33
29.27
32.82
36.66
40.31
43.99
47.61
51.37
54.96
58.52
62.16
65.72
69.38
72.95
76.53
80.24
83.66
87.29
90.02
94.19

104

-2

108
112
116
120
124
128
132

136
140
144
148

-1
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8

1

2.47

97.94

1
1
1
1
1
1

2.62
2.74
2.84
2.96
3.19
3.21

101.27
105.34
108.45
112.25
115.89
119.34

-8

1

3.37

122.45

-10
-11
-11
-11

1
1
1
1

3.47
3.63
3.73
3.85

126.13
129.26
133.37
137.61

152

-13

1

3.99

140.49

156
160
164
168
172
176
180
184
188
192
196
200

-13
-14
-14
-15
-15
-16
-17
-17
-17
-18
-18
-19

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4.12
4.25
4.39
4.52
4.67
4.79
4.95
5.14
5.22
5.35
5.52
5.64

144.24
147.66
151.23
154.81
158.34
162.24
165.47
169.18
172.33
176.52
179.97
183.02
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ResultsOf Rainfall On TheLower CatchmentArea
AverageRain
Intensity (mm/hr)
2
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40
44
48
52
56
60

64
68
72
76
80
84
88
92
96
100
104
108
112
116
120
124
128
132
136
140
144
148
152

156
160
164
168

172
176
180
184
188
192
196
200

Optimum
Tao Value

PRTF
RMS Error

Static TF
RMS Error

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.27
0.32
0.65
0.98
1.22
1.73
1.92
2.38
2.96
3.14
3.62
3.90
4.61
5.03
5.82

3.18
3.54
6.21
8.63
11.07
13.55
16.03
18.61
21.26
23.87
26.53
29.37
32.15
34.82
37.73

0

5.94

40.61

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6.41
7.18
7.13
7.72
7.85
7.93
8.67
9.55
9.63
10.78
11.96
11.94
10.90
12.77
13.53
12.42
12.63
12.82
13.75
13.43
15.22
15.27

43.57
46.44
49.42
52.38
55.31
58.39
61.37
64.45
67.53
70.55
73.60
76.64
79.81
83.07
86.10
89.35
92.52
95.26
98.83
102.02
105.31
108.53

-38

0

14.27

111.75

-37
-39
-39

0
0
0

15.59
15.83
15.91

114.96
118.28
121.49

0

16.02

124.74

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

16.13
16.28
19.23
19.35
19.52
19.67
19.72
19.79

127.93
131.39
134.55
137.82
141.19
144.44
147.72
151.11

Optimum
GammaValue
18
14
-2
-10
-13
-18
-19
-22
-25
-25
-26
-27
-27
-28
-30
-30

-31
-32
-32
-33
-33
-33
-34
-35
-35
-36
-37
-36
-36
-38
-38
-35
-35
-35
-36
-35
-37
-37

-39

-39
-39
-39
-39
-40
-41
-41
-41
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Results Of Rainfall On The Middle Catchment Area
Average Rain
Intensity (mm/hr)
2
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40
44
48
52
56
60
64
68
72
76
80
84
88
92
96
100
104
108
112
116
120
124
128
132
136
140
144
148
152
156
160
164
168
172
176
180
184
188
192
196
200

Optimum
GammaValue
84
79
79
44
24
12
3
2
-5
-8
-2
0
-2
-7
-14
-18
-21
-24
-12
-17
-19
-20
-21
-22
-23
-24
-28
-30
-19
-19
-21
-21
-22
-23
-24
-25
-25
-25
-26
-26
-27
-27
-27
-28
-28
-30
-31
-31
-32
-32
-33

Optimum
Tao Value

PRTF
RMS Error

Static TF
RMS Error

10
10
10
9
8
7
7
6
6
6
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0.17
0.20
0.23
0.28
0.58
0.99
1.18
1.42
1.81
2.40
1.93
2.36
2.54
2.92
3.68
4.29
4.85
5.86
5.44
5.65
6.15
5.94
6.58
6.72
6.94
7.28
8.82
9.61
9.94
9.76
10.81
10.63
11.13
10.97
12.26
12.50
12.76
12.67
13.36
13.21
13.92
13.86
13.79
14.59
14.44
16.43
17.51
17.45
16.66
16.81
17.67

7.42
8.72
9.14
13.30
17.11
20.75
24.32
27.50
30.76
33.84
36.81
39.86
42.72
45.62
48.41
51.25
54.16
56.48
59.45
62.24
65.25
67.94
70.67
73.82
76.31
78.27
81.43
84.24
87.15.
8927
92.34
95.26
98.12
100.51
103.44
106.80
109.31
111.96
114.23
117.22
120.74
123.22
125.56
128.29
131.61
134.13
137.55
140.08
142.34
145.63
148.65
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Results Of Rainfall On The Upper Catchment Area
Average Rain
Intensity (mm/hr)

Optimum
GammaValue

2
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40
44
48
52
56
60
64
68
72
76
80
84
88
92
96
100
104
108
112
116
120
124
128
132
136
140
144
148
152
156
160
164

100
100
93
84
70
56
39
33
22
24
16
14
12
12
11
7
6
4
3
2
1
1
0

168

-17

172
176
180
184
188
192
196
200

-2
-1
-3
-7
-3
-4
-6
-8
-9
-10
-10
-11
-12
-14
-14
-15
-16
-16
-16
-18
-19
-19
-20
-22
-22
-23
-23

Optimum
Tao Value

PRTF
RMS Error

StaticTF
RMS Error

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
8
8
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

0.31
0.53
0.85
1.24
1.45
1.63
1.72
1.68
1.47
1.37
1.56
1.92
2.02
2.61
2.62
2.63
3.09
2.96
3.44
4.32
4.53
4.56
4.64
6.62
5.95
7.52
7.87
7.89
9.85
9.66
10.98
11.56
11.68
11.22
11.46
12.13
13.24
12.94
13.02
13.46
13.66
13.72

2.32
9.3
11.64
13.97
18.5
20.8
25.19
29.4
33.5
35.5
39.5
43.83
47.15
48.97
50.81
52.6
57.8
63.02
68.04
72.9
77.73
82.47
87.04
89.42
91.65
95.30
96.04
100.52
104.91
109.27
111.05
113.14
113.69
117.84
120.31
122.12
126.23
127.02
130.43
134.60
138.76
139.94

4

14.45

142.97

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

14.35
15.26
15.22
15.85
16.20
16.11
16.87
17.14

145.90
147.61
151.24
154.01
155.33
159.45
161.29
163.52
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Results Of Rainfall Covering The Whole Catchment
Average Rain
Intensity (mm/hr)
2
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40
44
48
52
56
60
64
68
72
76
80

84

Optimum
GammaValue

Optimum
Tao Value

PRTF
RMS Error

Static TF
RMS Error

70
50
26
15
8
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.07
0.63
1.31
2.39
3.92
5.32
7.54
8.17
8.76
9.29
9.84
10.38
10.93
11.51
12.05
12.61
13.22
13.75
14.92
15.58
16.06

2.59
6.82
8.47
7.79
5.73
5.81
9.50
10.8
12.19
13.69
15.25
16.87
18.55
20.29
22.07
23.89
25.75
27.65
29.59
31.56
35.61

0

16.62

37.66

0
0
0
0
0
0

17.86
18.42
19.01
20.19
21.42
21.97

39.76
44.02
46.12
50.59
55.09
59.68

-2
-4
-5
-6
-9
-10
-12
-13
-13
-14
-14
-15
-15
-15
-15

-16

88
92
96
100
104
108

-17
-17
-18
-18
-18
-19

112

-19

116
120
124
128
132
136
140
144
148
152
156
160
164
168

172
176
180
184

188
192
196
200

-20
-20
-21
-21
-22
-23
-22
-23
-24
-24
-24
-25
-25
-25

-26
-26
-26
-26

-27
-27
-27
-27

0

22.6

69.07

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

23.78
24.99
26.26
27.39
29.79
31.04
32.21
33.44
34.64
35.91
37.04
38.25
39.44

73.88
78.75
83.68
88.67
93.73
98.83
103.98
109.18
114.44
119.74
125.07
130.45
135.87

0

40.67

141.33

0
0
0

41.89
43.04
44.32

146.83
152.36
157.93

0

45.42

163.53

0
0
0
0

47.86
49.03
50.14
52.59

174.82
180.51
186.24
191.99
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APPENDIX

C

Examples Of Decision Making Code From The RAMPART
(Real-Time Automatic

Model PARameter Tuning)

System (Chapter

Program Written

8).

In FORTRAN With VAX Extensions

To Run On DEC VMS Machines, Using
Radar Rainfall Inputs.
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Rainfall

Direction

Assessment :

If (DIRN.GE.193.AND.DIRN.LE.253)THEN
Type*, 'Rainfall Movement Is With The Direction
CALL DOWNCAT (RFINT)

Of Flow'

Else If (DIRN.GE.12.AND.DIRN.LE.72)THEN
Type*,'Rainfall Movement Is Against The Direction Of Flow'
CALL UPCAT(RFINT)
Else
PCTCOVB,
PCTCOVC,
CALLACROSSCAT(PCTCOVA,
RFINT)
End If

Rainfall Across The Catchment :
PCTCOVB,PCTCOVC,RFINT)
SUBROUTINEACROSSCAT(PCTCOVA,

If (PCTCOVA.
GT.65)THEN
Type*,'The Rainfall Is Concentrated On The Upper Catchment Reach'
(RFINT)
CALLUPPERSECTION
Else If (PCTCOVB.GT.65)THEN
Type*,'The Rainfall Is Concentrated On The Middle Catchment Reach'
CALL MIDDLESECTION(RFINT)
Else If (PCTCOVC.GT.65)THEN
Type*, 'The Rainfall Is Concentrated
CALL LOWERSECTION (RFINT)
Else
CALL CATWIDE (RFINT)
End If

On The Lower Catchment

Return
End

Rainfall

Movement With Flow :

SUBROUTINE DOWNCAT(RFINT)

Gamma=184.76-99.903*LOG(RFINT)
If (RFINT. LT.24)THEN
Tau=10

Else If (RFINT.GE.24.AND.RFINT.LT.36)THEN
Tau=9
Else If (RFINT.GE.36.AND.RFINT.LT.40)THEN

Reach'
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Tau=8
Else If (RFINT. GE. 40. AND. RFINT. LT.48)THEN
Tau=7

Else If (RFINT.GE.48.AND.RFINT.LT.60)THEN
Tau=6
Else If (RFINT. GE. 60.AND. RFINT. LT. 152)THEN
Tau=5
Else If (RFINT. GT. 152)THEN
Tau=4

End If
Return
End

Rainfall

Movement Against Flow :

SUBROUTINEUPCAT(RFINT)
Gamma=178.97 + -87.373 * LOG(RFINT)
tau

=0

Return
End

Rainfall-Flow Contribution :
If (FAPI. GT.29.79)THEN

Type", 'Catchment Is Wet, Rainfall Contributes To Flow'
IFLAG=1
Else
IFLAG=O
End If
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